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Ai}S1]Iì/iC'T

A Confl.ict {gclcl gL Loci.¿¡'I Theorv

Thefollowingthesisattemptedtodevelopaconflictmodelof

socialthcory.Themethoctemployed'tor1'evelopaconflictmorj.e]-vJaSa

historícat dialo¿¡re between the opposing forces in social' theory'

ItwasfoundthatthemajorforcesinsocÍa}theorywhichare

in operation today stem from the Enlightenment and from Karl lrlarx" There-

fore,thedeve}opmentcfthemodeloccured.throughahypothetica]"dia-

Ìogue between KarI Marx and a major opponent' Karl Mannheim'

ThemajorÍssueswereabstracted.fromthedebateand'general-

ized into the following categories' 
'

1. Ontological CategorY
2. Natural Science lríethod'ology
J. Natural Change

4" Human Nature
,. Socia} Science Method-oIogY
6" Social Structure
'l.. Social Charge
B. PoIitica} RamÍfications
-!. SociaI C1ass

hed.ebatealsodemonst::atesthatthereaIeveryd'efini-tere-

lationships wh:'ch exÍst betr¡een the d'Ífferent categories'

loCategoriesoftheori.escanbearrarrgedinahierarchy
according to theÍr level of generality'

2"Themoregeneralthecategoryothemoreprimacythe
categorY has in causal" termso

S.Theontologicalcategor'yisthemostgeneral'andthereforet
it is the mos,L critical for understancling causal relations wi.thin a theory"

4"Thenatureofsciencecategoriesfollowdirectlyfr:omthe
ontological categorY'

,"Thenatureofsciencecate¿çorÍesarethenextmostinrport-



arìt categorieBt for they tranefer the premise state of the ontological
category throughout the theory" In this way a continuity is establ-ished
in a theory"

The model was tested in two ways, In the first place, it

was tesled in relation to Mertont s middl,e range theory. rt was found

that all the categories hypothesized as being necessary to a soci.al

theory were in fact contained r¡ithin Mertonfs so-cal.ted middle raxge

perspective.

In the second placee the model was tested out in an anlysis

of Max l.Jeber. The modelts predictive abÍlites proved valuable in

the determination of Weberr s social and political position.

The modeL ca¡r be further tested. by applying it to a larger

number of theorÍsts over d.ifferent historical period.s, It is expected

that the societal categories vroul-d alter, but that the remaining cat-

egories would remain quite adequate.

NOEL ÐAVID SCHACTER
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Cherpt er 1

INT}IODUCTION

St-a.lemglt o-f the Probl"g

The basic aim of tl'Ès thesis is to deve)-op an analytical model

for sociaÌ theory.

The approach employed. involves relating perspectives in the

sociology of knot^t1ed.ge to positions held. concerning the function and.

nature of social theory.

It will be shown that the contemperary situation in social

theory fails to relate social- thought and. its structure to social-

history and. its structure" The socioLory of knowl-ed.ge attempts to

und.erstand the nature of knovrl-ed.ge in general , and. its rel-ationship

to the surround.ing social environment.

Its significar,ce for sociologists lies in the fact that it

ad.d.resses issues which are outsid.e the d.isciplinary d"omain of sociolory.

By questioning its own philosophy, history, and. potiticaì- economy,

sociology becomes conscious of Ítself in the same way that sociology

becomes conscious of other elements within society.

In the process of becoming more conscious of itself, alter-

r:ative d.irections become el-ucid"ated., allowing sociologists the

possibility of choosing their future.

.Rati onaÌ e

Literature in the area of social

Bro:rd.ì-y spea"kin¿ç, two general categories

tive and the ¿¡¿lytical-"

theory is very d-iverseu

are observed.; the descrip-
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It vrill be argued th¿rt socia.l thcory is substantive and can be

treated as d¿¡,ta for the clevelopment of a mod-el" Description is a nec-

essary elemcnt of social theory but it is insufficient in relatiort to

the functions of theory" The treatment of theory as subsiantive data

must be analytically orientecl if theory is to function as a general-

izing and- organizíng tool, to aid- in the comprehension of social en-

vironments. Abstract empiricism in the treatment of theory resul-ts

from pure description"

The first exposure a sociolory stud.ent has in sociaL theory is

to a theory text such as ltlartind.ale's þ Nature and Types of Sociolog-

ical Theory (1960), These are primarily d.escriptive rvorks v¡ith unde-

f end"ed. classificatory schemes,

Even more d.escriptive are books of selected. writings such as

Ruitenbeeku" Igliuti-Sq of Classic Social Theory (1963) and. Bottomore

and Reubelt" @! Irlarx (1956)" For the novice, they are often con-

fusing or misleading; for the more erud-iter they are insufficient.

Biographical- monographs such as Freund-rs 1,1-ax Weber (1966)

are less d.escriptive. They attempt to make a l-oose relationship be-

tween the life of a theorist and. his or her work.

More critical material in social theory aLso takes on a

variety of forms, some biographical and- others pureJ-y critícal" Aronts

Main CumentF in Soci-olosicalThou,qht (1965) exa¡nines only what Merton

calls the trsystematics't or structure of social thinlcers" Boudinr it &S

Tbeoreticq.l S.vstem of Kar.[. Uarx ({90?), combines a critica} and. bio-

graphical approach.

Ânother method. iuvolves a generaì. analysis of systematics whiclt
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are common to several theorists. Iìex0s 59¿ proEg,rn! in Soci-ologj.cal

Thcoqy (1961), Stark'o lþ¡1]gþI I¡orrnÊ ln sqci¿l llLou¡iht- ( tgCz¡,

and Crosst,r åIgpg"igl on Êggi-olq1ic%l Theor.y (lg>g) makc critical

analysis of the structure of thought" To some extent, both llex ancL

Stark relate the structure of thought to its time and- p1ace, ioe.¡

its social history"

There is a bod.y of literature vrhich is highly critical of al-I

existing thought but v¡hich d.oes not align itself with any particular

theoretical framework. ïn economic thought these writ ers are knor+n as

ftInstitutionalists" (RotI t 1939; pp. Afi-Ð. This term covers authors

in sociol-ogtrr such as Veblen and. II¡ædaI"

While Veblent= k Hißher Learnins in America (t9tS) is not a

critique of theory itself, it attacks the strong affiliation which

Universities have with big businessu In some i+ays C"l¡l . Mill-s can al-so

be seen in this light" The Sociol-o&Lcal fmagination (lg>g) is ror" of

a critique of abstract empiricism than it is a theoreticaf al-ternative.

The alternatives of Mills are implÍe¿ through some form of syn-

thesis of d.iverse elements. In the introd.uction of From Max WebcI (9qe),

for example, l{il}s consid.ers Weberts work as merely round.ing out the

Marxian perspective.

Gouldner'" &g Comi-n,,{ Clisis in l'l-estern Soqiolonr (t970) is

another example of the institutionalist mode of thought. The title of

the book belies the fact that its major point is to clcmonstrate a con-

verging trend. between the major opposing elements of sociol"ory; tr\rnc-

tionalism and. Marxism.

Horowitz has probably been far more critic¿i,l about both the
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structure of social thought aud the institution¿1l structure r.¡ithin rvhich

it exists than most critical thinkcrs. In |t0onsensuss Conflict and Co-

operation¡ A. sociological rnventoryß (1962), I{orovritz makes it cLear

that the strateg-y of consensus is merely a form of mass persuasion (p"186).

fn Philoqgph{¡ Science a¡3 The S.ocio_toÆr o{ Knorvlejlp (961)
He relates the structure and. the content of thought to its social origins.
Bute like Millsu he stops short of an alternative which is not merely

a pragrnatic synthesis of components from competing theories"

Zeitlines I4gq_Lqtr and. The ,D_eve_Lopment of Socioloeical_ Th.eofX

' (1968) is an historical approach which sees the roots of mod.ern

sociology in the enlightenmentn Zeitlines thesis is that sociolory after
Marx, up to early tv¡entieth century European thought, is a d.ialogue

with Marxfs ghosto i'êne he is not explicitly acknowled.ged. as the prime

antagonist but the issues revolve around. his writings.

Howeveru this wasntt an original thesis" r.n j,941, Marcuse pub-

rished Reasg4 and. 4evolrqt:þn, in which he traced. the d.evelopment of

social theory from Hegel through Marx" Marx carried. on the dialectical
and- negative philosophy of Hegel, whereas mainstream sociologr follow-
ed. from Comte0s positive method." Historicallyu Marcuse sees Comtegs

work as a conservative reaction to negative philosophJr i"e.¡ a. re-
action to its tend.ency toward. rad.ical social change.

Marcuse is the only wrít"r mentionecl above who has been witl-
ing to see the contemperary d.ebate as a structural an¿ politcal con-

flict arising from objective social cond-itions" WhiIe Zeitlinu GouLd.ner

and- Horowitz have all been willing to see Marx as an inpontant figure
fn the debate, they attempted. to elimin¡rte the d.ebate itself, often in
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the most subtle wâ¡rso

An accurate description and- an^alycis of the d.ebate is very im-

portant since the debate is the mechanism by which a model can best be

developed." The position to be d-emonstrated. here is¡ that a debate exists

in social theory between Marx and. those who followed- him; this debate

has several interpretations; Marcuse0s interpretation is the most accu-

rate"

Method

Brod.beck in rrModelsu Meaning, and. Theoriesr, (t959)u d.efines a

mod.el for theory as an isomorphic theory" fsomorphic theories require

two cond-itions: they must have para11eI components; they must have the

same kind. of relationships existing between these components (p,374; p,

379),

The construction of a mod.el for social theory would. involve

the isolation of the basic components and. relationships between coft-

ponents" The only way to achieve such a goal wou1d. be through the com-

parative analysis of severaJl theories"

The d.evel-opment of a mod.el could. be very valuable for sociologlr:

a model couId. provid.e a mechanism for the comprehension of any single

theory; a mod.e1 can a11ow for the comparative analysis of d-ifferent

theories, thus facilitating a greater comprehension of the interrelat-

ionship of theories; a mod-el can aid. the researcher in the construction

of a project in which alternate theories can be tested. within the sarne

aree and. possibly within the same datau pormitting a more valid- veri-

fication (Frideres and. Taylor, 1972)0
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There is a consid-erable arnou.nt of agreement about what a theory

is in a general sensea It is mad.e up of a set of variablcs rel¿rtcd by

propositions, which in turn are intemelated- by a set of r1les of logicn

Bcyond this leveL there are a number of important clisagreements,

One d.isagreement occurs over the leve1 of the categories which

go into making up the variables. Merton?s Social Thcor.v and_ Social

structure (lg+g) argues for a mid-d-re range theory, i.êue mid.d.le levels

of generality' Glaser and. Strauss in The Piscover.y of Ground.ed. Theory

(lgSl) argue for an even lower Ievel of generality,

Karl Deiter*Opp in ÍTheori-es of the l¿Iid.d.le Range as a Stratery

fo¡ the construction of a Generar sociological rheoryrt ( 1 97o), takes

the position that higher leve1s of generality are both. possible and-

necessary for a social theory,

Ït will be argued. that the substance for the formation of a

mo¡leI in social theory is the analysis of social theory itself over

time; an accurate mod.el cannot be constructed. unless major alternatives

are represented., and. represented. accurately in the d.ebate; the sociol-
ogr of knowled.ge applied- to social theory will help to d.etermine the

major opponents of this debateu

The attemPt to d.evelop an analytical mod.el will proceed. through

three broad stages: 1 ) Through a d.ebate over two competing theories in
the soci.olog'y of knowled.ge; 2) ttuough a d.ebate with the main curuents

in contemperary sociological theoryi 3) The construction of a theoreti-
cal model through a serection of facto¡s in the two d.ebates"

Stage- 1" The two theories selected. for the d-ebate in the soci*

olog1¡ of knowledge are Marx and. Mannheim" The reason for selecting



Marx is that he is the major discent theorist in Sociology (Marcuseu

1941i p" 253)" t'farx was the only individ.ual to serioue).y d"evelop the

d.ialectical thinking of llegel, or what is sometimes called frnegativerl

philosophy (Marcusei p" 26)"Negative philosophy refers to the critical

aspect of the dialectic which insists that the d.est::uction of the old.

is necessary for the development of the new" It was the d.estruction of

the old social ord.er v¡hich even llegel eventually opposed-" Only ivlarx

ad.opted. this element into his thesiso

In contrad.istinction to Marx, and- in d.ebate with Ïrfarx0s ghost

(Zeit1in, 1968¡ p, 281)u taannneim developed- what is considered- here as

a major alternative to the d-ialectical approach (ttlanrùreims 1g29)"

å!#93. WarshaJes rrfhe Current State of Sociological Theory:

Diversity, Polarityu Empiricismu and. Small Theoriesr, (1971) inùicates

thatr rfMod.ern sociolory is d.ominated. by small theories and. empiricism

rather than by a single integrating theory or even by a few large

theories or schoolst' (p, 23)"

Mertonrs mid.ùle range theory is selected. as a representative

example of this mod.ern trend., Mertonss position, as it is stated. in

the above cited work, is critically examined. in the light of the above

d-ebate with lifarx and. Mannheim,

-$.!ggel" The final stage involves tho selection of the import-

ant issues brought out in the d"ebate between Mannheim and. Marx, and-

Mannhcimr Marx and. Merton" These issues are then generalized. into cat-

egorios which constitute a model for social thoory. They includ.e; an

ontological categorys a nature of science categoryu a huma¡r nature

categoryu and. socíetal categories" A particular position ad.opted. r,¡ith-
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ín a category is refer¡ed to as a premise or a premise st¿¡,te,

A defini'be relationship exists between the various premise

states of categoriesu The categorj-es are hierarchically ordered. accord.-

ing to their }evel- of generality" The ontological category is the most

basic and- therefore, it has a primacy in causal terns,

fhe ontological category expresses itself through the nature of

science categoryr which in turn acts upon the succeed,ing categoriesu

The relationships are not strictly d.eterministic. A premise state a-

d-opted. in the ontological category merery sets limits on the premise

states of, for example, a societal- category.



Chapter 2 
_

THE ORICIN AND MBTHOD OF DJIBÂTE ]¡I SOCIAL TIIEORY

ilistorically, the debate in social theory is between lvlarx and

those writers wlto followed him. Three questions will be addressed in

this chapter: what rs involved in the debate? how is it carried on?

what are some of the social and historical factors which infLuence

questions 1 and 2?

Mode of Debate: Consensus and Conflict

The most effective form of debating an issue is to structure

out the major alternative to oners position. In this bray, no one

knows the debate is occuring, which means that a decision has been

made without a conscÍous dialogue. Thi.s form of debating will be

called the consensus apDroach.

Horowitz (1962) points out that ¡rConsensus theory.. c. o otends

to become a metaphysícal representation of the dominant ideol-ogical

matrixil (p. 1BO)" Both consensus and conflict, however, are attempt-

ing to achieve the same goal: cooperation. Yet, consensus tends to

be associated with cooperation and conflcit becomes its opnosite.

, Horowitz demonstrates how consensus differs from coooeration

in three ways: consensus demands both uniformity in roLes as well as

in rules or procedure, whereas cooperation only requires the Iatter;
ilconsensus is agreement on the eontent of behavior, while cooperation

necessitates agreement onJ-y on the form of behaviorr' (p. 1B]). t'co-

operation concerns toLeration of dÍfferences while consensus demands

abolition of these same differencesrr (p. 1B? ).
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There are two major weaknesses to Horowitzrs discussion. Tn

the first place, he in'fimates that the form and the content of deba'l,e

can be universalJ-y separated. Thrs can be seen as the outgrowth of a

more critical weakness; an a-historical posl-tj.on concerning the devel-

opment of social thought,

Besides the fact that form is likely to set pararneters upon

the content (tfrus makj.ng this part of his argument spurious), coop-

eration can not always be a prÍorÍ Ímposed upon a situation without

considerj.ng the limiting circumstances, l{ost important of all, the

units of concfJ-ict, cooperation or consensus must be considered. To

what extent, for exarnple, can two classes cooperate?

The introduction of the historical unit 'rcfassil into the dis-

cussÍon helps to clarify both the basis of the argument and the con-

tent of the argument itself.

Content of the Debate: Cl-ass Versus Status

The consensus definition of class tends to accentuate the

subjective component of status (Horowitz, 1962; pp. 182-r). Dahrend.orf

in Class and Class Conftj.ct in Industrial Society (tgfO) refers to

lleberrs d.efinition of class when he is rejectÍng Marxrs conception of

objective social class (p.24 and pp. 136-?).

Weberrs difference with Marx is based upon two major factors.

The first involves the narrow translation of the term reconomicr as a

pure component. Unlike'Marx, Weber held a subjective theory of value

which began to become promi.nant around Weberrs birth. At ttre time

that Jevonsr lrrral-ras, Mettger and Gossefl wsre formulating margina] uti]-

ity theory (Rol-I , 1939; p.3?4), economics as a d"iscipline came into

existence, differentiatirrg itself from political econorny, which had
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long held a labour theory of value (Meek, 1958)" Consequently, Weber

separated. economics into a distinct category which he labelled rather

pejoratively as a rrationalf element, and which was to be distinguished

from the irrational component of human culture (Weber, 1g47; pp.)2 anð,

185).

The consequence of such a division was to separate every soc ial

concept into its rational and irrational components, or into its for-

maLly ratÍonaÌ and substantively rational aspects (Weter; p.185).

This applÍed in particular to the content of social class, which Weber

split into its economic or formally rational state and its substan-

tively rational class status (Weber; p.424). The two are not neces-

sarily rerated" This is the the¡¡e that ran through The protestant

Ethic and the spirit of capital-ism (tg¡o): Economic (derined object-

ively) and social factors (d.efinea subjectivety) cause each other and.

neither can be given precedence over the other in any generar senseô

Da^tirendorfrs criticism of Marx and Marxts definÍtion of class

Ís predicated upon Weberrs position. Hazelrigg, in ilCLass, property,

and Authority: Dahrendorf's Critique of Marxrs Theory of Class', (1972),

demonstrates that Dahrendorf misinterpreted Marx on both the meaning

of class as weIÌ as the foundation of classes" He alsopoints out that

Dahrendorfrs usage of authority as a replacement for property is poor-

Iy defined a¡d lacks any explanation of its origins"

However, through his association with Vrleber, it can be demon-

strated that Da-hrendorfrs conception of authority is likety to be sub-

jectively founded. The consensual approachu as it was pointed out
earlier, is basically subjective. crass, then, defined subjectivery
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will usually be seen in terms of authority and status' On the other

hand, the confli.ct approach tends to define class both subjectively

and objectivety, in terms of social relations to the me¿rns of produc-

t ion.

The comparative validity of the alternate theories on cl-ass

and its interpretation cannot be examined here" The above discussion

is merely attempting to d.efine the differences between those theorists

who cLaim to be conflict oriented, The sÍgnifica¡ce of such a dis-

tinction is especially importa¡rt for the exanination of social theory

as d,ata. It allows for a debate with fund.amental alternatives to d-e-

velop, as opposed. to a false debate, oT' a consensual approach"

It is not always easy to separate consensus theories of society

fron confl"ict ones. Occasionally¡ the distinctions are exceptiona)-ly

subtl-e. Because it is so important for the development of a model to

d.efine actual alternatives in social theory, the following section will

deal with rvhat are consid.ered, to be the major consensus modes of de-

bate.

There will be three types of consensus examined in the analy-

sis of social theory: the first is called the non-acknowledging trad-

ition; next, there Ís the distorting tradition; finallyr there is the

convergence thesis (Gou1d,ner, 19?0).

The non-acknowlglging t¡'adition. Zeitlin (t9ee)r among others,

d.eveloped the thesis that social theorÍsts following Marx never ack-

no¡Iedged him as their main antagonist, but continued to cteal with the

varieties of consensus in the Examination of social Theo
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issues which he raised. This Zeitlin callerl the debate rr¡ith Marxrs

ghost.

At least two possible consequences follow fron the above thesis:

Marxrs work vüas never subjected to serious criticism; secondly, social

theory began to lose its historical characten, thus making it more dj-f-

ficult to comprehend.

The distorting trad_itÍon. Zeitlin tras referring to European thinkers

following Marx until the early part of the twentieth century. Gouldner

pointed out that it was d.uring the depression of the 1930's in America

that American sociologists began to look for alternatives to Marx.

There is little question but that the crisis of the 1930ts
intensifÍed American acad-emic interest in European socÍaI
theory and. brought it to the center of intel-Iectual con-
troversy" In particular, the crÍsis of the 193Ots l-ed
some American academicians to look to European academic
sociolory as a defense against Marxism that was recently
penetrating Anerican calnpuses, for Europeans had far long-
er experience with it. ooo.o It was such ideologically
shaped expectations that a group of Harvard scholars,
which centered on L"J" Henderson and included Parsons,
George Homa¡rsr and Crane Brinton, formed a seminar on
Vilfredo Paretoc ooo. AIso attending were R.K. Merton,
Henry Murray, a:ld- Clyde Kluckhotm (Gouldner, 19?O; pp.
148_g) "

American eociologists, and in particualr the two theorists who

were to shape American social theory more than any others (Parsons

and Merton), adopted rather consciously the non-acknowledging tra-

dition. However, the internaÌ crieis in American society |tendedrr in

world war two¡ and so apparentlyr did- any intennal threat"

Externaì"Ìy, America was being threatened not so much by Fascisrn,

but rather by the growth of Marxj.st revolutions" Kolko notes that

the Âmericansr along with the British, were extremely concerned with
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the growth of the communist parti.es in both eastern and central Europe

during and just after the war.

At a nrinimum, the communist parties trip led their popular

support, while in some cases it grew by leaps and bound.s (Xoltol 1)68;

p"32), Thelr concern grew to the point that upon liberation, the pop-

ular und.erground movements, which were basically left oriented, were

disarmed- and often imprisoned" Military disctatorships were imposed

by the Americans as in the case of ltaly (p"60), while in Fbance, the

Americans supported the Vichy government, which Kolko shows 'rwas right

wing and. a^nti-British, and. so anti-Soviet as quickly to become pro-

Germanrr (rotico; p.64) .

The cold. war which was to follow was motivated by what Baran

a¡ld. Sweezy called. the surpì-us absorption problem of Capitalism ( Baran

and. Sweezyn 1966)u As the first U.S, ambassador to the Soviet Union

stated in 1946,

Every time the Souiet Union extends its power over another
area or state, the Unj-ted. States and Great Britian lose
another normal market (Horowitz11969; p.84).

I,ùhatever its motÍvation, the cold war also had its internal

effects upon American society, narnely McOarthyism. This resulted in

an offensive against Ìeft wing ideologl¡ in every sphere of American

culture, including academia" In 1953t Webster noted that I'In the past

several months the newspapers have carried, almost daily accounts of

teachers and professors being dismissed from their positions because

they refused to a-nswor, under compulsion and oathe questions concern-

ing their beliefs and associations¡ past and. presentrt (tgl¡; p.121).

Tlie conlbination of the political Þressures from within a¡rd
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the history of the non-acknowledging tradition in Ame::ican sociology,

led to a distorting traclj.tion of Flarx. Coulson and Riddell point out

that there is a considerable amount of distortion built into int.o-

ductory texts. They note that Marx il..o" is not even given the digni-

ty of a section in Barnets 1rOO0 pa6e Introduction to the History of

Socj-ology¡ and hardly, Íf at all mentioned in most American intro-

ductory texts (Barnes | 1961)" (Coul.son and Rj.d.delL , 1970; p.2).

The convergence thesis" Aronson and CowIey have observed

that, rrOrganlzed capitalism is, fundamentalJ-y, a society without op-

position on the political levelr æd without alternatives at the in-

divid.ual level'r (gel; p,7B). l{hile the above statement Ís overly gen-

eral, there is considerable a¡nount of historical evidence to support

such a position: the rise of fascism in Germany, Italy, Spain and now

Greece; the unwillingness of the American govermment to allol a demo-

cratic election in South Viet Nam ín 1)J6 because of the certainty of

a communist vj.etory; McCarthyi-sm wrthin America¡ society.

Marcusers One Dimensional Man (1964) d.emonstrates the per-

vasiveness of the vast cultural monolith which has engulfed American

society. Davis also notes the collapse of any oppositional forces in

America after the fall of Gene Debs and the socialist party, In 1)12

they managed to get 6"3/" of the popular vote for the presidency (1971i

p.20).

It i-s important to see touldnerrs posrtion on social theory

in this light" !'irst of all, Gouì-dnerrs convergence thesis wilL be

explicated a¡rd then it will be criticized.
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i) Con,l:¡gence of functional-ism. 1n The Co$i.n$ Crj.sjls in

Wes-Lern Sociolo¿ly (tgfO). Gouldner conceives of the d-eveLopment of

social theory and sociology in gcneraì. as the dialogue between two

distinct lines of thought.One of them is conservatism which runs

from Plato, to Comters positive sociology, through to Durkheimrs

functionalism a¡d Parsonrs structural functionalism. Gouldner caIIs

this "academicil socÍology.

The second alternative comes from Marx, and this he calls

Itradicalfr socioLogy. Gouldnerrs thesis is that American sociological

thinking has been dominated by Parsonia¡r functionaLism and functinn-

ali'sm in general. However, functionalism is waning and. bend.ing to-

wards Marxism"

The tv¡o dominant themes of functionalísm are social order a¡rd

system autonomy (Inaiviaualism). This Gouldner cal-l-s I'pre-Keynesi.a¡rrt

sociology. There are two j-nterrelated forces which have transformed

Parson s and America¡ sociology in generalo Iu the first place, func-

tionalism d.id. not fit the social- reality of discord. and. strife that

began in the 193Ots ald reappeared. in the 1!60ts. As a consequence,

of both social and economic d.ifficulties, government involvement on

the sid.e of order and system maintenance forced. the autonomy premrse

(government non involvement) to be abandoned. Consequently,

. o o o there has occured a world wide and unprecedented
growth in socÍaI science funding based largely on vast
new resources supplied by government (Gouldner, l97)i
p.J45).

The more that sociologists become involved in p¡actical

application, the more they are forced to abandon their non causaL
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function¿rli st prc;mi se n '

Such a. conclusion must bc serj-ousÌy questioned. 'rJhy is it

more reason¿rblc to assume that ¿rn increase in government expenditure

in social- sci-ence research v¡ill cause functionaLism to bend towards

Marxism than i'b is to assume that it will" have the opposite ef'fect,

i.en¡ to keep social science away from I'larxism? Governments do not

give money away wi'bhout expecting concrete returns. If it became

apparent that governrnent research was radicalizing social scientists

than governments would. either reduce research or find- mearÀs of en-

suring safe returns.

It is cLear that government expenditures for research, whether

in the social or natural sciences, is politically motivated. As A.K,

Davis points out, r'..""the basic issue in the relations of government

and science is not simpLy government control, but government control

for what end.s? and by what means?"(1957; p,z)l),

In 1954 B.J. Stern indicated. finaf 9U/p, of all Americanrgsearch

expenditure r+ent for mititary and commercÍa1 purposes (pp.110-16).

Capitalist governm'ents, then, use research to explore and- develop

means for maintarning and extending their position. Socialj"st govern-

ments obviously do the saJne"

However, social science is cruciall-y different from pure

science in this regard. It is more directly involved in the politÍcal

1'Government Research Expendj. bure For Social Science

1962
,l clf. ì
1964

Uniteil S'La'tes
6j-î*B-",'ffi
$139 mlllion
$200 milli.on

Selgiunr
$2.9 mÍlIion

${ .8 rni l}ion
Source: Couldner,1!'/1 ; p"
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goals and means of governments. The very report which Goul.dner cited

for his above figures also indicated that very cLose rel-ations were

required between sociaL scientists and government officials for the

successful operation of socia] science research. It then becomes

even more difficult to conceive of functionalism moving toward l'[arx-

ism (o.E.c.Do, 1966; p.42).

Another point which Gouldner overlooks in this part of his

argument is the relationship between theory and practice. AoK. Davis

noted that; I'A widening cleavage between social theory and the study

of concrete social- problems has been a prominent feature o,f academic

sociaL science - especial).y sociology - for some timerr (lgX; p"90).

Nor is this an isolated condj-tion of the 195}rs and 60ts,

Warsha" (lgll) observes that there are few large theories and a pre-

pond.erance of empiricism and small theories, which is just another

way of stating the problem.

The effect of such a separation means that the people involv-

ed in research are not likety to be major functional theorists, while

the major functional theorists are not likely to be involved in re-

search. Even if GouLdner were correct about the effect of government

research upon social science, the division of theory and practice

would. mitigate any significant effects.

If Gouldner could now demonstrate that aIl of these criticisms

were Ín some way invalid, his argument is still wanting. The prin-

cipal problem with his approach to theory js that he fails to see it

as an integrated whole. The mere fact that functionalists become

causally oriented doeg not mean that they become M¡rrxiste or that they
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necessarÍIy move closer to lvfarxism" While causal,ion is a nece6sary

eren¡ent of Marxism, it is by no means sufficient. rt i-s incumbent

upon GouJ-dner to demonstrate what tbe other factors areu where they

come from¡ and how they operate. Âs long as these factors remain be-

low the surface, i.t is just as reasonable to argue that functionaLists

who become causally oriented are simply becoming more realistic and

thus, more capable of countering Marxism.

ii Converqelce of Marxism. The argument even becomes weaker

when it is exa¡nined- from the other direction; Marxism is converglng

toward functionarism. The major cri_sis, thenn is not in western

sociologyr which is merely adjusting its dominant theoretical perspec-

tives to the changing potitical realities. The real crisis is with

Marxism and radical sociology, as MartÍn shaw points out Ín a critique
of Gould.nerr s book (lg7l) .

rt is important to understand. that there is a major sprit in
the interpretation of Marxr s work. The split occured. after the pub-

lication of Ma¡xts early r.¡orks into EngJ_ish, because the early works

of Marx contain what appears to be a more phiì_osophic strainr one

which Eric Fromm arnong otherso has chosen to develop.

Ernst Blochrs Kar.- ì{ar¡ (1970) breaks Marxrs works up into

three periods: pre 1B4j feft Hegelianism; 1843-46 early dialectical
materialism; 1847-Bl. Nicalousfs article rThe Unknown Marxr (fgOA)

gives a certain arnount of support to thj-s division" Nicalous states;

hthen he assessed his intellectual career in 1859, Karl
It{arx condemned to deserved. obscurity aI} of his pre-
vious works but four (p.4'l),
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The four works were T'he Povert¿ o! PhiLosophf, (l9il), Manifestq

qI ttrc Communit Party (1848), fugqgh on lrge Tra.cJe (tg+ti) and !'la{c-

Labolr ancl Capital (lB+g). Thus the work between 1843-46 rvas largely

abandoned by l{arx or at least severely criticÍzed, ( Marxrl15gi p.14)"

It is however, precisely these earlier works that constitute

the base for the dissenting Marxists. Often this group has been Ìabel-

ed I'philosophic[ as opposed. to the rreconomicrr school (NÍcalous t1968).

Gouldnerrs conceptualization of Marx places him in the t'philosophicrr

group, for he sees Marx as a metaphysician.

In distinguishing the two major protagonists of developing

socioloryr Gouldner states;

The comtÍan formula ?Ias: Scientific Method x Hierarchical
Metaphysica = Positive sociology; the Marxian formula was:
Scientific Method x Romantic ljletaphysics = Scientific
Socialism (t 971; p.112) 

"

Here the implication is that Marx, Comte and Positj-ve sociol-ogy were

at1 in agreement about the nature of science a:td that they d.istinguish

themselves from each other only in terms of their metaphysics. How-

ever, there are a number of grounds for d.isagreeing with this i¡ter-

pretation of Marx and with the Marxian part of the convergence thesÍs.

, In the first place, there is a profound. disagreement betrween

what positive philosophy and the negative philosophy meari by screnceo

. o. o positive philosophy studied the social realitiss after
the pattern of nature and uncLer the aspect of objectíve
necessity. The independence of matter of fact was 'to be

preserved, md reasoning was to be directed to an accept-
ance of the giveno o.... Posj-tive philosophy was going to
affirm the existÍng order ag'ainst those v¡ho asserted the
need for Inegatingt it (Marcuse ,1969i pp.327-B).

Marx followed directly from this negative tradition of Hegel
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and according to Marcuse, he was the only one to carry it on"

The historical heritage of Hegeì-rs philosophy, for instance,
did not pass to the rHegeliansr (neither the right nor thc
left) - they were not the ones who kept alive the true
content of this philosophy. The critÍcal tendencies of
the Hegelian philosophy, rather, wcre taken over by, and
continued in, the Marxian social theory, white in aI]
other aspects, the history of HegelÍanism beca¡ne the hÍs-
tory of the struggle against Hege1 in which he was used as
a s¡rmbo1 for aII that the new intellectual (and to a con-
siderable extent even the the practical poli'Lical) efforts
opposed (tgígi p"2j2)"

In the second p1ace, the appJ-ication of the two terms rrRomant-

icil and Ílifetaphysician'r appear to be completely i-ncorrect in their a-

ssociation with Marx" It is only apparent because Gouldner does not go

into extensive detail as to the meaning and justification for his pos-

i ti on.

ion to

fn so far as Romanticism is concerned, he sees it as a react-

the utilitarianism of the eighteenth century, and as such he

believes it is not inherently conservative (1970; pp.115-7).

As Zeitlin points out, I'In general,

ception of a rational, mechanistic universe

the enliehtenment con-

is now rejected" ..... o

an effort was made to free the emotion" from the austere rules and

conventions imposed during the eighteenth century'r (1968; p"38),

Hegel attempted. to synthesize the elements of the enlightenment (reas-

on) and of the romantic reaction (tristory). In this way a link can

be established between romanticism and Marx. However, it is a ten-

uous Ìink and it does not establish pure romanticism as an element of

Marxi sm.

Romanticism was primarily a reaction against reason in general

and the scientific developments occuring during that period. It was

more of & reÍiponÊe of tlie dying Äristocracy against the rising Bour-
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geois cIa66 of Industrial capítalists" Besides, romanticism was thour-

oughly idealist arrd ubopian, hard.ly a MarxÍa¡r characteristic. The co¡r¡-

mon element in the enlightenment, the romantic reaction and in Marx-

ism, appears to be the ¿issatisfactionwith existing conditions. How-

ever, the reason for dissatÍsfaction, the solution and even their vicw

of science and its role in society, all differ radically from each

other.

The use of the term'rMetaphysicil by Gouldner earlier in his

book indÍcates that it is the basis of his concept of "Background

Assumptions" (l9tO; p.31). However, he does not define clearly what

he means by the term rrMetaphysic". In the Encyqlgpedia of Philgs-ophy

(Ed. P" Ed.ward.s , 1967) the term is traced across its development by

R" Hancock.

ln medieval and modern philosophy t'metaphysicsrr has
been taken to mean the study of things transcending nature
- . that is, exi-sting separately from nature and having
more intrinsÍc reality and value than the things of nature
.o.. . . Especially since Kant trmetaphysicsrr has often
meant a priori speculation on questions that can¡ot be an-
sv¡ered. by scientific observation and. experiment (p.ZB9).

In spite of its common usa€eo Gouldner may mean something

other than what is stated above. Yetr Marx himself uses the term in

this way in Tþe Po_yçr:!¿ of Philosophy (1963) he spenrls over one half

of the work criticizing Proudhonrs application of metaphysical pre-

mises to wira* Marx considers scientifíc problems in political econ-

omyo

The convergence of lvlarxism toward functionalism then, is pred-

icated upon the misinter:pretation of Marx. l{hat Couldner fails to

see is that this misinterpretatron of Marx is also par:t of the very
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idcologicar process he discusses in hís book. rn his reply to shawrs

criticism Gouldner states;

The problem of transcenrìing thi s a¡nbivalence I within
positivistic sociology] without surrcndering i-ts tiber-
ative potential boils down to the problem of how, on the
one hand, socio).ogy can be made to surrender its object-
ive false consciousness as value free and openly adopt a
commitment to the vaLues of emancipation a.nd human ful-
fillment - without becoming another appendage instrumen-
tal to the praoticat poJ.itÍcs of socialism (tglZ; p.93).

I,lhat does it mean to be vaLue-free? rt means to Gouldner that

one shouLd openly espouse metaphysical desires of freedom and human

fulfillment r+ithout attaching oneseJ-f to any organized. political party"

Aronson and Cow1ey have observed that this is precisely the weakness

of the new feft in America.

If the new left has grown up in relation to neither party
nor workerrs movement, then it has not been abl-e to shape
itself in terms of a coherent theory and. organizing strat-
egy, and it has not been able to shape itself in terms of
an ongoing movement whose experience permitted insight in-
to the und.erlyÍng socio-economic structure. Neither theory
nor fj-rst hand insight into the systems underlying con-
tradicitions have been avai.Iable to it (p.80-t).

Gouldner has theory. What Gouldner does not have is a major

and systematic theoretical alternative. He merges, in an eclecti c

style¡ the supposed romaticism of Marx, with the empiricism of posit-

ivism a¡d his convergence thesÍs results in the reaffirmation of the

existing state of affairs; American liberalism"

Summary

The above discussion ìras at-tempted to demonstrato the nature

of the consensus approach, its various forms and the significance it

has for syotematic alternatives to the d.ominant ideological matrix of
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Amerícan sociology.

It is apparent that the consensual mode of debate operates by

el,iminating, distorting or convcrging in an eclectic mannert major

historical alternatives. By and large, these alternatives have either

been Marx himseLf or some variation upon a Marxian theme.

Since the development of a model for social theory is pred-

icated. upon the dialogue of actual alternatives, Marx becomes an ob-

vious choice for the role as the major antagonist of Capitalist ideo-

Iory.



Chapter l

KARL lrlÂRÏ 
1

The pnmary purpose of beginning with an anaÌysis of various

perspectives 1n the socrology of knourledge is to cxamine socj.al think-

ing within a social context and to become self conscÍous about the in-

evitable process of selection of units and categories of'analysrs in

the development of theory. Social scientists are also part of the

social order which they study and thereforeo they must algo gonsider

themsel-ves as being influenced by simiLar forces.

Beyond. this most general and basic point, there is a consider-

abLe amount of diversity in interpreting the nature of the relati-on-

ship between empirj-cal reality as a whole and knowledge as a part of

it. The following two chapters will deal v¡ith Marxrs and one of his

foremost critics, Mannheimls, theories of knovrledge. The works of

other theorists v¡il-l- be used to support the position adopted here, as

v¡el} as to demonstrate the existence of other alternatives in this

êf€êo

The nature of the relationship of knowJ.edge to empirical re-

ality as a whole for Marx was a scientifÍc aLnd hÍstorÍcal problem"

However, merely to state that it vùas a scientific and historical prob-

Iem' does not aid in the comprehension of his position. What did

IIn dealing with Marx, we will aLso d.ea1 with the works of
Engels" It should ne noted however, that Jordonee The Evo-
Iutr-on of Di¡rlectical Material.ism (gel) argues against such
a position, maintaÍning 'that there br¿ìs a profound differerrce
between the two authors

2\
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these terms mean to I'l¿rrx and Engels and how do they relate to their

theory of knowleclge?

Mqr:c1s Colcept of Science: DÍalectical Materialisnl

Science, for Marx and Engels, !'Ias essentially diaì.ectical

materialism. Engels, more than Marx, outlines the meaning of dialec-

tical thinking ir Þl3g!;¡cs of lrlature (lg0O) and in Anti - Duhring

(1966). Xfarxu on the cther hand, develops material-ism through an

attack on classical Germa¡ idealism in German Ideology (t970) ana

French utopian socialism in The Poverty of Phil-osophy (1963),

Dialectical thinking was the product of Hegel. According to

Marcuse, one of the essential elements of HegeÌrs dialectic was its

rediscovery of r? .,, the extremely dynamic character of the Aristol-

telain metaphysic, which treats all being as process and movement " nrl

(tg6g; p.42).

What v¡as the nature of this pervasive movement?

Dialectic in its entirety is linked to the conception that
all forms of being are permeated by an essential negativ-
ity, and that this ne¿çativity determines their content and
movement (lgSgi p"27)"

I'lhat does it mean to say that motion and process are achíeved

through negation? It means simpì-y that within every being there ex-

ists two opposing elements or forces and that in the ensuing inter-

action one force always destroys the other" In the course, a new

element or force hitherto unobservable in direct terms, is released.

For example, the moth has within itself the potential to be a,bu'tter-

fly, but it cannot become a butterfly until it has destroyed itself as

a moth, Thus, the core of negation is contradiction, whiclt in turn
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necessi-tates skepticism, speculation and reason. In termsi of human

behavi-or, the dialectic became the force of reason through whÍch the

unity of object and subject was achieved. (Marcuse, 1969' p"23)' The

ultimate goal for lIegel was the elimination of alienation (tne frag-

mentation of subject and object ).

According to Engels, there are three laws of dialectics'

The law of the transformation of quantì-ty into quality;
The law of the interpenetration of opposites; The law
of the neþation of the negation (nngels 11960; p"26);

First law, In the tra¡sformation of quantity into quaì.ity,

two forms of change are distinguished'

The movement of all things assumes two forms: the form
of reÌative rest and the form of conspicuous change
(Mao Tse Tung,1952; p.57).

The form of relative rest refers to quantitative change" Tt

is called refative rest because on the surface there may be no appar-

ent changes occuring, although in fact a gradual quantitative change

is occurÍng. For example, the social and economic structure of Feudal-

ism did not change per se, but the power of the rising Bourgeois class

was growing constantly. However, at a critical point in the develop-

ment, the Bourgeois became the most powerful- class and. then the struc-

ture of Feudalism becarne metarnorphosed into the structure of Capi-talism"

This was a conspicuous change, i.eo¡ a qualitative change" It is j-m-

portant to reali ze tlnat quantitative change is a NECESSARY condition

for the occurance of qualitatÍve transformatiom,

Second Law" The interpcrnetration of opposites io predicated

upon two additional factors.
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of its existence in the other aspect and IsecondJy] both
aspects co-exist in an entity (ttao Tse Tung, 1g5Z; p,4B).

Both of these considerations involve a common eÌemen.L; the

fundarnental unity or identÍty of any comprehensible reality. Any ob-

ject or organismr no matter how broadly or how narrowry it is derim-

itedr is never so simple as to be constructed of only one element, No

such thing is ever homogeneous in its composition. The resul-tant het-

erogeneity invariably involves differenceB which are potentially and

inevitably contradictory,

This inevitability of contradiction is only possible due to a

fundamentar commonatity, such thatu in pure logic, A (whatever it is)

is also I (nor, A whatever it is) (Novack,1969)" By this three things

are meant: identity can only be defined in terms of some opposite, for

exampler night in relation to day or life in relation to death; then,

as it rvas stated above, nothing is homogeneous and thereforeo the

potentJ.at for A and its negation I to o""rrr simultaneously Ín one ob-

ject is possible; fÍnally, in order for this interaction between aspects

to occur, there has to be a common medium of exchange or communicstion,

It is not that Marx is merely saying that this is fossible,

but rather that it is universal and therefore, the process, in what-

ever form it may take, is inevitable" This realization is what prom-

ted lvlarx to say; I'The only immutable thing is the abstraction of

movenlent o n.rr (Marx, 1963 I p.110) 
"

It h¿us not yet been demonctrated that there is interpenetration

of opposi.tes. rn order to d.o so, it is al-so necessary'to maintain
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position aclopted in formaL logic (Novacl<, 1969). Dial-ectical reas-

oning does not exclude such ¿¿ propositíon, br-rt it maintains that both

this simple Ídentity postulate and the diversi-ty postulate apply to

empirÍca1 reality.

Their application varies according to the stage of develop-

ment of any object under consideration. For exarnple, in social cha.nge,

the internal mechanism of change, i.e", the nature of the contradiction

l-ies in cl-ass and cl-ass conflicto In the early stages of Capitalism,

the ruling class (Bourgeois) was a progressive force because it usur-

ped power by destroying the old rul"ing class, which was a regressive

force" Simult,aneously, the new rulers created severe sociaL conditions

of oppression" Thus, Capitalism r{as both A (progressive) and. I (opp-

ressive), but its progressi.veness had. negated the old.er systen of

Feudalism which vlas even more oppressiveu

According to lvlarx, as Capitalism developed, the contradiction

would become greater (quantitative change). In the process, the work-

ing classes woul-d be forced into changing the structure of their soc-

iety, to negate a contradiction, and. transform it into sociali.sm (qual-

itative change).

Third law" The law of the negation

ready be apparent in the above discussion"

force of oppression to be stopped, Ít must

form. However', there are different levels

negation of class relationships ì.n generaÌ

of the negation should aI-

In order for the negative

be negated in its particul"ar'

of generality such that the

would not necessarily be
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negated by the negation of any particular expression of crass rela-

tionships. The negation of the Aristocracy did not negate class re-

lationships in general. The critical point in human history would be

the negation of cl-ass relationships in generar. Negation, then, brrngs

about change through the destruction of a particular expression and

the release of new force which is more positive.

Wha'b Marx and Engels r{ere most concerned about was change" It

was the most pervasive phenomena, occuring prior to conscious human

existence and within conscious human existence.

MateriaÌism Versus Idealism

The above discussion does not make sufficiently clear the dif-

ferences between Marx and Heger. Dialectics for Hegel was the urti-

mate form of idealism and. philosophy, whereas for Marx, dialectics

was vacuous without its obvious materialÍst premise"

For Hegel¡ the totality was the totality of reason, a closed
ontological system, finally identical with the rationa]
system of history" Hegelrs dialectical proeess was thus
a unÍversal ontological one in which history was pattern-
ed on the metaphysÍcal process of being. Marx, on the
other hand, detached dialectic from this ontologicaÌ base.
o ô o.. the negativity of reality becomes a historical con-
dition which cannot be hypostatiz_ed as a metaphysical state
of affairs (Marcuse, 1969; p.314)"

The application of the phiJ-osophical- concepts of materialism

and ideali.sm appl,y at the most funda¡nental- level of anaìysis. In

other words, to the bro¿¡dest revel of generality, to the very nature

of life itself.

Idea1ism" What is meant by the tern r'Ídea1ismr'?

Idealism, in its philosophical sense, is the view that
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mind ¿¡.nd spiritual values are fundarncntal in 1;he world as
a whole" Thusr ideal.ism is opposecL to naturali.sm, that. is,
to the view that mind and spiritual valucs have emer¿çccl
from or are reducible to material thi.ngs and processes.
Phiì-osophical idealism is aLso oppos;ecl to realj.sm and is
thus the denial of the common sense realist vÍew that rnat-
e¡iaÌ things exist índependently of being perceived (tlcton,
1967; p.1 1o).

There are few if any theorists who would open)-y maintaÍn the

simple and erroneous view that we are aÌI merely products of our time

and place and that such a relationship is universal On the other hand,

beliefs il retigion and. God.(s) are commonly held attitud.es which are

highly deterministic. However, everyday religion is simply a crude

form of idealism"

More sophisticated philosophical- idealists merely develop the

theme in accordance with certai.n empirical real-ities so that their

doctrine takes on a superfÍcial prausabilÍty. what is more, they sub-

stitute esoteric terms, whÍch often turn out to be euphemisms, for the

concept of eternal being or God"

Id.ealism then, is prone to an alienated, form of determinism

where causation is praced beyond the control of the human realm. rt

contains within itself a built in contrad.ictÍon; it cannot and often

refuses to exprain its own orÍgino for its inj"tial premise, that re-

ality is fundarnental spirituaì-o is an a priorÍ postulate ( Williamson,

1967) 
"

Mechani cal materialisrn" Both materialism and idealism Ìrave

are oftem sufficiently divergent that

Consequently the term material_isrn

views of Marx r¿s the follorving defin-

more tha¡ one form. These forrns

the two perspectives can overlap.

in itseLf does not represent the
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ition demonstrates"

Materialism is the narne girren i;o a fa¡nily of doctrines
concerning the nature of the world which give to matter
a prlmary position and accord to mind a secondary, cle_
pendent realib.y or even none at al-L (Carnpbell o 1967; p, 119) "

The form of materialism expressed in the above guote is a

crude type that is often called mechanical- materiarism" Marx and

Engers both spent as much time criticizing it as they did idealÍsm,

as the following two quotes demonstrate.

Here it becomes palpably evident which is the most certaÍn
path from natural science to mystÍcism. It is not the ex-
travagant theorising of the philosophy of nature, but the
shallowist empiricism that spurns all theory and distrusts
all thought (Engels e t)6O; p.jOB)"

and now Marx;

The chief defect of aII hitherto existing mater-
ialism - that of Feuerbach included - is that the thing,
reality, sensuousness is conceived only in the form of
the object or of contemplation, but not as human sensuous
activity, practiceu not subjectively (Marx and Engels,
19ø9¡ p" 13).

MechanicaL materialism is also prone to the problem of determ-

inism, although for different reasons than idealism" According to

Cornforth¡ the mechanical social analogy invovles three basic state-

ments: a mechanism consists of permanent parts which fit together;

the process is external-ly motivited; finarLy, once in operation, the

process is exact and can be formulatecl in terms of laws (cornforth,

1971 ; p.34).

The principal problem, although not the only one, is the fact

change is externally induced and does not stem from within the social_

orderu Therefore, it cannot exprain geneois except as the act of

some independent force. By the same token, it cannot explain process
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F\rrther, mechanical change involves only the rearrangement of

the parts, only the quantitatj.ve growth of things v¡ithout any quali-

tative changes" Final1y, the exactness or preciseness of such a sys-

tem is close to the id.ea of perfection or equj.Iibrium. As Engels points

out in a letter to Schmidt,

From the moment we accept
concepts of organic life
reality. Otherwise there
that concept and reality
world, development is at

the theory of evolution alf our
correspond only approximately to
would be no change; on the day

absolutel.y coincide in the organic
an end (From Cornforth, 1971aip,65)

Dial-ectical materialism" For Vtarx and Engels, it was only

dÍalectical materialism which could avoid the pitfalls of both ideal-

ism and mechanicaL materialism"

Dialectj.cal materialism could be consistently sciBntific with-

out alluding to any a priori postulates which both the secular and

religious forms of id,ealism vrere fonced to do"

By the sa¡ne token, Marx al-so thought that the mechanical

analory failed to consider the subjective or sensuous aspect of

human behavior.

The dialectic allowed for the existence of both the subjective

and objective elements wÍthout creating a dualism at this most fund-

arnental level of empirical reality.

It is the monism of dialectical rnateríalism at this level

which distinguishes it from other interpretatio¡rs. Therefore, ideas

a,re Been as rnateria)" ¡:roducts and material realitieso

AII peopl.ers conscious and intelligent activities can be
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The*åppl.ic?tÍon of li g.-Iectical lrfateriati sm

What is the nature of the relationshipbetween socLo*economic

reality and the knowledge r'¡ithin our minds? Are Marx and Engers, as

we have oftefi been toldu economic d.eterminrsts?

tr¿rced ba.ck to rnaterial c¿luses u so bhat far from such act-
ivities being exclusivc procLucts of the minclo mind itseJf
rs a product - bhe Ìrighcst product - of matte r (cornl'orth,
19'l1c; p.iO).

It has been cl-aimed that the Marxian super_structure (cuÌture)

simpre resurt of the economic substructureo on this issue ilrere

little uncertaÍnty' rt is quite clea¡ that neither lrfarx nor

make any such a simpre and farse assertion. As they state in

on Eçqerbach u

The materialist doctrine that men are prod,ucts of cir-
cumstances and upbringing, and that thereforeu changed.
men are products of other circurnstances and c anged up-
bringing, forgets that it is men that change circum-
stances and that the educator himself needs educating
( Marx and Engelsu 1969; p.13).

Howeveru a pure organÍc anarogy is not the sorution eithe¡.

is the

can be

EngeIs

Theses

In facto while Stark cl"aims that a solutiom lies in the synthesizing

of mechanicar and organic analogies ?gazi p.2jo), Rex points our

that the problem consists of using anarogies in place of theories,

whi-ch simp)-y obscures many premises ( 1)61 ;p.50) "

Engers does noL ma.ke any simple anarogy in v¡hich he reduces

human behavior to that of an organo He cJ-early differentiates betv¡een

the varying forms of life, distinguishing the human from other forms,

and delineating both the simj.Iarities and the differences among them

(l96Oi chapter t'On the Transformation of Ape into ]r{an¡,)"
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Dialegtict¡ o_{_human dcye.lopgen!' The di.stinguis}ring fe¿rtures

of humairs for EngeLs were very similar to those of contemperary phyfr-

icaÌ Anthropologists (Campbell, 1968; Alì-and, 1967). This amounts to

speci.fying biological dÍfferences which yield what Anthropologists call

culture. Unlike Sociologists, Anthropologists tend to define culture

as both the concrete and material as well as the attitudinal The

critj-cal aspect of this more broadly defined concept of culture is

its emphasis upon tool manipulation a¡d tool- construction" Humans are

the first living organisms to be systematically active in the trans-

formation of their physicaÌ and. social environments.

The second crj.tical aspect is fundamentally reLated to the

first and it is the use of language as a sys'tematic tool, The j-nter-

action of these two aspects results in the creation of cuì-ture by

humans. Because humans are qualitatively different from other life

forms¡ âro we stÍll able to subject ourselves to scientifÍc scrut-

iny? This is similar to the traditional problem of knowledge; how

objective can the social sciences be considering they they involve

a highly subjective component? ( !Uj,lIiamson, 1967).

As historical dialecticians¡ Marx and Enge1s do not answer

the problem with a universal yes or no. However, they d.o not see

any necessary antagonism betr+een the objective and subjective compon-

ents. hle can clearly see the origin of this position in Hegel.

Subject and object are not sundered by an impassable gulf,
because the object is in itseLf a l<ind of subject and be-
cause aIì. types of being culminate in the free I comprehen*
siver subject who is able to realize rea.son (lrlarcuse, 1969;
p" 10).

lilor Marx, this manifer¡ts itself in the idea of aì.ienation, as
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it did for Hegelr but in a more historicarly specific setting" ln

capital-Ísm, the alienation of the sub¡ect, the r¡orkeru from the ob-

jectst the means of production and the commorli Lies (objects produced

for exchange), reaches a peak and culminates in the alienation of thc

subjects from subject,s, or humans from humans"

Dialectics of means of production. The separation of object

and subject and the subsequent distortion of both objects and subjects

is a consequence of the relationship to the means of production" lr{uch

of the difficulty in interpreting l{arx lies in this phrase, Hhat ex-

actly d.oes he mean by the'merns of production.? rs it an economic,

sociological or historical expression?

The answer is that it is a dialectical expression and as such

it is all of them put together but none of them separately. As Hobsbarvm

points out in his introduction to lre-lggrtaLisj. Economic Formations

(lgll ), Marx did not separate his mind Ínto acad.emÍc categories so that

contemperary thinkers often encounter difficulties with his writines

(pp.14-15), They often tend. to see the means of productj.on as an

economic categoryu whÍch Leads them to label Marx as an economlc d.e-

terminist (t{illiamson, 1967 ; p"124).

The means of production are primarily'social and, this Marx

buirds into his system of thought through the labour theory of vaì-ue,

whereby }abour, a social conceptu is the crit eria for relationships

of exchange. rn acldition, it is apparen't that the means of pr"oduct-

ion are not only refeming to technical means (rvhich are the product

of social ta'bour), buL they also refer to social organization of the
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Dia-l-ectigg olhisto{¿" This is, so faru onry an eraboratj.on

of an abstract clialecticn For Marx, the pnocess must be seen histor-

ically because rt involves variabJes ín the l"iteral 6ense of the term.

According to Marxr the first premise of al-l human history vras,o..

.. the existence of living human individuals" Thus the
first fact to be established is the pþ sicat organization
of these indiwdual_s and their consesuent relation to the
rest of nature. They [humans] themsel-ves begin to
d.Ístinguish themseLves from .animals as soon as they begin
to produce their means of subsistencee a step which is
conditioned by their. physical organization (From German
IdeoLory, 1969; p.20).

There iso of course, some d.eterminism, i.e., a necessary

cause or physical precond.Ítions for the existence and expression of

humans' simultaneously, there is also the element of sel-f creation,

of freedom in the phrases "they themselvestr and, '.d.istinguish themselvesro

causation is not seen in any necessary rerationship to oppression. rn

factt the idea of necessÍty is thought to be an essential- and. compre-

mentary aspect of freed.om by some contemperary Marxists, such as Corn-

fo¡th. As he states in The Theory of Kiqowledge (lgll);

Freedom u"""î*lsist in cutting loose from the oper-
ations of causality but in understanding them, It d.oes
not depend on getting rid of necessity but of getting
knowledge of it (p.tBT).

rn so far a-s reality is comprehensible and manipuratab]-e,

there is the possibility of free action and expressÍon. rn so far as

reality is comprehensibre and random, it des'troys the possibility of

creative freedom. In Marxrs own terms,

Men make their own histor.y, but they do not make it as
they please; they do not make it under circurnstances
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directly encounteredn given and transmitted from the past.
The tradit'rsn of all deacl genera'tions weighs like a ni¿;ht-
mare on the living(nrom'I'he !-linhtecnl;h Brt.maire of Louj.s
Bonalart o 1969; p.l9B);- 

-

Thus, labour is the means of li-beratioll and historical inheri-
tance of prior social labour (accumulated surplus) is the foundation

upon rvhich freedom is created.

sociar reLations are cl-ose1y bound up with productive
forces. rn acquiring new productive forces men change
their mode of production, in changing the way of earn-
ing a living, they change arr their sociaL rerations.
The ha¡dmiÌI gÍves you society with a feudar- rord; the
steam-mi.lrn society with the industnar capitalist (1963;
p" 109) "

Dialectics of Consciousness

Ir{arxr then, combines the above premises, taking the dialectic
as the tool, a¡¡d formulates his position on the relationship be-rween

consc:.ousness a¡rd material productivity"

The same men who establish their social relations i-n con-
formity with their materiar productivity, produce alsoprinciplesr ideast and categories in conformity with their
sociat rel_ations ( 1963; p.10!).

This is the most generaÌ possible of statements on the subject.

rt clearl"y is attempting to eLucidate two principaL points: in the

first place, humans actively create both theÍr social relations and.

their consciousnesÊ; secondly, the rerationship is alvrays s¿¡efulry
stated so that there can be no mono-causal inferences d.rawn from it.
It undoubtedly means that prediction is probabilistic, that d.ecisions

are made within certain inherited parameters, EngeLs sunrmar.izes the

position put forward here and also demonstrates the dialectical process

in operation,
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that of their deriv¿rtion and gradual evolu'tion to their
present posit'ion. This history, howeveru is made for
them, and in so far as they themselves take part in it,
this occurs without their knowledge or desÍre" 0n the
other hand, the more that human beings become removed from
animals in the narrower sense of the word, the more they
make their own history consciously, the less become the
infLuence of unforseen effects and uncontrolled forces on
this history, and the more accuraleJ-y does the historical_
result correspond. to the aim laid d.own in advance( 1)6Oi
p.1B).

Here it becomes apparent that Marx and Engels see the active

role of consciousness or ideas in the development of both social re-

Ìations and their intimate partner, the relations of production. Ideas

are not merely the result of socio-economic factors, but are also j.n-

struments in

fect them.

out in Marxi.st Economi.c Theory (lgfo)

production have been

it ie the result of

the creation of socio-economic factors which in turn ef-

It is clearly a dialecticaL relationship in the fulÌ sense

of the term, and it is therefore constantly changing.

Thus these ideas, these categories, are as 1j-tt1e eternal
as the relations they express. They are historical and
transitory products.

There is a continual movement of growth in pro-
d.uctive forces, a destruction in social relations, of
formation in ideas; the only immutable thÍng is the ab-
straction of movement (1963; p.110).

The critical nexus in the reLations of production is the nos-

ition ald organízation of the means of production,

¡ the mea¡s of

Marxrs concept

As }lanclel- points

prod.uction are

of surplus, Nowcritical in so far as they relate to

surplus is that whj.ch remains after the soci.ally necessa.ry costs of

social concept sincenìet" For Marx, surplus is a

human technoJ"ogy a¡¡d human cooperation in product-

ion, or huma¡ labour.
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According to Mandcl, there ¿rre two types of surplus; a temp-

orary kind and a permanent kind" As an exarnple of the temporary surplu.o,

the Bushman of the Kalahari demonstrate the meaning of the phr:ase

through their use of plant fauna in particul-ar. This temporary surp}us

comes from a plant known as the Mongongo nut. It becomes a surplus be-

cause it remains eatable up to one year after it has been harvesterl.

Of courser this is an accidental surplus and it does not stem from any

technological innovation in food preservation. This is the d.istinctive

feature of a perma¡rent surpLus¡ i..êo¡ that Ít is a conscj.ous development

j.n human technoJ.ogy.

Class and consciousness" The significance of surplus ]ies in

its ability to further the division of labour. Simultaneouslyo it aI-

]ows for the social inequalities of cl-ass relationships. In some

sensee the development of classeso i"eo, of groups in different and.

often antagonistic relations to the meaJrs of productiono in a form of

the division of labour"

It is in effect a socia] division of labour which Marx sees as

being necessary at certain pointsu but nonetheless, oppressive.

. If, therefore, on the one hand, it [division of labour]
presents itsel-f historically as a process and as a nec-
essary phase in the economic development of a society,
on the other handu it is a refined and civilized method
of exploitation (l,tarxo 1!'/O; vol" 1r p.J64),

The exploÍtation which Marx is refering to is the exploita-

tion of'one crass by another through the appropri,ati.on of the sociar

surplus. This Ís demonstratecl in Marxrs equation knov¡n as the rtrats
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of exploitationr' (sf c-+-v) where exploitation is measured- accorclin6ç r,o

the amount of surplus that j.s derived from total investment of labour

(Marx, 1970; voI" 1 r pp" 212*2O) "

Quite clearly the relationship is one of power and control,

The class which or.rns or controls the means of production controls

that society relative to other groups in the society and relative to

the potential for control at that time a¡d place" In addition, by

controÌring the surplus of that society, it contrors the future di-

rection of the d.evelopment of that socrety,

Control is pervasive. It extends to the controÌ of conscious-

ness as much as to any other spheren

The ideas of the ruling class are in ever.y epoch the rul-
ing id.easi i.e", the class which is ruling the material
force of society, is at the same time its ruling intell-
ectual- force (Marx, 1970¡ p.47),

Hor.revero societies are not arways class societies and as a

consequencer ideas did not always have the same significance. rn

German rdeolog.v (rgZo)¡ Marx indicates two interestrng pornts. rn the

first prace he states that, I'Division of rabour only becomes trury

such from the moment when a division of material and mental labour

appearsrr (1.:Z¡. Here he is refering to the fundamental nature of

hurnans¡ i uso r their capacity to be consciouso s.elf conscious arrd. to

plan their activities. It is their consciousness hrhich allows them

to make themseLves and it is necessary for any other social develop-

ment s,

Not orrly is there a separation of action a¡d the conception

of action, which al].ows for these d,evelopments, but there must aLso
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be a surplus s;rrch that there can be a. truly social division of mental

and physic¿rL labour" This leads to the seconcl poínt, Under what con-

crete hÍstorical circumstances does this social- dÍvision and.develop-

ment of this human fact occur? "The greatest division of material and

mental. Iabour is the separation of town and countryrr (p.5e).

Not only is it necessary to have a quantitative surplus devel-

opedr but it is arso necessary to have a quaritative change in the en-

vironment, the development of the city, before the intellectual- capac-

Íties ca¡ be tapped to their fullest extent" Interestingly enough,

the same factors that yield a class structure also produce the environ-

ment for concentrated intellectual rnaturation. It Ís the production

of a contradiction of the highest order. As Cornforth says;

A condition for the development of abstract ideas is the
separation of mental from material labour. And it con-
tains within itself contradictory potentralities. Cn the
one hand, it permits the acquisition of profounder know-
ledge of the real connection of things and of conditions
of human existence than is contained in immediate percep-
tuaL consciousness. 0n the other hand, it permits the
growth of all kinds of fantasies and iLlusions (l97lr; p"
64) "

In order for this contradiction to be possible there is a more

fundamental contradiction; the nature of abstract thought itsel-f and

the possÍbiJ"ity to conceptualize incorrectly or falsel_y. The very IÍb-

erating mechanism of humaness, i"e.u consciousness, is also the mech-

anism by which humans can be oppressed.

ISggþg,y. The class association of intellectual development

is probably the hypothseis for whÍch Marx is best known. His concept-

ual"ization has been expressed in terms of the concept .rldeologyrr"
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There is the problem of separating Plarxfs mcaning

usage and these in turn from the myriacl of usa.ges

velopcd after Marx.

from the original

that have been de-

J.l{. Steino in his article entrtlecl "Beginnings of fdeolo6',yil

(lg>6), traced. the ori.ginaL use of the term to the French enlighten-

ment, in particular to Tracy and Cabanis"

Those who subscribed to the materi.alism and sensatÍonism
of enlightenment phiLosophy felt that they had to rescuê
it from the traditional position of the church and Royal-
ty. In the milieu of this defensive positionr the phÍl-
osophy of ideology wss developed (p.t65).

The philosophy of ideology was the philosophy of reason and sensate

mat eri aIi sm.

In a more contemperary veinu Harris' Beliefs Ín Society (lgll)

deals with several meanings of the term. These include: ideology as

d-eviation from social science objectÍvity (Parsons); ideology rtis

fuII of distrust, is aggressive, undermines existing political insti-

tutions, is d.ogmatic, d.octrj.naire, totalistic, and futuristi""(p.14 on

Shils); I'ideology is an unconscious tendency underlying religion and

scientific as r+eII as political thought" (p.14 on Erikson); ideology

as radical intelleetual- d.ep.avity (p't4 on Geertz); ideolory as the

conversion of ideas into sociaL levers by cynical and manipulative

people (p"14 on BeIl ).

The meaning of the term has come to be a hot bed of contention

a¡nong socÍaL scientists, not because of any sematitic or pedantic

issue, as much as it sterns from fundarnental diagreeemente over the

issues which have led up to it in our digcussion of Marx. In shortt

the ìrasic issues are clearl.y political or at leasî, they have political.
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implicatione for the social sciencesç

M¿rrxrs use of the term rtlcleology" is not a poin't of consensus

in the literature. This would appear to be the resuLt of misirrterpret-

íng the mea.ning of such terms as rreconomicrtn rrsuperstructureír etc.

El-j.as I article is a prime exarnple of this type of distortion, In par-

ticularu EJ-ias attributes to Marx a dualis¡n and an a-historical sta¡ce"

ThÍs is one of the roots of the particular ontological du-
alism which permeates his [Marx's] overall model of soc-
iety, which finds expression Ín the seemingl-y eternaL and

. unchanging contrast betro¡een I economic basi s I and I super-
structurer or tbeingr and.rconsciousnessr, and. which l-eft
its mark on many later socrorogrcattheroies ( t 971; p.1 53) .

Un1ike the authorr s presentati.on of Marx, E1ias dees not back

up these interpretations with direct quotes from Flarxrs works, and,

therefore¡ it is impossible to evaluate his particular position" Hor.r-

ever, it is clear from Marxrs orun comments quoted. above that it is a

highly questionable interpretatÍon"

!'lilliamson also argxles agaÍnst the position that Marx is a

dualist and economic d.eterminist (economic in the narro?J sense). fn

ad.dition, he gives an interpretation of the meaning of rdeology in

Marxrs work" rrMarxrs concept of ideolory is such that to say of ideas

that, in one vra,y or anotheru they distort the reality they picturerr

(n.tZ7). At the sarne tíme, Witliamson points out two other properties

of ideology such that the above is a particular aspeot but not a nec-

exsary part of the concept" It has a more general meanÍng, i.e,u rrto

regard tho¡ght as ideologica). is to place it in the framework of a

d.efinite set of social relations (Wittiaaison;pô127)"

In the second place, it is an fechor, a reflection of the life
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processe To put these point6

flection of a particul-ar set

certain type of disrortÍon of

Hilliamsor¡ goes on to

of ideology. H:-s argument is

from truth conten¡.

in other terms thenn ideology j.s a re-

of social relations, a reflec'tion of a

consci-ous exi stence.

argue that this Ís only a partial_ view

based upon the separation of ideology

The point that I am making, holeveru is that to say, for
exampler Darwinrs theories have ideological significance
is not to say anything about whether they are correct
(wittiamson¡ p.1j4)

crass j.nterests are responsible for ideol-ogical content. rt

is the nature of class rel-ationships that they move towards a conflict

due to the apparent and objectÍveinversness of their connection"

Consequentlyr the ideology of the ruling classes is a d.istortion inas-

much as it does not represent the interests of the totar society in-

vol-ved' It is, as WilJ"ia¡nson says, a synecdoch, representing a v¡hole

with a part, and this renders it a distortion.

This does not necessarily make the ideas expressed incorrecr,

but there is a great r potential for the ídeas of the ruling classes,

the bourgoisie, to become increasingly involved in the d.:fense of

their system" Because the objective forces of fund.amental change, the

"yui"* becomes anachronistic and therefore, the id.eoJ-ogies also become

obsolete" Again, the issue is primariì-y hÍstorÍcal,

Tho role of the working classes, the proletariat, in Marxrs

system is sÍgnificant)-y different from any other subservient class in

the history of human kind. It is the first cl¿rss in written history

whiclt contains the potential for the destruction of classes in Eelteralo
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This is not to say that its ideology cannot be incorrecto but rather

to point out that there is not the distorting potentj.al which exists

within the bourgoisie, or the feuclal aristocracy.

As an ascending c1ass, the working class is prone to adopting

the ideology of the rul-ing classes, This is ¡,¡hat Marx called false

class consciousness, its incorrectness being related to the idea of

objective interests in conflÍct.

Alienation fits into the picture also. Alienation as fra.¡¡-

mentation, Ís the unintended result of the capitalist system. It

manÍfests itself in extreme egoism, in a fragmented view of the worl-d,

the consequences of trthich are to devel-op d.istortÍons Ín the behaviour

of huma¡rs towards themselves and towards others. While its origin is

unintend.ed, after a certain point the ruling classes pursue it as a

conscious end,, Ín ord.er to resist the growth of organizations l^¡hich

are dedj.cated to consciousness buil-ding and system change" Thus

alienation is the motive force of false class consciousness.

Finally, Marx d.istinguished between the objective conditions

of classes, *a class in itselfr', and the subjective conditions,'ta

class for itself.rr A class does not truly exist until it becomes

conscious of its existence, j-ts relationship within the social rela-

tions of productionu and its potential. Onì"y then can it change society.

Summarizinfi Karl l{arx

The two critical aspects of Marxrs thinking can be surnmarÍzed

in,his concept of dialectical materialism. These are the essential

eßpects of his ttmethodolosJ"r in€.e what American sociology c¿rlls theory.
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They are critical to understanding Marxfs work in general precisely

because they are toc¡lsu intellectual devices that are induced from

history and u'hich he uses to develop models of social action and social

change.

As all methodo.Logical instruments, Marxts dialectical material-

ism is a means by which social scientists and human beings in general,

choose the relevent information from the infinite amount of potential

data that exists. A1sou it is explicit in its rules and laws for the

integration of datau for its analysis, interpretation and its own self

crit.icism" llithout a comprehensive understanding of these methods, it

is inevitable that Marxrs v¡ork will be misunderstoodo distorted and

generally taken out of contextu

In i.nterpreting Marxrs writings on the theory of knowledge, it

was una¡nbiguously cÌear that his intention r{as to demonstrate the high-

ly complex but comprehensible interrelationships that exj-st throughout

all- matter and all forms of life. The first fact of humanness is its

biological organization, the first human act, i.e., the creation of

social relations, $ras a product of conscious and deliberate actionu

which in turn is the product of the specific biological organization.

Knowledge then, is a human product. It Ís human labour v¡hich creates

knowledge, but not in isolation of the non-human material world and its

laws or of the preceding society and its laws and the broader socíal

Ìaws which govern it"
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KARL MIINI.IHEIII

It is not a thoroughly agreed upon inLerpretation of Mannheim

which puts him in oppositj.on to lvlarx. Zeit1in, in f'act¡ pJ-aces llannheim

under a Marxian umbreLl-a:

UltÍmate1y, however, the most conspicuous influence re-
mainecl Marxian; for though he gained importa:rt insÍghts
from these and, other thinkers I Scheler, Weber etc"]
they served, Mannheim believedu primarily to enhance the
analytical power a modified, non-dogrnatic Marxian method
could yield (zeittin, 1!68; po 282).

On the other hand, Merton takes the position that while there

are traces of the thought of Marx and Engels in MannheÍmfs work, the

more important infLuences cane from the neo-Kantian traditj-on (Mertono

þ68. po 545)"

The position which ís to be adopted here on thrs point cannot

be justified until Mannheimts views can be delineated in detail.
' While there may be d,isagreement concerning the significance of

the influences on Mannheim, there is complete agreement among the

Êrources used here regarding the actual influences" Maquet points out

three sources;

Marxism (particularly in Karl lvlarx and George Lukacs),
Neo-Kantianism (since Mannheim read Max Íleber and took
the courses of Heinrich Rickert) and Phenonenology
(since he was infÌuenced by Max Scheler and was a student
of Edmund Husserl) (Maquet, I95f; p. 19) 

"

Kecskemeti, in the introduction to Mannheimro Essrys On Tþe

Sociology Of Knowle-dg'e (1g52) also mentions Marx, Historicism (neo-

Kantianisrn), and Phenomenology as being the major influences upon
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Mannheim¡s work* Again, Marx is considered only a minor influence.

There is one f'uri;her problem which should be mentioned before

beginning the explication of I'lannheimrs works" Merton indicates that

there lras a development in his utritings:

It must be at once noted that lvlannheimrs theories have
been undergoing constant change so that one cannot with
proprÍety deal with hi-s earlier or later studies as
equally representing his matureC views (Merton, I!68;
p.546)"

This, however, is a problem v¡hich cannot be dealt with here,

for the selections r¡hich have been chosen for analysis are primari-Iy a

part of his earlier work; On the Interpretation of Wel,tanschauung

(tgZz), HislorigÞm (ryzq) e The ProbleE of a Sociology of Kno¡+ledge

(lgZ>)r æd Ideology and Utopia (tgZg)" Nonetheless, each manuscript

will be taken in chronological order" Besides the point about the

development of Mannheimrs thought in terms of its changingr his work

also appears to develop in the sense that it lays a foundation upon

which each successive work build.s"

We 1 t enschauun€çi Mannhei m I s_Onto 1o gy

The Iiteral translation of the German term 'tVJeltanschauungrt

is trworld viewt'. Like many termsu its literal definition is insuf-

ficient for its role as a philosophical concept. This becomes

especially clear when it is noted that Weltanschauung involves a series

of premises, Ieast important of which is its ontological base"

This ontological premise of Mannheimrs and of neo-Kan'tianiem

in general is not wj.thout oertain errnbiguities, In the first place,

there ie a rrgestalt'r like aspect that is fundamental to our v¡orldo
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3y this il i,s meant that there is a. totalrty or a unity of thc parts

(of wha'lever unit chosen) such that'fhe me:'c surnmation ol'these ¡rarls

is not sufficient to give the whole. Yebo on the otherha:rd, there is

a basic split, an ontologi,caÌ duali,.sm, whereby the J"ogico-natural

sciences are Been as being fu¡damentally different and separated from

the cultural-hÍstorical sciences, For both of these reasons then, the

methods enployed to deal ¡,rith each area are very different.

Bringing these various strata of cultural life in relation
to each other, penetratÍng to the most funda¡nental totalíty
in terms of l+hÍch the interconnectedness of the various
branches of cultural studies can be understood - this is
precisely the essence of the procedure of Ínterpretation
whrch has no counterpart in the natural scj"ences - the
latter only rexplain' things (O¡ t4e Inleqpretation of
Wel-tan_schauung, 1952; p, 36).

The problem becomes clarified if the dualism Ís seen as being

more funda¡nental ti¡an the unity premise. The duality hypothesized is

that between the physical and the cultural realms" The unity or

totali-ty lies only within the cultural sphere. Therefore, Ín the so

called pure sciences one can understand only through explanation,

while in the cultural sciences one urid.ersta¡ds in a different way, io€"

ttverstehentr through ctDeutungtt or rrinterpretationer 
"

Just as +¡ith the term I'Wel-tanschauung'r these v¡or.ds translate

into english in a very misleading wayô Is not interpretation a neces-

sary condition for expJ"anation? The answer ig more compì-ícated than

merely defining terms into colloqural engli.sh.

ilInterpretation" as Mannheirn (among others) uses it, refers to

the special and uniq-ue characteristics of human cultural expression.

This Mannheim distinguishes by construcbing a three-fol-d division in
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the conccpt trmeani,ngrt.

Every cultural product in Íts entire'Ly will, on thÍs
showin6ç, display three distinct crstrata of meaning.':
(a) its o'bjective meani.ng, (¡) its expressive meaning,
(c) its documentary or evidentÍal meaning (On. ttre
Interpretatiol o{ hleltanscharlung, I95?_; p" 36).

Objectíve level_of mganÍng. The first level of meaning, the

objective level, is essentially the empÍrical- level. Tt is somewhat

analogous to the Kantian idea of phenomena or thi-ngs as they appear to

be. This level of objective reali.ty is the only J-evel in the physical

sciences. Holever, it is also a level- within the cultural sphere"

The difference is that the cul-tural aspect contains two other J-eve1s,

both of which are more subjective and more fundarnental. Mannheim makes

the fo]lowing distinction betr.¡een natural and cultural phenomena:

The former fnatural phenomenaj must be conceived. exclu-
sively as something Ìocated in physical space-time or
in the tempo::al-psychic mediumu ç¡hereas the l-atter are
invariably vehicles of meaning and hence are not integ-
ralIy located either in the spatio-temporal world. "...or within the psychic acts of the individuals who create
or experience them.cooo "(l9|.Zì p" 44).

It appears to follow from the above quotation that objective refers to

mechanical action and. as such, it cannot explain by itself cultural

reality.

Expressive level of nreaning" The second level of meaning

transcends the world of natural science" It is the concept of expression:

True expression is characterized by the fact 'that some
psycbic content is captured within a sensually formed
medÍumu endowing it with a second dimension of meaning;
and this capturing of the psychic content is possible
only if the sensual. lnedi.um i.s not treated as something
secondary and exchangeable but is given its inrì.ividual
form valuahl"e in its own right (f952; p, 52).
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Expression then is the individuaÌ ancl internal element of

meaning" Most i.mportant of a1l, it is not ¿;enerated. from withour,

but ::athert it is generated within itsel-f. It is an intuitive instru-

ment v¡hich can grasp meaning prior to conceptual formation, and ap-

parently prior to perception since it is *internal' in nature,

Documerylery level of me?ning.

the documentary meaning,

The third and final level is

documentary meaning. o o o.is a matter not of a temporal
process in which certain experiences become actualized,
but of the character, the essential nature, the rrethosil
of the subject which manifests itself in artistic creation
(t952; p. i5)"

This ultimate meaning lever is much rike a centrarized. core, out of

which stems every other level-. It Ís historical in the sense that it

is uniquer it contains within Ítserf the identity of an epoch or

civilization. As Mannheim puts it, it is not timeless ]ike mathema-

tical or scientific iinowledge (tgZZ; p. 61-62)"

Two consequences follow from the fact that documentary meaning

is a core or an essence; in the first place, major change occurs in

the core in a dramatic leap, much like in Hegelrs d.ialectic" gcnnnrìlrr-

documentary meaning grasps the whole through the part, whereas expres-

sive meaning cannot grasp the whole without takj.ng the objective factor

into consideration (l9zz; p" 56) " rn addition, the val"idation of

docuLnentary meaning can only come aboub tirrough documentary evidence,

Methodolo8ical Cclngeguence.s of Mannhei.mr s ld!:Itanschauunß

Mannheimts perspective ìras profound methodological consequences

for social science" Since the most fundamental level- of meaning for
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the cultural*historical. ,scienccs is ¿r1 so the most r:ub jective, then the

tools used to understand must be somewhat rra-theorecti,car." and.

rri rrationalrr u

There are data which can be treated mathematically;
others may be described Ín terms of different but
still uniform regularities; stil1 others are uniquel_y
individual but nevertheless dispJ-ay an i_nner law of their
unÍque structuree an inner consistency which can be des-
cribed conceptual-ly; and finally, there are some in
respect of which all theory must Iimit itself to anrrindicationrt, ttapproximationrr, or rrprofilingtt of cer-
tain correspondences, because their substantive charac-
terization has already been accomplished in pre-theo-
retic experience (tgZZ; p" ?1).

The a-theoreticalness and the irrationality are interrelated. by

a thi.rd aspect. ThÍs intervening factor is

documentary leve}, documentary data are not

that of causality. At the

related in causal terms but

ratherr are paraLlel" That which is not causa] is irrational and can-

not be formuLated into a theoreticar fra¡nework. Theory, ar most by

definitionr involves statements concerning the causal connectedness of

variabJes (hypothesis) and- the in-terconnected.ness of these statements.

This is why the documentary leve1 is a-theoretj-c and irrational(lgZZi

p"B1).

Gultural methodol-ogy" Let it be further emphasized that the

the most critÍcal for thedocumentary leve1 is the most basic and

runderstandingr of cultural-historical scienceo

As we see, meanings of for,med experiene€ Te:cast the ob-
jective meaning in the nlouLd of expressive ancL d.ocument-
ary meanlng (l9zzi p.6B) "

The methodology of ¡interpretationt is that of correlatin¿ç the var-

the documentary Level.ious strata of meanÍngs and rooting them in
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To this pointr only the intra-cpochal or intra-civílizational.

aspect of Mannheimrs theory has been expounded" Hj,s r¡iew of his'rory

¿rnd of social change has not been touched upon" It was, however,

pointed out earlier that Vlannhej.m was an Hrstoricist.

Historicisrnr as Mannheim himserf points out, i,s not the sa¡ne

as historiography. 'The former is a particular theory whereas the l-atter

is a generar term to d.escribe the study of history. Hrstoricism re-

lies upon the methodology of I'interpretationtt in order to understand.

the d.ynamic nature of cultural reality.

The first approach to the historicist mode of thought
and living lies o o ê..in the ability to experi.ence every
segment of the spiritual-inte}Iectua1 world. as in a
state of flux and grovrtn (ry24; p. 86).

The curturar reality is defined by Mannheim in a more sociological

mannere i"eoe as a spiritual-intellectual phenomensn. This, of course,

does not eliminate the crass material reality or objective factors,

but ratherr it emphasizes the expressive and documentary levels.

F\rrtherr it designates these revels as the moving force of history.

Historicist theory ful-fils Íts own essence only by
managing to derive an ordering principle from seeming
anarchy of change - only by managing to penetrate the
Ínnermost structure of this all-pervading change OgZq;p" 86)"

The process by whích the inner most structure of change is penetrated.

consists of both historical vertical anal"ysis and historical cross

sectional anaì..ysis" Historical vertical analysis is defined in the

following way:

o..otakes any mo'bif of the intellectual cultural life
ooco.and traces it back jnto the pastu tryi.ng to shor,l
how each Latel forn devel.o¡res continuousì.y, organically
f'rom the earlier. (tgZ-q; p, 86).
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On the other handu crosa sectional anal_.ysis:

oono&re made to show hol¡, at one temporal stageo the
moti-fsn which have just been observcd in isolatione âr€
aì-so organically bound up with one another (1924; p. 87).

By proceeding wlth both kinds of analysis, a more comprehensive

picture can be achieved of the rrr-¡holenessn'of culturar rea)_ity. rt Ís

important to note that this is an organic whoreness, and. that change

occurs in an accumulative manner"

The dynamism, then, is a dynamism of reason and it opposes

itseLf to the static reason of timeless laws found in Kantian formalism,

Yet, it is more than reason and. rationali.ty.

But how the historicist is in a position, and will_ be so
in an ever-increasing degreeu to point out what extra-
philosophical and pre-philosophícal attitudes of Iife
and what dominant socio-culturar rearities determine
the choice of this or that set of axioms" In so doing,
the hístoricist steps beyond the immanent exclusiveness
of theory and becomes more or ress an rrirrationaList"
and 'rphilosopher of }ifer' (WZq; p. 94)"

Mannheim is not so much opposed. to the ontological premise of idealism

and Kantianism, but rather, he r+ishes to come to grips with the state

of flux whi.ch is so pervasive and which must be explained..

!'lhen one takes onets d.epartureo not from a static Reasonu
but from a dynamicaÌly developing totality of the whole
psychic and intellectual l"ife as from the ultimately
givenr the place of epistemology as a fund.arnental science
will be taken by the phirosophy of history as a clynarnic
metaphysÍc (t924; p" 9?)o

rt is the repracement of a phirosophy which is prone to post hoc

explanation of changeu with a dynam:.c metaphysic, a philosophy which

predicts chan¿Je in general but which cannot grasp the d.irection"

Relativism versea perspectÍvi snr, Such a perspective leads in
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onl.y reLatj,ve to the t j.mc and pJ,ace and cannot be ¿rbsolutc, I'lannhr:im

denj.es that his philorsophy is relativistic.

The mere fact that every item of historícal knowlcdge is
determined by a particuì"ar positional perspectÍveo ancl
there is an intimate fusion of the particul_ar historicaL
picture of every epoch vlith its actual aspiration and
concrete values, in no way impl_ies the relatLvity of the
knowledge so obtainea (f92{; p" 104).

SÍnce each new epoch has its own distinctive core, is not truth

¡el,ative? There are three qualifying premrses that are added to over-

come this difficu.lty, Because development is organico there is a

rfsubtle bond between thought and reality" (f924i po 104) " It is then

possible that

Historians indeed may grasp past epochs from those epochsr
own centres, a mode of interpretation ca11ed the immanent
critiq-ue and representation of the past" This is possible
through rrunderstanding" (Verstehen) as an intuítive faculty
of the historian vrhich enables him to penetrate into his
subject-matterj into the concrete vaLuations of the epochs

. in question (t924¡ pe tO5),

Stilto there are different perspectives or interpretations con-

cerning each epoch and they must be explained if knowledge is said to

be existentially determined. The solution lies in the idea of per-

spectivism" Perspectivism involves two components, one of which has

alreadlr been considered; namely WeIt¿rnschauung or rather the Gestalt-

Iike structure of cuLtural-historical reality" The second part relates

to the vi.ew that humans can only see part of the whole and that the

Ínterpretations which appear to be contradictory are complementary"

Conflict becomos a misunderstandin6 that stems from not being able to

gragp the vrhole. This fal.¡;e oonsciousness of conf'Jict beco¡nes resol-vecL
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onry þrhen the 0'problern constellabíon', (tgzr; p" l.14) has been complebety

resolved. I'his constellation consists of:

(f) tne self relatÍvization of thought and knowleclge,
(2) the appearance of a new form of reLativization in_
tr'duced by "unmasking* turn of mincr, (¡) the emergence
of a new sys-bem of reference, that of the sociar sphere,
in respect of which thought courd be conceived. to be
relative, and (4) ttie aspiration to make relativization
total, relating not one thought or idea, but a whole
system.of ideas, to an underlying social reality (t9Zj;
p" 144).

Self relativization of thought refers to the fact that thought

is subordinate to more comprehensive factors" 'runmasking" is a par-

ticular form of relativization of thought, which stems from the

Enlightenment and the rul-e of reason" It is the Marxian contribution

to the socioJ.ogy of knowledge. Unmasking lead.s to the realization of

the need for a new system of reference, which j-s a *beingrf, something

absolute that ca¡r act as a base for the relative (tgz>í p" r42). This

absolute being is social reality and its systematic wholeness reflects

itself in the systematic wholeness of thought.

when this stage [the fourth stage] is reached., the original
emphasis accomparying the emergence of these new patterns
of thought gets shiftedo and many superficial forms of
expression origÍnally associated r¿ith the new approach
fade awqy of their ov¡n accordo Thus the emphasis on rtun-
maskingrr in deterrnining the social function of ideas can
more and more be eliminatea (f9e5; p. 144)"

AlternatÍve /\pproaches to Socioloßy of Knowledge

Mannheim outLines what he considers to be the four major al.ter-

natives to approach the sociology of knowledge and its problern consteL-

lation, These are: positivismo formar apriorismo material apriorrsm

and historicism (f925; p. I49),



Posit¿r:r:sm" positivisrn is r:ejected becauses

rt is, howcvere an essentiarry cleruded schoor, both bc-
. cause it ÌÐrpost,atizes one particular concept of empir.Ícisrn,

and because it holds that human knowledge can be complete
without metaphysics and ontology (t9ZS; p.149).

It is within this realm that rvulgar Marxismr resid.es wj.th its rnord.-

inate emphasis upon materiarism and rhomo economicusr o

Formar apr:Lorisro tr'ormal apriorÍsm or formar vatidity is the

opposite point of view from positivism.

. o o the philosophy of varid.ity depreciates being, as a-gainst thought, to an extent equivalent to a declaration
of complete disinterestedness in being. This school main-
J-y seeks to comprehend thinking in terms of thinking, . e..
From this immanent point of view, t,o be sure, the phenom-
enological differences between rbeingr and meaning, to
which the positÍvist attitude is necessarily blindu ¡"-
comes easiry d.iscernable , and one will be able to dojustice to the essential difference between an act of ex-
perience and the meaning intended by it (lgZSi p.1j2).

l.lhile liannheim finds a certain affinÍty in this positionu he also re-
jects the immanent position concernirig thoughto i.,eo, thought gener-

ated through thought independent of rbeingr,

He have to recognize i_n the tight of the foregoing, that
there is something true in the materiarist conception ofhistory, according to which it is being, reality, that
creates the idear sector. The error of materiarism con-sists merely in its wrong.metaphysics which equates rbeingf
or frealityr with matter (lgZ>; p"l6e).

Ivlaterial apriorism. phenomenology or apriori materialism, as

Scheler propounds it, makes the sub structure/"upe" structure division

with the exceptÍon that the sub-stnrctu¡:e consists of psycho¡-ogical as

opposed to socio-economic factors (lgz>; p.157)" The basic probrem of
phenomenology ie that it attempts merely to descril¡e what is r,¿ltvenr',
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the psychological

thereforeo unable

sphere, and it

to bridge the

does not deal-

gap between t,he

with genesis. It rs,

real and idea} "

Historicism. The view which is best able to surmount these

problems is that of historicism"

i,Ie completely agree with Scheler, then, that metaphysics
has not been and cannot be eliminated from our world. con-
ceptiont and that metaphysical categories are indispensrble
for the Ínterpretation of the historical and. intellectual
world. We also agree with him that factuaL knowleclge and
essential knowJ.edge represent two different forms of know-
Iedger but we do not'admit an abrupt separation of the tvro -
what we think is rather that the essential knowledge merely
goes farther and deeper in the sarne direction in which fac-
tual knowtedge sets out (tgZ>; p"175).

Essentiar knowledge here, refers to the erement of meaning whÍch is

unique to culturaL science. The dualism, then, which Mannheim rs e-

Liminating is that of dualism wj.thin thought more than it is the dual-

ism which exists between the fact or empÍrical reality and our know-

1.edge of that empiricaÌ phenomena.

The Historj-cist Solution: The Sociolog"y of Knov¡ledge

The ultimate solution to the original probJ.em of relativism

which change seemed to raise is that of perspectivism" Mannheim form-

ulates this in concrete social terms.

Differentiation in the worl_d of mind is much too great to
permit the identification of each current, each standpoi.nt,
with a given cIass. Thus we have to introduce an inter-
mediary concept to effect the correLation between the con-
cept of cl-ass defined in terms of roles Ín the production
procesEie and that of ri¡rtellectuar stand.pointr " This inter-
medÍary concept is that of intell"ectual str¿lta. l{e mean
by intellectual stratum a group of people belonging to a
certain sociaÌ unit and sharing a certain rworlcl posturatef
ccc., who are at a gi.ven'tÍme committeci to a certain style
of econon¡ic acti.vity and of theoretical thought (1925; p.
rfìÁ\
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Ir I4-gg1.ggtf, and Utopia (lgZ-9), the inteLlectual also came to be

the most important facto¡: in the probì"em of gr'asping the whole. It was

the rintelligentsiar as a speôiaI class which developed after the relig-

ious dominatto¡t of medievalism v¡as Irfted" The uniqueness of this strata

1ay in its monopolization of the means of'educatÍon as well as íts

rscholasticismr, i"êo¡ its remoteness from the conflicts of everyday

Iife ( 1929i p.1 1 ).

In general-o the above work is a concrete expression of the more

abstract theoretical essays which preceded it. Againo Mannheim choses

a sociological perspectÍve as opposed to the epistemological (subject-

ive) or the psychologicaÌ. The sociological positÍono however, embod-

ies both of them in its interpretation of knowledge" Itrs distinctiveness

lies in this:

The full emergence of the sociologicai. point of view regard.-
Íng knowledge inevitably camies r+ith it the gradual uncov-
ering of the irratj^onal foundation of rationaÌ knowledge
(tgzg; p.32).

Here, Mannheim is equatÍng change or the dynamÍc with the ir-

rational- and- the static with the rational." Knowledge Ís dead and static

and that is r,rhy it can be considered rational, for it is fully compre-

hensible" The realÍty which underlies this knowledge is dynamico sub-

jective and constantJ"y charrging" It is not comprehensible until after

it ceases in the present and becomes a history embodied within a static

knowJ"ed6çe. Ilven so, j.t is a history seen within a perspectíve and there-

fore, he must use an intuitive mechanism to grasp the fundamental doc-

urnetary meaning and expressive meaning of its own determination (l9Zl;

p.9J ) .
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PolitÍcrs an{ Snow}e dfl'€u liistorically it ¡¡ae i ndus;trial i zation

and- the rise of the bourgeois class that first led to skeptical thoughl;

and the rise of reason as a philosophical poeition of dominance. Not

only did thinking become consciousl-y and systematically rational, but

it also began to become fused with polrtics.

The :resuLt of this arnalgamation of politi-cs a.nd scientific
thought was that gradual-Iy every type of politics, o.Éo.c.
was given a scientific tinge and every type of scientific
attitude in its turn came to bear a politi-cal col.ouration
(tgzg; p.37).

The three political alternatives that developed were Liberalism

(bourgeois class), conservatism (1and owning class), and. sociatism (work-

ing cJ-ass). Each view becomes organized into political parties, with-

in which a political philosophy is developed. The effect of thought

being evolved in a political organization is two fold. In the first

place;

PolÍtical parties, because of the very fact of their being
organized¡ cän neither maintain an elasticity in their met -
hods of thought nor be ready to accept any answer that
might come out of their inquiries (lgZ9; p,3B)"

The very fact that a political party wishes to cover up its own biaso

is also the motivation for its attack upom poLitical opponents"

Political discussion is, from the very firsto more tham
theoretical argumentation; it is the tearing off of dis-
guiees - the unmasking of those unconscious motives
which blind the group existence to its cultural aspir-
ations ancl its theoretical arguments (1929; p.39).

these tv¡o statements there exists the basis for Mannheimfs concepts

¡'Ideologyrt and "Utopiatt,

There is implj.cit in the wor.d I'ldeolo¿4y,'the insight that im
certain situatione the collective unconscious of certain
group6 fdorninant groups_l ob¡¡cures the real concl.ition of
soeiety both to itself a¡rd to others and thereby stabaì.i.zes

fn

of
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it (tgzg; p.40) c .

It ie the ascending group which unmasks the obscurantism of ideology.

The concept of utpoian thi.nking reflects the opposite dis-
covery of the political struggle, nanely that certain
oppressed groups are intellectually so strongly interested
in the destruction and transformation of a girren condition
of society that they unwittingly see only those elements
in the situation which tend to negate it" Their thinking
is incapable of diagnosing an exísting condition of society
(tgz-g; p.40).

The conservative elements are aÌways ideological, but the lÍb-

eral and sociaList views are both utopian in as much as they compre-

hend the necessity to be futuristic.

The theory of id.eology is in itself insufficient as an explan-

ation of cognition and knowledþe, ÍIhile N[arx made an important con-

tribution to the theory of id.eol-ogy by pointing out its social basÍs

[the general theory of ídeology] u whereas al-I previous theories were

more particularisticu i.Po¡ more psychologistic, it was necessary to

progress to a broader theory which Mannhein called. the sociolory of

knowledge (lgzg; p.78).

The ton evaluative approach: rel-ationism" The distinctive fea-

ture of a sociology of knowledge was its non-evaluative position,

Thought !üas no longer exarnined as if oners own position were infall-*

ible and absoluteu but ratheru all thought was to be considered in

relation to its origin ancì. without regard to party biases (lgZg; p.?B)"

This again raises the spectre of relativism" Previouslyu

MannheÍm resolved the probì.em through 'the idea of perspectivism" 0n

this occasion, perspectivism ì-o only a partial êrswex¡ Å new concept

i s introduced; rrrel¿rt ioni smtr u
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Relationism signifies merely that all of the elcments of' Ineaning in a given situation have reference to one anoth-
er ancl derive thej.r eignifj.cance from this reciprocal in-
terr elatronshi.p rn a given frame of thought (1929; p,86)"

This is not signifÍcantly different from perspectÍvism since

it accentuates the vaLidity of the whole aB opposed to the competitive

validity of the d fferent parts. However, there is an additional fac-

tor; the evaluating component. Although lvlannheim does not define the

concept of value explicitlÍ, he u6es it in what appears to be several-

different ways" In the first case, rrvaluert is used as a sJrnonym for

correctness,

The non-evaluative general total conception of ideolory is
to be found primarily in those historical investigations,
whereu provisionaliy a¡ld for the sake of the simplification
of the problemu no judgments are pronounced as to the cor-
rectness of the ideas to be treated (lgZg; p"BO).

This is the first sta6e in the development of a relationist

perspective. To put this in different terms, it is not possible to

make decisions regarding the correctness of a position until after the

evidence is coLlected" There is a¡rother aspect to this non-eval-uative

position" This invol-ves the second use of the term rrvaluerr.

To-day, there are too many poi.nts of view of equal value
and prestige, each showing the relativj.ty of the other,
to permit us to take any one position and to regard it as
impregnable and absolute (l9Zg;p.85) "

Here, Itvaluerr is used to mean that whieh is desirable, specif-

ically in relation to its unmasking furrction. Thusu even after the ev-

ideuce is collected, each perspective has a rough equivalency of value.

The third use of the concept of value is developed in the tran-

sition fron the non-evaLuative to the eval.uative conception of ideology.

Mannìreim linlces the two as¡rects in the following quote,
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We have, then, as the theme of this non-evaluative study
of ideology, the relatronshj-p of alI partial knowledge
and ibs componcnt elements to 'bhe larger body of meaning
and ultrmately to l,he structu.re of hÍstorrcal reality
(tgzg; p,86)

. The purpose of the non-evaluative stage is to prepare each

perspecti.ve for the 0'ulitmat,errunificatÍon in the historical whole.

However, that very historical whole Ín itself is an evaluative stage.

In fact, Irlannheim claims that an evaluative position was being util-

ized all along and that he wasnrt aware of it.

This invol-ves the third. usage of the term I'valu.ert or the pro-

cess of evaluation. In this case the concept is being used to desig-

nate metaphysical-ontological judgments¡ the basic presuppositions

which underl-ie aII thought"

å"' å ol 33* li: " J:,;:i:i %äÏl "i; ïi:î: 1i.ï:ff ;ä" 3,i' 
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conscious evaluation, becomes aware of an irreducible resi-
due of evafuation inherent in the structure of all thought
(tgzg; p.1oo).

In some sensen this d.iscussion serves to reÍntroduce t'he hÍs-

toricist methodology of I'understandingil through rrinterpretation" back

into the argument. This serves to aid Mannheimrs refutation of rela-

tivism, for it enabLes him to reduce realíty to a unique paradox. On

the one hand, reality is in a state of flux and is therefore irrational.

As a consequence, the methodology for its comprehension at the social

leveÌ is hi-ghJ"y intuitive and suì:jective. This subjectivism leads to

a fragrnentation such that mísunderstanding occurs in grasping the whole.

Underlying all of these different perspectives social reality is the

SâIIIê C

ff we examine the many types of ontological judgmenbs with
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whÍch diff'erent groups confront usr we begin to suspect
that each group seems to move i.n a separatc: a.nd. distinct
worlcl of j.d.ear; and that these diff'erent svstems of thought
which are of'ten in confl-ict with one anothere ma,y in the
last anal.ysis be reduccd to diff'ercnt modes of experiencing
the rrsame" reality (lgZg; p"99)"

conflict, then, is a development of sub¡ective experiernce, and

not a funrlamental social reality. Convergence and consensus are j.nev-

itable and. wiLl come about when consciousness of the whole is achieved.

lvla.nnheim is correct in denying the absolute relativism of his

thinking, Alt perspectives are incorrect because they are only fragments

of the r¡hoLe, It is better understood as relationism, i.ên1 as the Ír¡'

terrelationship of the parts to the whoIe"

uni{iça-b:!_on and the intel_ligentsia. In Mannheimf s ,terms, how

is it possible to relate all these different perspectives together

since each perspective is by itself incorrect? The solutiorn }ies j-n

the historical role of the intelligentsia, Education has an inherent

potential within itself to liberate individuals from their moorings

through its exposure to the opposing tendencieso It Ís not until a par-

ticular historical period that this factor becomes significant.

But not until we come to the period, of bourgeois ascend-
ency does the level of cultural life become increasingly
detached from a given class (lgZ9; p"156).

In capitalism, learning becomes less dictated by the structure

(of povrer) and. there is more freedom to pursue independently the v¡hole-

ness of' cultural-historical reality. The i-ntelligentsia can separate

themselves frorn partisan politics and thus begin to 6ee the opposing

view in orcler to inte¿çr.ate it into a total picture. The rnethodological

goal is to avoid. po}ítical pitfalls and'to transcerrd the frag,nrenLed
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political r'¡orLcL in order to achieve a total and accurate understandins.

Since polítical parties are representatives of cJ"asses, it ie necessary

to transcend the clas¡s background of any individrral through the various

unmasking mechanisms in order to achieve this delicate understandi.nR.

Each of these points of view reveals the interrelatíonship
in the total complex of events from a different angleu and
thus the suspicion grorórs that the historical process is
something more inclusive than all the existing individual
standpoints, and that our basis of thoughtu in its pres-
ent state of atomizatíon does not achieve a comprehensivè
view of events. The mass of facts and points of view is
far greater than can be accomodated by the present state
of our theoretical apparatus and systemati rin1 (1929; p"
252).

Although

stand. the r+holeo

developed to be able to grasp this potential l'¡hole"

Summari zÍIg KarI Mannherrlgr

As with lt{arxr it is important to understand Mannheimts basic

methodological tooLs in order to comprehend his significance. pri-

marily, this entarls grasping the meaning of 'rverstehen¡r and the process

of interpretation which this involves" The method of historj.cism in-

cludes this form of understanding'which separates the natural, static

lqorl-d from the culturalu dynarnic world. Because cultural life is in

fluxu it is fundarnentally irrationalo but still comprehensible. How-

everr it onJ.y becomes comprehendible when the third level of rneaningo

the documentary Ìevelu is d.iscovered. through an intuitive process of

interpretat j-on o

Mannheim also acknonledges the politÍcal nature of. scientific

thought and the scientific nature of politrcal thoughto I¡r the second

this special point, where it is possible to under-

is achievableu social science is not yet suffi-cientLy
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case, thought is onty scientj.fic in the terms defined above" In the

first pointu the polit:-cal natrrre of the scientificu especially as rt

relates to the cultural- historical sci-ences, is only a. tetnperary phen-

omena' It arises clu.e to the Ínherent perspectrvism of social 1.y rìeterm-

ined thought. Therefore, all. pre-existing thought has been political

and thus onLy a partial representation of the whole. This has been

the basis of conflict.

One class has always been id.eological, i.eo, has presented

its point of viel as the only correct one, This is the conservative

land-owning class r¿hich is preoccupied with the maintenance of an ex-

isting structure and with the traditions of the past" 0n the other

handu utopianism is the perspective of the capitalist and workrng class.

They also see each of t.heir perspectives as beíng the only correct oneso

However, they look to the future and. attempt to find some transcending

element o

AIt of these political perspectives as partisan polÍtical be-

Iiefs¡ êFê both correct and incorrecte io€ne their id.eas are both in-

congruous and. congruous with existing conditons. The solutiom to over-

comin¿¡ the conflìct between them lies in the integration of the seem-

ingly disparate perspectiveso or relationis,n'

This solution is potentially achievable when a class is devel-

oped which is able to unmask its own moorings as weII as the roots of

the opposing groups. Thís class begins its potential liberating move-

ment in bhe stage of capitalism, when skepticism and the age of reason

arises" It is 1;he intellÍgentsia or the academic r.¡ho fulfill this role.

Their potential is developed by virtue of their being exposerl to oppos-

ing points of view from academics of different sociaL backgroundn,



Chapter J

MANNHI;]M VTXìSUS MARX

The purpose of 1,he foLloling chaptqr

¡etween¡v1¿rx and Mannheim and to demonstrate

ing Dlarxrs position over Mannheimrs.

IÞ

the

to outlinc the debate

rationale for select-

In the process of the followj"ng debate and dialogue betleen

the two theorists, a very definite series of issues will become appa.r-

ent" These issues will eventually be generalized into ca-begories of a

model for social theory ( in chapter '/).

In any comparison of any nature, both the similarities and the

d.ifferences between the object under consideration must be made clear"

Fi-rst, the simiLarities will- be exa-rnined.

Simi lariti e s

Although there are few similarÍties between these two writers,

the ones which do exist are extremely important. The most apparent

one from the context of their writings is their use of an ontol-ogical

base from which much of their works evolve. This explicit usage of

such a premise implies a number of other similarities in their work.

In the first place, their utilizatj.on of an ontological premise in-

volves having an evolutionary view of life" Having an evolutionar¡'

view in turn implies that the authorrs view is historical, i.e, sees

change as being an important issue, Being an evolutionist and see-

ing change occuring in this r^ray means that it is necessary to approach

social science from an interdisciplinary position" Finalì-y, each of

them accords a high place to the role of consciousness and knowledge

68



as a mechanism of soci;rl chanpe.

Whil.e these comrnon elcments appear to be uni.rnportant, they have

a significa.nce which wiIl become increasingLy clearer in the exarninat-

ion of contemperary theory" The pri.mary function of these simrlaritÍes

is that they aÌ}ow for an understandrng of the differences.

Di fferences

Zeitlin was not the first to raise the Ídea of a sil"ent debate

occuring among social theorists" Barrington Moore Jr" discussed the

idea in Pol-itical Power and Socia1 Theory (t958).

It is legi-timate, I think, to regard our nineteenth cen-
tury writers as participants in a simple debate about
the possibility of putting practice the principLes pro-
claimed by the French RevoÌution (t958. p,113)"

Marcuse in Reason gnd Revolution (9U), traces the debate as

far back as early Greek philosophy, but claims that the contemperary

issues developed- through the transformation of Hege1 by Marx. Undoubt-

ed.lyr there are other wrÍters who have made similar or parallel observ-

ations.

$þ!gg¿. I^lhile it cannot be demonstrated that Flannheim v¡as

d.ebating llarx in a point for point dialogue, it is clear that he was

attempting to cope with points raised by Marx"

The major point of contcntion between Mannheim and Marx lay

preciseJ.y in their ontologicaf baseso Marx adhered to the idea that

all of empirical reatity was material and. that it had. a d.ialectical

structure. Euen ideas were ma'terial in their ori.gin and nature, al-

thouglt they are of a qualitatively different form.
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Mannheim, on the other hand, rejects m¿rterialisnl. As far as

he is concerned historical materiaÌism (of Marx) is no'thing more than

a delusionr or at best a metaphysic which is simpl-y ¡rot acknowlcdged.

ItHistorical. materialism was materialist only in narne; the econoniic

sphere was, in the last a¡alysis, cuo â structural i.nterrel,ationship

of mental attitudes" (1929i p"255)o ,

At the same time, Mannheim aLso rvished to disclaim any alleg-

iance to idealism. However, it is an obtuse form of idealism, or what

he term,s frimmanatioiljsmr', which he rejects. fn other words, i_d,eas do

not stem from ideaso but ra'Lher¡ ârê socialry determined. on the sur-

face there appears to be a kinship betv¡een the tv¡o thinkers. This is

precisely v¡here the similarity endso For Mannheim, the social determ-

ination of ideas is fundamentaì-Iy subjective, whereas it is objective

for Marx"

' Views on science" The basis of the difference lay in the fact

that Mannheim held a dualistic view of the rvorld. Natural scÍence was

so fundamentally different from cultural science that the basic method-

ology employed to understand them was completely different. Natural

science dealt with static factors and thus the objective process vras

sufficient for its comprehension" Cultural science was dynarnic, his-

torical¡ md the objective means for understanding it v¡as insufficient,

In order to grasp the uniqueness of the culturaL flux, the subjective

and. intuitive method of rrverstehenrt had to be employed"

Marx d.id not hypostatize the difference between the two types

of science" I{e d.id not feeL that the pure sciences Here sbatic, where-



as the cuL'bural sciences were dynamic" Change was a PERVÂSIVI1' factor

and not isolated to any single areaô White there were qualitative

differences whÍch existed between the human and non-human sciences,

there was yet a common element that tinked them together. Humans haci

evolved out of the natural world. It r+as the process of change v¡ithin

the natural world which had led to human existence. The difference l{as

that humans began to be able to make themseLves, to construct, create

and change their own world" Change was a d.ialecticaì. process wherever

it occured"

change, however, d,id not mean for Marx that rife was in some

way fundamentally irrationaf as it did for lrfannheim, By the same to-
ken, Marx did not feel that it was necesaary to have any metaphysical

postulates concerning cultural Iife. I{annheim cannot conceive of such

a possibility. He even reinterprets lvlarx in terms of his or^rn need for

a metaphysical postulate.

The rrmaterialtt cond.itions which were previousry regarded
mereJ-y as evil obstacLes in the path of the idea are here
hypostatized in"bo the motor factor in worl-d affairs, in
the form of an ecomomic determinism which is reinterpreted
in materialistic terms (lgZgi p.242) 

"

The relationship.between ontglogy and sciencg. Two points are

being made here. The first is that Marx and Mannheim hotd opposing

positions regarding ontolog¡r, and, seconclly, the nature of the ontoJ.og-

ical premise is crucial as a determinant for premises concelning the

methodology of science in general and social science in particular..

Dualistic premises, which ear'lier r.rere defined as being in-
herently idealistico lead to the position that the cultural sphere is
so different from the natural sphere that ther.e is a gap between human
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and. non-hunair 1ífc" As a consequence, the methods for upclc¡st¿r¡cJi¡r¡r

rif'e in its behavioraÌ manifestatíons arso refl.ccL thi r_ì gal .

While i t, is not to be arguccl here that lvlannheimrs historr cj.¡;m

is the onl"y form which can express tlris perspective, it j-s c1r:¿y Lhat

the methodology of rrverstehent' is a consequence of the metaphysical

ontology of historicism. By the sa¡ie token, lrlarx's position of mon-

istic d.ialectj.cal materialism leads to the method.ological position of

the political economy of human behavior" For lviarxr this ontorogy is
not a philosophy, not a metaphysic as he demonstrates in Th_e_ povert,l¡ of

lhílosophy (t8+f), but a concrete and. comprehensible scj-ence of human

beha ior"

Discip-Ii.ne of -s-Þrdy" WhiIe each of them is interdiscÍplinary,

their basic premises lead them to different method.s and thus to d,iff-
erent disciplines. Mannheim and his metaphysÍcs were more arnenable to

philosophy, then to history, and. finalty to sociorog-y. l{arxo although

he began in philosophy and, Iaw, evolved. out of these areas into polit-
ical economy, which was trad.itionally an interdiscipli,nary field." EngeIs

beca¡ne concerned about the pure sciences such as chemistry, physics and

finally biology a^nd physical_ anthropology.

Each of them chose different areas within which to collect

their data and different means by which they would. collect ancL inte-
grate llheir materiar" Even their calcurus, or their abstract ì.ogrc

differed' Mannheim was more oriented to a formar logic as jt was de-

fined. earlier-. This is somewhat ap¡:arent in his dualsirn where he

makes the di.fferenceB between the cul"tural- and natural real-ms almost
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mutually excl-usiveo Marr consistently utilizecl a clialectical logic

or calculus lvhich is manifested in his monism"

I{uman n?tglg. The differerrces betv¡een these two thinkers at

the ontological Levels has i'bs conseguences for the understandtng which

each of them had concerning humari nature. Marx saw human nature as

having certain physiological preconditions, which r^¡ere of such a kind

that human nature itself was a totalty varÍable component. It hras not

fÍxed into any permanent cond,ition which was d.ictated. by external

forces" Ratherr huma:r nature meant mereJ-y that humans were capable of

changing themselves and their behavior, a fact that differentiated them

from non-human a¡imals. However, this was only a potential which need-

ed- to be devel-oped within a concrete social and historical situation

( Venable, L97O) 
"

Mannheim as well" san¡ human nature as a variable factor, but for

different reasons and with different consequenceso In the first place,

he did not see the necessity to define the human biologicaf nature, for

his methodorogy was subjective a¡d intuitive" secondly, Mannheim did

not see any necessary connection between the natural real-m and the hu-

man behaviorar world. At least, he never saw a:ry point in making such

a connection"

Finallyu as it was pointed out in the section on Mannheim,

change was an irrational condÍtion" cultural change, then, was organ-

ic and it occured in a sl.ow manner wi,thout the direction which Marx

had been willing'to give it. Conflict was not the outgrowth of a

fixed evil component in human biology or even a religious original sinn
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but rather Ít w¿rs tire result of a distorted perception v¡hich could rec-

tif'y itsel-f in the future"

vievrs gn- sgcietx" The net result of a different ontology, a

different methodoLogy, a different abstract ca).cuJ-us, a diffe::ent con-

ception of change and a different approach to human nature was that

each theorist saw society in a totally different way.

Mannheim dealt r^¡ith the traditionaì. problem of the relationship

of the parts of a society to Íts whole. This Ís usually called the nom-

inalism/rearism d.ebatee io€., whether the whole is equal to the sum of

the parts or whether it is greater than the sum of the parts. what

is more basic to such a debate and what is usually overlooked, is the

nature of the parts seLected. Obviously, the nature of the relation-
ship of the parts to the whol-e takes on a different meaning when the

units of analysis change. rn some vrays, Ít is possible to see this

discussion as an outgrowth of a more classical d.ebate, the ind.ividual_-

ism/collectivism debate.

The inadequacy of the nominalÍsm/realism d.ebate is apparent Ín

both Marx and Mannheim" Mannheim saw the whole as an essence, and.

therefore, it was a quality, not a quantifiabl-e property" The parts

consÍsted of the three levels of meaning, none of which coul¿ be acld-

ed together. Onry the documentary level- was the essence, the core of

any epoch. The social units centereLl around- thj.s fact. These units

were not individuals, rather, they werc somewhat ambiguous po}itical
groups, whose differences v{ere the result of perceptual distortron,

They were crasses that appeareri similar to Marxrs¡ aristoc-
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Tacyt bourgeoi-s, and proreta.r'ia.t" However, riannheim adcled a fourth
cl-ass whÍch he called the intelligentsia, and which resolvecl the con-

frict relations cxisting among the units. since the probr.em of con*

flict was mereLy perceptual, i"e., attitudinalo are we to conclude

that the parts are to disappear as soon as their biases are unmasked?

That cl-early is the impression which llannheim leaves.

l,te could change the whofe of society tommorrow if, every_body could agree. The real obstacle is that every ln_dividuaL is bound into a system of established rel-ation-ships which to a 1arge extent hamper his will (tgZg; p.
261) 

"

The indivi.dual, then,

ually focuses uponq There is
the individual and the whole"

But even the unit

that point the inrlividual-

is the basic unit nhich Mannheim event_

no necessary conflict for Mannheim between

Marx, more than Mannheim, transcend.s the poverty of the nominar-
ism/realism debate. Almost any positÍve critique of illarx demonstrates

why this the case by its expranation of Mar::'s method.orogy,

As it was shown above, Marxrs concern lras w'th the pervasive-
ness of change. Therefore, the parts, the whole, and the interrerat_
ionship of the parts constituting the whore constantry changes,

the most critical unit to this point in history has been cl-ass

as an objective force' Cl-asses had changed over time an¿ so hacl their
inter rerationship nhich constitutued. the whole. That whoÌe, or totar_
ityr always metamorphosed. from cln apparently stable unit into a precar-
ious and volatile unity rvhich has to break apart before further deveL-

opment occured.

class itsel f was destined to

as a unlt was to become more

disappear. At

pronii,nent than
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evcr before . This ra.i.ses tt¡o addj.tjonal points: There are more ilr¿rn

two levels in Marxrs theory, i.e., morc than thc part ancl the whore.

There are parts vrhich constitute wholes which in turn are parts for.

otlrer wholes; the individual is the ultrm;rte focus of Marxts theory.

Class was particularly inimical to the expression of indÍvidualit.y of

the majority of peopJ-e. Thus, the corl"ectivity was not in any nec-

essary rel"atj,onship to the indivídual as it had been for lrlarxrs pre-

decessors such as Adam Smith"

The nominarism/realism d.ebate fairs in two ways. The part on

realism carrnot distinguish bewween the qualitative nature of llannheimrs

wholes, ild the dialectic of Marxism" Nominarism, on the other hand,

cannot distinguish between the fundamental subjectivism of lvlannheim

and lvlarxts historÍca1 process of individuaL liberation, where an or-.

iginal potential becomes actualized. in a concrete historical pro,ess.

Mannheimrs subjectivism appears to be a variation of the clas-

sical l-iberalism of Iaissez-faire potitical economy and socrai. philos-

ophy, where the indivj-d.ual is gÍven an a priori prrmacy over the col-

Iectivity" To a large extent, classical liboralism appeared as a moral-

prescription and was related to the utilitaria¡ thinking of Bentham.

Ivlore recentlyr writers'such as Parsons and Btzioni have l"abelled. it
I'voluntarism", emphasizing the apparen't accentuation of the ind.ividual .

Along with this¡ they have l-abelLed Marxism collectivism, emphasizing

what they interpret to be the primacy of the collectivity over the in-
dividuaL

ïrnplicit within such a scheme is the idea that the,group or the

col"lectivity is j.n some form of inherent, conflict wrth the freedr¡m of
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't,he indi.vidual . GouLdner call.ed this a r?pre_Keynesianil conception.

Tbg-"q1" q!-ÌtttoJlg4ßu" rn both the case of M¿¡.nnhcinr and lr{arx,

knowledge ptayed a vital part in the transformation of Society. For

Ì"lannheim, the intelrigentsia was a class in itserf, whose existence
was to change society" rt was to piece together perceptualì.y, the
parts Ínto a whor-e" This would. bring an end to confLict.

Marx also saw the intelligentsia as an important force within
his scheme, but onry as they rerated. to the proretariat. Knowredge

v{as as much a politicar tool- as any other factor in that society, The

intelligentsia were members of the workÍng class in the sense that they
were producers of socially necessary labour which was instrumental in
the progress of technoJ-ogy. TechnoJ-ory was a srgnifica't motor force
in social change for it prod.uced- the increasing surplus varue an¿ hence

the transformation of exchange and. productive rerations. rn more di_
rect terms, scientific knowl-edge of society in generar wourd l-ead to
the demÍse of Capitalism.

Political di fferences. AII of the differences that have been

raised to this point become more

of both writers are examined. On

is reasonable to expect that the

marked.

apparent if the politÍca} positions

the basis of the above discussion, rt
political differences wiII be very

of

to

of

Marx and Ma::nheirn courd be no further apart than in çreir vieu¡

poriticaL structures" x,lannheim adopts a position which is very close

tr{eberts. The basic.probrem wi'rich confronts hurn¿rnkind. is a resurt
the inirerent nature of the human condition. Thrs cannot be alterecl
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by superficial- political manipulations, but rather, can only be changed

th::ough tire rol.e of the interrigentsia. This new crass will bring to-
gether the parts and const::uct the essence, the wholeness of our culture.

The decision as to v¡hether there was to be Capitalism of Sociat-

ism was entirery irrerevent. Marx, on the other hand, und.erstood, that

Communism would eventually supersede Capitalism and. that this trans-

formation would be necessary. There is nothing inherent in cultures

which leads to irrational behavior, The irrationalities are merely

the prod-uct of cl-asses in conflict" When that conflict can be resol-ved

then societies can embark upon a d.ifferent historicar epoch.

Debate

The purpose of the above diaLogue was not to outtine Ín fine

detaj.r the thought of the two 'r,hinkers, Rather, it was concerned a-

bo¡rt d-emonstrating in general terms, broad. and. fund.amental differences

betv¡een the two men' The similariti.es, generalLy speaking, merely

take on the form of agreeing on the issues to d.isa€ree" rt now be-

comes possible to demonstrate the rationale for the selection of the

Marxian position.

Ontologi-c,a1 decision. It rvas pointed. out before that the basÍc

issue involved in the ontological decsj-on is whether or not theorists

are materialists or idcalists.

Mannheimrs idealism can be criticized through his dualistic
premise. This dualism postulates a qualitative difference between

ideas and material reality" By qualitative difference, Mannheim means

that there íe a gap, an i.nexplic¡rble rift without anry quantitative
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DASIS.

The issue which Mannheim avoids Ís the origin of ideas. Since

he holds a metaphysical postulate, hc has an a priori postulate which

acts as a built-in egcape hatch. rdeas merery existuand they d.o not
'have to be understood in terms of their genesis.

There can be no justification for overlooking the genesis of
ideaso Once this problem is consid.ered, the ontological de¡ate becomes

clearer" Either a supernaturaL being or el-ement is called. into exist-
encer or ideas are seen as the outcome of the d.evelopment of matter"

The superiority of Marxrs position ries precÍse1y Ín this area.

Marx consciously stops the objectÍfication of any aspect of the human

sphere into metaphysicar and rel-igious forces, or forces external_ to

humans. The origin of ídeas stems from matter. They are the resul_t

of an evolutionary process which led'to the d.everopment of humans.

Materialism defeats ideatism simply because it is empiricalry

correct' Ideas .cannot exist prior to materiaÌ preconditions. Ivlatter

in many forms existed rong before humans. rt took not only matter,

but a particular configuration of matter to yield. human consciousness.

AtI of this Engels considers in his work (See especially ilOn the Tran-

sition of Ape to Man", 1)60; pp"110-85 ), Nowhere d.oes Mannheim con_

sider this probrem. There is no d.iscussion on the origin of human

society, its prerquisites or preconditions.

The problem can be exa¡nined. in different terms. Ma¡nheim looks

at society post hoc, i.e", at time 2. At time 2 he observes both ideas

and matter" Ideas are qualitatively different from matter. Therefor.e,

he concludes that ideas are universally quatitatively diff.ererent from
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matter" Therc is no link bctrveen thc two,

The trick is Lo omit the first historical phaseu time 'l . Thr.ough

the omission of time 1, the quantitative and concrete hÍstorical dc:vcl-

opment of the dÍfferences is el-iminatecl, The present must be seen as

the surface of a continuous historÍcal- deve).opment, llarxrs dialectic
discusses quaì-itative change of matter into icleas as a surface dis_

tinction which exists at time 2 but which requires an und.erstand.ing of
the quantitative development of matter between time 1 and time 2.

MannheÍm's historicism eliminates the possibitity of taking in-
to consideration the und'erlying quantitative changes which resuLt in
the qualitative distinctions. Thus Horowitz comments that:

The speciar d.imension of metaphysicar doctrines has a]-
ways rested upon the inviorabirity and, mystery of the
human mind - its uniqueness a,nong arr things in the cosmos,its abirity to comprehend. uncomprehending things (1961; p.Á\VJø

' Nature ot-the oqtological issue. One of the important charac-

trristics of an ontoJ.ogy is that it has a high rever of generality or

a high Level of abstraction. rt isrin fact, at the highest leveÌ of
generalÍty.

The phrase rrlevel of generality" is being used in the sarne way

that Karl--Deiter opp defined it in d.iscussing midd.le range .bhrories"

hle define a theorxr A as nore generar- tiran a theory B, if ,and onry if A can explain the sa¡ne singular facts as B and
additionar- singular facts which B cannot expr"ain (t970; p"
249).

There is a two-fold significance to the level of generaì-ì-ty. Tn

the first place, it is interwoven rvith the idea of historical sequenc--

ing. In evoLutionary terminology, tliat which occurs firs.L in tinre is
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also goi-ng to takc on a more general-izecl form. 1ì'or exarnpì-e, Horno

Saprens are a specific form of m¿rtnmal , which i.s a specific form of

anlmal" The most generalized category, ¿rnimal, occurs prior to tiie

more specific form, manmerl ,etc"

The importance of the sequencing lies in the fact that the

establishment of a¡ empirically correct ord.erinB of events allows for

the development of a necessary factor in causal relatibnships, and

possibily sufficient factors as well-. This is the second consequence

of the level of generality being made known.

Effects o{ the_ontoLogical 1eve1. Since the ontologi-cal issue

is at the highest level of generalization, it should be expected that

the ontol-ogical issue will be a necessary cause in the determination

of lor+er l-evel issues.

i. Science and- me_L4glolpgy" The manner Ín which both Marx and

Mannheim view science should be the outcome of their ontologic¿l pos-

t-'E1ons.

l¡lannhei.mrs ontological idealism and dualism should l-ead to a

dualism in his approach or his methododology to the two spheres, the

natural and the cultural.

In the exposition of Mannheimts works, it is clear that such

a methodological division occurs" The natural realm requires a strict-

Iy objective technique, v¡hereas the cul,tural realm involves a funda¡nen-

tally subjective rnethod. In the natural sciences one comes to under-

stand throtrgh explanation" In tire culturaL sciences, one comes to un-

ders'bar¡d through interpretation, brrsically an intui tive mechan-ism,
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Marxrs work l'ollov¡s tlte same pattern. Hís ontoì-o6çical premise

ís monistÍc a¡d dialccticaÌIy materialistic. Thercfore, it can be ex-

pected tliat Marxrs methodology should be comparable for the ¡ratural. and

social scucnces, While there r,¡ill be differences betv¡een thc specific

methods usecl in the natural and cultural sciences, the general concept-

ion of science ancl the general methods employed should be id.entical.

The previous examination of Marx and Engel-s indicates that this

is the casec Both the natural and. the cul-tura1 sciences are objective

and subjective sciences" The dialectic is employed in both areas. In

political economy, lt{arxrs exarnination of capj-taÌÍsm was made throush a.

concrete formul-atÍon of a series of mathematical formul-as. The rate

of exploitation, the tendency for the rate of profits to farl a¡d. his

theory of trade cycles all take on this form.

Effects of the- ontologically derived metLodology. The ontorog-

ical issue is rarely considered in an open di.al-og1-r.eo Scientific meth-

odolgy t then, becomes j,ncreasingly important as an issue in social

science. whether or not the ontorogical issue is debated freely, the

social science methodology chosen becomes am extremely important factor

simpry because it is a basic toor which every social scientist ("nd

probably every human being) must use.

Methodologies determine the revel of operation, the data sel-

ectedr the collectron techniques and the method of integrating and. in-

terpreting the information" rt is the príncipal means by which the on-

tological issue is transrated into rower Level issues" To a rarge ex-

tent, it ensures a consistency to any particular approach"
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sideratÍo¡l in this section is that between the nat.ural and. cultural

realms.

The adoption of the dualistic ontology guarantees that there

t¡j-lL be no explicit need to demonstrate objectivel-y the relati.onship.

between the naturaL and the cul-turaI sciences. Thls foll-ows from the

position which l{annheim held on the above tr,¿o j.ssues" The dualsitic

ontology is a metaphysical and a priori postulate, r.rhile the scientific
phiì-osophy which follows from it attributes to the cuLtura] sciences

both a subjective and self vaLid.ating proced-ure" rn other words, the

cul-tural sciences can only be explained in terms of themserves. Not

onJ.y thatr but natural reality is static and therefore, it cannot ex-

pla:n the genesis of culturar reality" That change exists in the eyes

of Ùlannheim is not to say that change is objective and. manipulatable

by objective means, but rather that change is a subjective reaLity an¿

cannot be dealt with in objective terms"

Ma¡lnheÍm eliminates two aspects of change; genesis and d.eath.

whire the a priori postulate in his ontorogy d.ispenses with the need

for an origin, the l-ack of an expranation of the origins of a phenom-

ena l-ikewise d.ispLaces the need. to cope with the d.emise of the phen-

omenao This is not to say that Mannheim does not recognize, at least

imp]"icitly, that there are such occurances. He merely neglects to ex-

plain them. It is not necessary to explairi the objective basis of cul-

ture if cul-ture is fundamentaJ.ly subjective, and if any understancling

of cul-ture has to be validated in subjectÍve terms at the docunrentary

Ievel.
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As a dialectical materj.alÍst, employing a dialectical ancl ob-

jective scj.entific methorle li{arx is more nilJ-ing to explain the entire

process of changeo Non cultural natur¿rI phenomena also have a híst'ory.

If change did not occur at the natrrr;¡l l evel - ihen human cultural ex-

Ístence courd never appearô Because Marx d.oes not hord a d.ualistic

ontorogyr he finds it necessary to explain the genesis of human cu1-

ture.

ch'ange

â?ê ân

ture u

whi ch

once he has explained genesÍs, he also exprains process as

whÍch is leading toward destruction. Destruction and. negation

objective part of both natunal_ and cultural realities.

Yet, it is not destruction, pure and simple, wÍthout any fu-
The conseguence of the destruction is the release of new forces

produce a new genesis.

This is preciseJ"y the form which change takes in mod.ern evo-

lutionary theory. There is the internal contradictÍon; the normal a-

mount of variation withj.n aJIy gene pool- population as well as mutations

(mutator genes), and. other factors such as genic interaction, that pro-

d-uce new aflounts and kinds of variation, There is the extermal contra-

diction; the variations within the environment or trniche3rof any gi.ven

species. The interaction of the two factors allows for a selection of

certain adaptive traits' If the amount of change required is too grear

for the seLection process'Lo operateu then there is extinction. If the

adaptation can be made¡ then eventually the accuntulations of ad¿rptations

themseLves will cause extinction, a good exanple of quantitative changes

yielding qualitative diff'erences (See Lerner, 1968).
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a.st::ong scnse of the boundary of their di.scipJ-ine v¡iIt 1Íkely protcst.

Biology is for t)rc brol-ogists"

Mannheim would likely have taken such a position" Given his

ontologi.cal duaì-ism, and the fact that it refl.ected his view of

science, lviannheim cannot conceíve of discussing human nature meaning-

fully in objective terms. The elimination of the genesis of human cul-

ture obviates díscussing human nature in terms of human biology.

Marx, on the other hand, was prepared to state that the first

premise of a]l human history was phycisal existencer and the first

fact to be established was their I'physical orgnnizationtr (lgtO; p.20).

Nor is that biological premise vacuous. It is, according to I'rlarxr the

basis of their true human nature.

In Mannheimrs terms, Marx saw the unity of the subject and ob-

ject in all things" The subjective was not isoLated to the human cul-

tural sphere, not the objective isolated to the non*human natural

sphere. Both factors exÍsted í,n some reletable fashion, and this was

especially signl.ficant for human beings.

Societal Issues

It ís being postulated that the nature of sociaL unitsr their

selection and. theÍr interpretation, is the result of the premise states

chosen in the resolution of the preceeding cate6çorres.

SociaI structure.

was basically subjective"

also subjectiveo The trode

The cultural part of Mannheimrs dualism

Consequently, his cultura] methodology was

of Íverstehenrr is essentÍa].ly the inter-
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pretation of the docurnentary Ieve} of meaning through a fundamr,.ntally

intuitive processo

It is of Iittl.e value to discuss the relatÍonshin between

Mannheimts two real-ms" The natural is simply parallel to the cuÌtural-.

Genesís of culture is not consiclered important. Human nature is part

of the metaphysical realm v,rhích is undrestood through some a priori pos-

tulates. It is the importance of the intuitive process to grasp these

a priori premises"

The phrase tfsocial structurett Ímplies the idea of a basic

framework which is the basis for the operation of a society. Given

Ma¡rnheimrs subjective premÍse states, hÍs conceptÍon of social struc-

ture should also be subjective in character,

Mannheim does i-n fact conceive of a social structure as beinE

a subjective entity. It is the structure of mea.ning which is located.

in the space-time continuum, nor in the psychic acts of the ind.ividual

( tgzzi p"44)"

The structure involves three hierarchrcally ordered strata.

The ultimate leveÌ of meaning, and. the most profound, is the d.ocumentary

level. To repeat what Manllheim saicl about this level: .

documentary mearning, ouoo is a matter not of a temporal
process in which certaín experiences become actualized,
but of the character, the essential nature, the rethost
of the subject which ma:rifests itself in artistic cre-
ation (tgZz; p.55)

In contrast t'o Mannlteimo llarxts positÍon takes on the opposíte

interpretation. Marxts ontology, methodoì_ory, relationship of spheres,

and concept of human nature all stem from his monism. As it was point-

ed out above, Ìrurnan n¿rture had to be understood in biological terms be-
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fore Í f was possible to establrsh thc rneaning of' humaness |n socj.¿¡1

t erms .

lvlarxrs idea of social structure, thcn, was statcd in both ob-

jective and subjective terms. Structur-e ís made up of' an interacting

web of sociaL refations of production" To be sulîe, it j.nvolved mean-

ing, art human activity of any nature. However, the subjective in

Marxrs scheme rvas not separated, by an insurmountable chasm from the

objective. There is a d.irect linkage and that tinkage could onry be

seen if one held to a materialist ontology,

Marx is often seen as a dualist because he postul-ates the ex-

istence of both a sub-strucuure and a super-structure, By sub-struc-

ture or basis is co¡nmonJ"y meant the economic structure and. by super-

structure, culture.

K. Korsch d.eals wíth this problem in his book in chapter 6,

rrBasi-s and superstructurer' (tg¡a; pp. 214-29) " AccordÍng to Korsch, it

is a necessary part of any scientific method to d.ifferentiate the parts

of an interacting process i-f any specific moment is to be understood.

Therefore, it is not dualism in an ontol-ogical sense, but rather a u-

nity which ís split for heuristic purposes, by taking the parts püt of

a process to evaluate their reÌ¿rtive strength in the relationship.

It is difficult to dj-scuss Marxts concept of social structure

without putti.ng it into the context of social chang;e. Unlike Mannheim,

ib is not possible to understand social process without dealing with

social genesis a:rd demise"

Socja] ch¡lnÉîe" Mannheimrs historicism effectively eliminates

objecb:ve change in the cultural realm. Change in the cultur,¿rl- sphere
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merely appears to be ¿rn obtrusj-ve element which must be eliminated-, or

at l-east mínimiz,ed, if the a temporal documentar.y level is to be gra.sp*

ed" Ma:uherm does not explain chan¿;e, he rnerely explains it away.

The origin of' culture cannot be discussecì.o Ontological ¿uaÌ-

i-sm blocks such a possibility" Change between cultural epochs is mere-

Ly the history of a dynamic metaphysic. The movement of culture away

from conflict and disunity tor.rards a unity is predicated upon relation-
j-smr i.eo, upon grasping the absolute v¡horeness of being by pÍecing to-
gether the partso Even curturaL change is a change of the subjective.

Whether or not the objective part changes or not isnrt relevent. Be_

cause change is subjective, it doesntt involve the d.emise of cul-tures"

change can occur through organic growth, accumulation of the parts.

Needl-ess to say, Mannheim has ensured, the safety of his positron

by maintaining that it is not possible to exarnine curturaL premise

states with objective techniques" This has to be seen as the basis of

a consensual approach, for it eliminates any opposition before it can

emerge o

However, if objective methods are used to examine this histor-
icism of Mannheim or of historicj-sm in general-, then historicism has

difficul-ty in maintaining its position.

Samuel-sson tiroroughly demonstrates; the inadequacy of the his-
toricist posi'bion in his devastati-ng critique of Max lrleberrs protestant

Ethj-c (tg¡O). Weberrs weaknesses were all Ìocatecl in his manipulation

of soclal a:id historical clata, i.eo, objective clata" l.lhite Weber assum-

ed that moclern capiteuì-isnr had arisen fir.st in protestant countries,

Sarnuel-sson shows that catltolj.c countrres, such as Belgium and Italy
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were in the v;rngaurd of industrÍaI expansion. In the pro'testant count-

rj,es of' Switzerl¿¿ncl ancl Scotland, industru,al expansion did not begin

until the eighteenth century (lg0l; pp.120-1).

Weber"rs intra-national religious hypothesis, i.e., that prot-

estants v¡ill be more economically successful, Ís equally untenabJ-e. In

order to demonstrate his point, l{eber used Offenbachrs figures dealing

with the percentage of protestants and cathotics in second.ary schools

in tlie district of Baden in Germany. Samuelsson shows that Weberrs con-

clusions because there are more protestants in secondary schools,

protestants are more economically successful) is based upon severaf er-

rorso Firstly, the figures were incorrect and exaggerated the per-

centage of protestants bV l5/"" Second.ly, the figures d.ealt with only

two years (1895-6) and d.id not take into consideration long range trends,

Thirdly, the figures vrere not analyz,ed on the basis of the proportíon

of the respective reì-igious groupings in the population at large.

Thus, schooÌ by school and district by district it appears
that the proportions of school children classified by
religious faith are almost exactly the same as the cor-
responding proportion of the total populations of the
appropri.ate distrj.ct (t9øl; p" 141).

It should be noted, as Stinchcombe has, that the invalidation

of data at one level of anaLysis does not invalidate the higher level

hypothesis of the same thoery (t968; pp"5o-2). However, it is in-

evitable that historicist theorists who carry on social research wiIl

fal1 into grave errors because their onbolog'y emphasized subjective

techniques at the expense of disparaging objec.bive methods.

Marxts idea of sociaÌ clian¡4e does rrot involve ri.efini.ng the

super'-structuro as rethosr" This is vrhy Weberts wo¡'lc cannot be seen
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aB iln extcnsion, or a rounding out of l4arxrs vrorks, as Gerth and l'litls

rntroducti.on). l{eberts ethos, likeindj-cate (I¡Io.ln Max ljeber, 1946;

itlannheitnrs, is purely subjective, whereas lviarxr s super-s'bructure is both

objective and subjective.

Marxr s ontology aì.Iows for a unified conception of the v¡or1d.

This unity srsures that there wilL be a discussion on the orÍgin of

culture" The origin of cultureih general, of course, must be disting-

uished from the origin of any particular culture,

Dialectical change as it applies to society is both Çuantiative-

ly and qualitatively different than dial-ectical change as it applies to,

for exampler biology. The most i.mportant difference is that change in

human society is conscious cha.nge brought about by humans themselves.

In non human organisms change is not conscious for even if the organism

had the intellectual capacity to conceive of change, it does not have

the tool making abilities to transl-ate its consôÍousness into concrete

actions of a sophisticated nature.

The very fact that Ma.rÌx saw, t'that mankind is the author of its

own d.rama" (Ojzerman, 1)68; p,139), indicates that sub-structure has a

subjectÍve element and that the super-structure does indeed act at

times as an independent varj.able in their interaction. How else could

Marx talk of revolution if he did not conceive of super-structure, con-

sciousness, as a moving force in history?

It is impossible systematicalì.y to validate or invaLÍdate Marxts

theory of social change in this thesis. AII that can be clone is to dem-

onstrate that the prernises which underlie M¿rrxts theory have .greater

dep;ree of' plauÈab,ilit.y than thosr¡ of Mannheirnrso 0f course, it could
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be err'¿;ued that hiss predictic,n about the disintegratr.n of czrpital-rsm

ancl the rise of soci-¿rlism is becomint mo¡e prophetic cìay by day. lrorv_

everr such ¡r positiorr courd not clo.iustice to riarx f.or Ít would f.arr
to corrsicler his work accord.rng to his scientrfic methods. The s:¡lnr,fi-
cance of this work is to define the d.rfferences and simil-aritres be-

t-ween these thinkers such that their positions can eventually be tested
more thoroughly.

Class. Just as

structure cannot proceed.

can .a complete ar.aJ_ysÍs

is Íntroduced.

a full d¡_scussion of l,{arxrs concept of socral

without the introd.uction of change, neither

of change be nnade,unLess lÍarx's idea of cl-ass

lts econornic ancl social

one sided êconomic defi_

ea¡'Iier, is not an eco-

Ì'¡rarxrs concept of class, as it was stated in chapter l, has

been grossly misi-nterpreted". Most of the misinterpretation..of lrlarx can

be traced to theori.sts hording alternaie positions, and imposing these

positions upon Marx.

Weber splits the idea of. cl-ass into

components, ÍaJrsh/erengil what he thought was a

nition of cLass. Ì,1arx, as it was pointed out

nornist, but rather, a politicaÌ ecclnomj.st.

whe' I4arx def ines crass as sociar- relations of product:-on, he

meal,Ìs simpÌy that hunrans construc't their own worLd" Class is the maJor

unit of the present structure. It j-s a developnlent of the divjslon of
Iabour which is necessary but urrdesirable.

crass as a form of the divrsion of'l-abour begi's to cìeveJ-op

onÌy when there is a significant sociaL surpl-us v¿rLue created to arl"ow

for the subordj.nation of- one group by another..
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The idea of surplus value must be seen clielcctically Ín ordcr

to be appreciated" The productio¡r of the surplus itsel.f is a positive

event. It can be usecl to improve the conditions of a society a.nd allow

for further clevelopmen'ts. Si'multaneously, it al so has the potential- to

be centralized into a smaÌI elite group who can maintain control over

the majority.

The resuÌt is that there is an internal contradiction pro-

duced wÍthin the society based upon crass antagonism" Those who con-

trol the means of production, control the surplus vaLue prod.uced. Those

who control surplus vaLue, control whatever power is avaiLable within

that particular society.

class exists objectively, i.êo1 in itseff, and also subject-

ively, for itself' The true class only emerges when it becomes conscious

of its own existence and translates that consciou.s¡ess into organized.

action¡ into a pol-itical group.

rt is this politicar action of a¡ organized group of humans

that transforms the society" Class in this sense Ís the active a€ent

of change a¡rd crÍticar composition of the structure of a society,

Âlr Marxrs societal premises can be seen as the outcome of

his clialectical (historical) materialism" Any dual.ism that separates

subject from object is seen as an aberration, an al.ienation which is

bJ.ocking the potenLÍal development of' human beings. There is mothing

natural about capital.ism and nothing in the universe of human-kind which

is fixed. change, urhen it occurs, itself is changed. each time. Âny

limitalions whÍch are imposed upon human societies are historical, the

result of previous actions by humans, and ar.e therefo¡e capabì.e of being
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cannot determine the fu'Lure"

In the sarne wayr l'Íannheimts concept of class is a result c¡f hÍs

ontological- du¿rlism. Class as a part of culture must, like all parts of

culture in a dualistic frarnework, be basically and primarily subjective.

Mannheim sees classes as the dis:binctive parts which go into

making up the whole. The ideas held by each class are correct, but they

are incorrect for the whole" Each group has a legi.tirnacy which is rveight-

ed equally. The historically crÍtical point in time occurs when a nev¡

class, called the intel-ligentsia, comes into existence. The intelligent-

sia, because it consists of individual-s from every cJ-ass, comes to appre-

ciate the relatj-ve merits of each view" ft s¡rnthesizes the parts into

the whole" The parts are not d.estroyed, but rather frozen into the crys-

tal-Iike structure of perception"

For those who have any experience within the structure of a

universityr it can only be a naive view which sees the intell-ectual as

being fundamentally a class" 0f course, Ít also indicates that the class

fou¡dation is perceptual and subjective oneo

The structure of the university in capitalÍst societies are

clearly oriented toward the domination and control by the ruling classes.

The very structuring of the rel¡rtions of learninr' ¡rc' hìon:rrnh'ig¿f , or-

iented as much to control as they are to learning. Like all hÍerarchies,

conLroÌ Ís for the benefit of {þo or i r-o n^+ +he majority"

It is especially ironical that the social scientists are the

parbicular intel"lectuals to whonr ['lannheim rs referring" Is it the who]"-

ism of social scicnce intelligentsi¿r which lias ¿çr.asped the documen'Lary

l+
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level- by the el"imillation of the ma.in opposition? M¿ryx ha.s as much as

possible been sì-mply avorded, and where thab hasnrt been possibleo bcen

distortcd' Has the wholj snl of this elite group begun to eliminare racism,
sexism ancì' poverty in western capi[a.l ism? Much of the academic communrt.y

spends its energies in the defense of these very inequarities,

PoL j,.tical ra¡lifÍcat j ons ' Ii'rom the previous exa¡ninatron of
Marx and Mannheim, it is cl-ear that their politì.cs are dia.,netrrcarry
opposite" Marx rvas a communist and xlannheim was too involved rn subjec-
tivÍsm to be concerned about objective politicar action. rt made little
difference to him whether capitarism or communism existed.

Howeverr by Mannheimrs r,ack of concern about politics, he ful_
fills a necessary political function; he does not oppose the exrsti_ng

structure and therefore, helps to maintain it. That existing structure,
no matter how indifferent Mannheim is to it, is stirt capitatism.

rt is important to reaLize that Mannheimrs subjective and dual-
istic ontology inevitabr-y read.s to a capitarist poì-itÍcal philosophy,

even if it is political by default.

Dralism takes the contemperary a}Íenation (separation) of sub_

ject and object, which is an historical condition, an¿ universaLizes it
into an ontoì-ogical base" rn the process, it eliminates the objective
aspect frorn cultural reality.

rt ensures that the subjectivrsm will be applied consistently
throughout the mori-el by the appì-ication of a subjective methodology. The

subjective f'orln of valÍdation mal<es it into a crosed. system. Any crrt_
icism ca¡ be transl-ated into subjective terminology and reinterpreted. to
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become a validating f.rctor"

DualÍsm resul.ts in thr: interpretat:,on r¡f'historv in cithcr

Phenomenologrcal or Ilrsboricist terrns. Botir of 1;hcse posi-tions have

one thíng in common; thcy eLiminate genesis or origin, both j-n ilre gen-

eral- sense of culture a¡d in the particula:: sense of a specific culture.

The reason is that the nest'is nn lnngs¡ subjectively alive.

ft can onl¡' be treated in objective terms. Since these objectÍve fac_

tors (quantitative) trave been a priori el-iminated, history also can be

el- iminat ed.

In al-l fairness to lrlannheim, it should be pointed out that he

does see history as being important, but again onJ-y in a subjective sense"

He felt that it was possible to reconstruct the subjective mood. of a per-

i-od by the examination of its art, or the d.ocurnentary subjective level.

Yet, the objective factors have still been el-iminated.

Political action is quite clearly tied to objective factors"

Even Mannheim discusses classes and their politics in terms of objective

conditions. Conservatism is associated with the Aristocracy, Liberalism

with the Bourgeoisr and socialism wrth the proletariat (lgzg; pp"192-262).

Howeverr Mannheim again resorts to his original dual-ism in the

treatment of politics. rrtJhy isthere no science of politics?" (1929¡ p.

109)" There are two reascri.s, Either we are moving tov¡ards that point

v¡hen there will be such a science, or such a science is not really pos-

sible 
"

Our social structure is built along cl.ass lines, whÌch
means that not objective tesbs but irrational_ forces of
sociaÌ competition and st,ruggle decide the p,1ace and func-
t j.orr of the individuaÌ in society. . . o. Irhe two nl¿rin
sourceE of irratioriarism in the social structure (uncon-
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trol-led competition ;rnd. tlomination by force) consl,il;ute
the realni of social- life which is. stiì 1. unorgarnizocl a¡d
¡¡þona nn'ì i *i ¡,r l-raOorTìcs neCessjary ( 1929; pp"1 1 r-6).

Thc political is part of the¡ irrational, and it is tied to

our emotions" In other words, there is no objectrve science of poì-itics,

only a subjectÍve science, which is no science at al)-

The sol-ution to the political conflict lies in the observer

(latter to be the j.ntelJ.igentsia) rising above the conflcit. This Ís a

tricky matter for;

Even though the observer be a participant in the struggJ-e,
the basis of his thínking, ioêu¡ his observationaL apparat-
us and his method of settling intellectual di-fferences,
must be above the conflict (1929; p"117).

It becomes even more Ímprobable a possibility when just above

th:-s statehent Mannheim realizes that truoo in the real-m of political and

social thinkingr o. r,re must recognize actual dÍfferences in styles .of

thought - differences that extend even into the realm of logic itself,'

(t929; p.1 1 ?) "

If the political differences are this thorough and pervasive,

is it reasonable to take this quasi-value free position? onry if the

position adopted is basically subjective, for then the scoial scientist

can claim that the conflcj.t is basicaÌIy subjective. If the conflcit is

subjectiveu then the solutÍom is also subjective, It is not difficult to

rise above a subjective probl"em, especiarry if one can draw upon meta-

physical and a priori elements. Once the objective worl-cl is eliminaterl,

then the only limitations upon'bhe possible arise out of the }imit¿¡fions

of imagination.

The important thing bo realize Ís that the confl_ict in any fun-
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d.a¡nentalJ.y objective sense does hot exist, Thr: aclvent of the inLel. ligent-
sia does noL elimina.te cl-ass" Capitalism continues to existo However,

the conflict dies for it was always bascd upon a mj.sur-rdcrstnnding.

Euerything in Mannheimts posi-tion becomes its opposite" The

purpose of science is to discover the non-scientific naturc of the human

worl-d" The purpose of knowl"edge is to create awareness. The purpose of

being aware is to discover the forces controlling our fives. The forces

controlling our lives are politicaÌ. These political forces are irration-

al-" Therefore? we come to learn that we cannot control our rives

The absurdity of the agee the seeming powerlessness of the

majority, and the obvious power of the minority, all become twisted into

an incomprehensible system of thought, Mannheim becomes the greatest

manifestation of hi.s time.



Chapter 6

MARX ÂND CON'i'r-t'lPElì^Ry SOCIAL TIIEORY

1\"¡o l¡'orjns of' lebqtei TLerL_L_Underlying Unity

There are tt¡o Ì-¡asic forms which the debate with Marx can take.

On the one hanC, there are people like lrlannheim and l.Jeber who reject the

scientific approach of Marx and substitute a historicist method.. This

philosophy has manifes!ed itsetf in popular as weÌ1 as academic circles,

through a form of trtechnophobiatr where technology is seen as berng un-

controllabl-e by human sociaL forces (O¡zerman; p"145)"

On the other hand:

... the most influential philosophy in contemp r ry science
is positÍvism, according to which the sole function of
science ís to describe and explain what there is and., if
at Least some l_av¿s are known, to extrapolate what there
wil} probably be" Al,1 evaluation in terms of needs, feel-
ings, ideals, in terms of ethical, aesthetic and. other
standardsr are considered basically irrational and, from
the scientific point of view, pointless (Markovic; p"157).

These two forms, holevere have a fund.arnental unity. E.A.

Tlryakian (1!6)) demonstrates that the essential. feature of phenomenology

is the distinction made between the natural- and cul-tural sciences. This

difference is identical to the differences which both l¡leber and Mannheim

postulatee Ío€.e the cultural sciences have a subjective quality about

them which is an essence, or an elhos, and which cannot be grasped. by

natural- scientífic tcchniques. Tiryakian goes on to associate Mannheim

Weverr Schelerr Vierkariclt, Gurvitch, I'laus, srmmel, Thornas, Cooley, Ir,iead,

Sor<lkin, Parsons and llurkheinl with phenomenology.

TLre inclusion of Durkheim is most interresting becaus;e Durkheinr

hao always been associ¿rted with positivrsm. As Martinclale polnts out,

98
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Durl<heim followed. in the footsteps of a Comtean synthesj.s of Organrcrsm

and Positivism (liar indale; pp. 86-92) , M¿rrtrnclare also points out that

Organrcism is rooted in ideatism ancì that its assumptions are inherently

transcendental , whereas positivi sm is non transcencl.ental technique. l,lhi Ie

it is true that there is some potentral for a conflict between these op-

posing tendnecies (Martinclale; pp.52-3), Tiryakian demonstrates that

Durkheimr and more recentty Parsons, have managed to maintain these anti

thetic tendencies in their work" Of Durkheim and his concept of suicide

Tiryaki-an says:

The surface manifestations of suicid.e establish its pres-
. ence as a social phenomenon; these objective, quantitative

factors are then rrreduced, phenomenologicarly to und.er-
J-ying layers of the socia] structure in which the act of
suicÍde occurs, and ultimatery the meanÍng of the act is
grounded in the psychological nexus between the indiwi¿ual
and his sociar miÌieu (rrrhich is a subjective one). TheItdepth* analysis l-eads Durkheim to perceive that sharp
hÍstorical fluctuations in surcÍd.e rates are phenomenal-
surface manifestations of nuch cleeper societal- currents
of a psychoJ-ogical nature, which presently Iíe outsid.e the
scope of scientific research (Tiryakian; p.6Bt)"

0f Parsons and his action fra¡ne of reference:

This begins to suggest how crosely the action fra¡ne of
reference is consi.sbent with a phenomenologicar perspec-
tive.. Not only does it assume a Naturwissenschaft-Geist-
est¡issenschaft distinction, but also, as Parsons explicit-
ly acknowledges,

".,the action frarne of reference may be said to have
what many, foJ"lowing Husserl have c¿rl led a ',phenologi-cal" status (tiryakían; p.6Bj).

Tiryakian malces an interesting distinction here, when he uses

the phrase rtra.di.ca]- positivism*, by which he means monistic and anti-
dualistic views of re¡rrity (Trryakian; p"685), The poin.t is that one.

can lt8e empirical techni.ques and. methods without necessarily acceptrng
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a materialist ¿urcl non metaphysÍca1 perspectÍve" Thus, there is a fìrnd

amental unity in thc t*ro oppocing viewc countereti a. ainst Marx.

using parsons aa an exampì.e of contemperary thcorising is mis_

leading for it gives the Ímpression that contemþerary theory is stirl rike
the classical. theory of Durkheim, wêber, simmel etc., i"eo¡ it exists on

a rrgrandrtor large scare, This, however? appears to be one of the dis-
tinguishing features of contemperary American socral theory: it is or-
iented toward smalL theorÍes and. empiricism and. it basically lacks a
large theoreticaL framework. klarshay states:

1) røod-ern sociology is d.ominated by smarr theories a+d byempiticism rather than by a singre integrating theory ofeven by a few rarge the. ries or schoolsl amoãg. ractärs-
accounting for thi-s might be the proriferation-of soc-iol0gica] sub-areas, the Theory-rrfethod idear, and. par-ticularly, the call for I'mj.dd.lô-range,t theories 1wå""rr"y,1971; p"23)

Irtrarshay aIso poÍnts out what he calls the fiHumanist-positiv-

ist Polarization't (p"25), as part of the contemp rary trend.. By humanism

he means:

The key is involvement, in severar senses of the word:theoreticar, method,orogicar, and activist" Theoreticarlynit emphasÍzes the huma-nistic subject matter of sociologlr(Bergerj 1963; Cameront 1963; Coåer, 1961)n emphaslzing
meanings and varues wÍthÍn comprex and changing por-itical' economic, a¡rd curturar- settings that u.ru pa"t ãr- u.r, rri"_torical- process. Method.ol-o¿9ically, it distrusts the rigorof science as excessive and increasingry steriler andfavors moore loose_jointed methoaotogiel, coo (p.Zil"

The difference between humanism ancl positivism is purely one of
degree" They both stem from the sarne subjective basc, argui.ng that hu*

man behavior is so fundarnentally different frorn oilrer 1ife forms that it
requrrcs a clifferenl approach, i.eo, nameì-y a non quantitative ¡r priclri
method' In this ontolclgical sense, humani-srn and positivisnr arr: Ìiirkcd"
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It was originally argued that a d.ialogue is essential to thc

development of objectÍve social science. It was also argued. that lrl¿rrx

is the key figure of an historical dialogue which Hegel initiated j.n its

mori.ern form. The cliscussÍons concernins such a cLebate Lrave either taken

on ¿ì. cl-assical form as in the cases of Zeitlin, Ì,{oore, and l4¿rrcuser orr

if they mention contemperary theory, it tal<es on a conson"rl.u.l approach as

in the case of Goul-dner and Martindale" Objectively, it was argued that

there is no basis for the consensus, either in terms of l'larxrs writing,

or in terms of the social structure

It can be further argued that consensus as an approach in gen-

eral j,s another political ploy. A consensus appooach àlways appears to

construct the problem as if there were only two mutually exclusive al-ter-

natives: consenbus or anarchy (in ttre literal sense of chaos). Thus,

the advocates of law and ord.er argue in these terms, implying that there

can be no alternative forms of law and orderu Horowitz clarifies this

point in his article (lgøZ)?

Thus the history of conflict and consensus has been a dia-
logue between exclusive frames of refernnce seeking to ex-
plain the sa¡ne phenomena - human cooperation (p.179) 

"

Horowitz then goes on to d.emonstr.ate that consensus is not i-

dentical to cooperation (see Chapter 2). The significance of consensus

is that it elÍminates its opposition in one way or another. Horowitz,

howevcr, over states his case" It may not always be possible f'or oppos-

ing f'actors to coexisto T'Ìre reason, for exampJ"e, why consensus in social

theory eliminates Marx is because Marx is attempting to offer an al.ter-

native to 'bhe reigning political structuro'" If lfarxism vJere successful,

it ç¡oulrì. elj.minate Capittrlisrn" Theref'ore, consensus is a realistic pol-
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iti ca.l stand taken in defensc of capit¿¿lism

Horowitzrs use of the tcrm fcoopcrationr in thcsc overly ¿çen-

eral terms fails to distin6;uish between the two clifferen'L uees of con-

f'l-ict r which he himself recogni.zes el.sewhere. On the one hando SÍmmel

and more recently Coser, see conllict as.having a functionaÌ significance

for the maintenence of a system. On the other hand, Marx sees confLict

as a primary factor in bringing abou:b change both within structures ancl

eventuaLÌy between altrrnative structu.reso

Tnsofar as consensus implies elimination, deprecatÍon and dis-

tortion of opposing alternatives, contemporary social theory is consensus

oriented in rel-ation to the historical dialogue rvith Marx" Consensus in

mod.ern theoryo however, takes on a tota).Ìy d,ifferent form" The structur:e

of mod.ern theory is primarily smalÌ, middle rarge?, or simply anti-theoret-

ical. The argument to be mad.e here is that these methodological struc-

tures can in fact be political strategies for a consensus approach, act-

ing as extensions of the classicaÌ position of people such as Weber,

Mertonu lúiddle Ranåe Theory, and Consensus

It will be argued here that lie::tonrs middle range theory is not

in fact mid-dle range. Merton can be seen as an extension of .the cl-assi.caL

dialogue discussed above, The middle range theory is simply a variation

upon the non-acknowledging consensus theme.

, Mertonrs thesis conoerning the middle range can bc br.oken down

into four cÌisbinct but interrelated. arguments. In the f irst place, he

argues that the histor'y ard systematics of theory must be separated" tlis

secor¡d argument relates to the opttnnrmness of the middte range" Large

theories &re too abstracL, and srnall'Lheories are not general enough"
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His third argument i¡rvolves the construction of large thcories

'l,hrough the accrrmulatron of a nurnbcr of reliable nricldle range-theories"

Final-Iy, Merton sti¡rulatcs that the con-Lent of middle range theory is

Iimj-ted 'Lo issues concerning social structure, but exclucLes historical

content

CIiligue .of g.rgumqnt 1, Merton argues that the histe¡y ¿¡¿

the systematics'of theory should be separated, However, he does not make

an explicít argument for his position.

possible

separated

cation as

The basis of the argument appears to be a¡ ontological premise.

These efforts to straddL,e scientific and humanistic or-
ientations typically Ìead to merging the systematics of
sociological theory with its history (lriertonrl)68; p.29).

In other words, if one is an ontologi.cal dualist, then it is

to see the systematics of theory, its structure or form, as being

from history, or itrs content"

Tiryakian lends support to thi-s position and gives some ind.i-

to vrhy this may be the case.

eø, it should be realized by now that thd-s phenomenoLogical
approach to rtmeaningrr and rrstructurerr is at the heart of
functional analysis, particularly as formulated by lvlerton...
(tiryakia:i i p"676).

It is the phenomenological approach of llerton which leads him

to devaLue the role of history and its relationship to systemati-cs. A

critique of this position wilL be made Ín ar¿Srmeni 4¡ where a simÍlar dis-

cussion ensues over the relationship between history and the structure of

socl- ely o

It becolnes clear that Merton is ín fact using premises of a very

hÍgh level of getreralization, Tho existence of his rniddle range theory
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is predicated upon an impliecl ontol.ogy" Thereforerit is highly ques-

tionable v¡hether [ierton can be consi-dered. a middle range theorist.

Critique of írrgument 2. Merton defines middle range theory

in terms r¡hich eriminate certain Ievers of generalizat:.on"

theories that Lie between the minor but necessary work-
ing hypothesis that evorve in abundance d.uring day to day
research and the all-inclusice systematic efforts to d.eve1-
op a unified theory that will explain al-I the observed un-
ifo¡mities of social behavior, ..o . rt is intermediate
to general theories of sociar systems which are too re-
mote from particular cl-asses of so,ciar behavior, . " o to
account for what is observed and to those detailed order-
ly descriptions of particulars that are not generalized. at
aII (Merton; p.J9).

Merton has two major objections to what he calls large or uni-
fied- theories. The first objection ]ies within the above quotation, an¿

it states that general theorÍes are too removed from particular events to

account for the observations"

Deiter*Opp contend.s that Merton has no basis for making such. an

qrgument" ff he argues that large theories are too general, then he is
implicitly arguing that the more specific a theory is, the better it is
to start flom. Thus, he is involved in a¡r j.nfinite regress unl-ess he

can demonstrate why a theorist should stop at the middte range (opp; p.

25O) " Since the middle range theory is also in a problematic state pres-

entJ-yr then it becomes ne'cessary to start from the lowest level. possible.

Besides the logical contradiction which Opp points out above,

it is not apparent that high J.evels of genera)-i.zation cannot be operation-

aLized. Powor, class¡ and social structure are aII high }evel variables

which are co¡nmonly used. rn fact Merton himsetf uses them"
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Critiql_rq gf al8r.rlteryb l" Not only doer; Merton argue that Ìrio-

tory and systematj-cs of theory can be separatecl, but he a1s<¡ argues thet

scientific developments are accumulative. As Opp points out:

Such a cumul-atj-ve deveLopment of the scÍences clearly con-
tradicts the facts" Especially the history of the natural-
sciences demonstrates that there is no simple progress from
special, empirically confirmed theories to unified "scient-
ific systemr'. Thus, the empirical law mentioned must be
refuted as empiricatly wrong (Opp; p,247)"

One of the references ci'ted by Opp is Kuhnrs The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions (lglO). Kuhnrs thesis on the history of science

is essentially dialectic in nature, although he never uses such a termn

Firstn there is the normaL period of science, by which he means:

;;,ïïä;:,';:ilå":;:;T""iii*"1å"'3",T:i:"Ti:l ::ì:;Ti ii :
community acknowledges for a time as supplying the found-
ation for further practÍce (Kuhn; p,1O)

The past achievements are places into a generalized theoretical

fra¡nework and. which have a broad consensus in the particular community

of scholars" This is what'Kuhn calLs the ¡¡Paradigrnt'. The consensus of

Kuhnts thesis has that exclusice propetty which l{orowitz attributed to

ito namely that new views are suppressed. However, in the.process of

refining the paradigm, certain amomalies appear. As the anomalous eI-

ements grovJe the paradigm becomes weakened u¡til an aLternative is de-

veloperl which can obviously expJ.ain what the old. parad.igm could pJ-us

what the old paradÍgm could not explain. Howevere the transformation

is not accumulative" In the first palce, the problem becomes redefined.

Then there is a transformatio¡r of acientific imagination and finally,

the rules are changed"
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That is why a new theory, Liowcver. special its range of
applrcation, is seldom or ncver just an increment to v¡ha.t
is alread,y known. Itrs assj.milation requires the recon-
struction of prior theory and prior facb, an intrj-nsic;rlly
revolutiona.ry process that is sel-dom conrpl.etecl by a singì_e
man anid overnight (Xuirn; p.T).

Not only is it factually incorrect that scÍence is a pure1y ac-

cumulative process, but there is also a m'ore general logical probJ.em that

destroys the accumulati"ve approach. Merton assumes that it is feasible

to move from less to more general theories, in other words, that it is
possible to construct a unified. theory through the accumulation of specif-

ic theories. rf generarity is def end. in the folrowing terms:

Ìnle d-efine a theroy A as more general than a theory B, if,
and o Iy if rA can expl-ain the same singurar facts as B
and. additional singul-ar facts which B cannot explain.
(opp; p" 249)"

Then Merton violates the ecologicaJ- falLacy (Robinson, lgr}), EssentiaIIy,

the ecol-ogical falJ-acy states that there is no necessary reLationship be-

tween ecoÌogical correLatÍons i.eo¡ group characteristics ánd individual

conel-atÍons" rn other words, i.t ís not possible to dravr any definite

conclusions from Sroup characteristics concerning any particular individ-
ual within the groupr and vÍce veisa. Translating this into Levels of

generalityr there is no necessary reÌationship betweell a general theory.

and a less gcneral thcory.

However rthis does not mean that it is irrel-event which direc-

tion is taken" An incorrect specific theory can be d.erivecl from a cor-

rect general theoryr whereas a correct general theory cannot be derived

from an incorrect specific theory. Therefore, one may commit the ecolog-

ical fallacy in the appli-cation of a correct general theory and still be

able to refine the problcn into a correct specÍfic theory. This is pre*
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cisely the purpose of the methocl of successive a¡rproximation. If, howcvcru

one commits the ecol-ogj,cal fallacy in the generalizatÍon of a spccific

theory whi.ch is incorrect, then the probability is extremely hi¿,h that

the gencraJ- theory will be incorrect al-so. There can only be a small

chance that an incorrect specific theory will be incorrectl-y general-

ized to yield a correct generaL theory. As Opp states:

Accordrng to these facbs [Newtonts theory contradicted cer-
tain laws of Kepler and Galileo] it seems very unplausabl-e
that rvrong theorÍes of the middte range lead to the clis-
covery of a true generaL theory which in turn modifies the
hrrong theories of the middle ra¡ge (opp; p.248).

orÍtique of argument 4o Mertonts final argument dears with

the content of the mÍddle range theory"

Finallyr the logic of analysis exhibited in this sociologi-
cal- theory of the middle range developed wholly in terms
of the elements of social structure rather than in terms
of providing concrete historical descrÍptions of particu-
lar social systems. Thus middle Tange theory enabLes us
to transcend the mock problems of a theoretical conflict
between the nomothetic Igeneral ]aws] and. the idiothetic
[particular laws], between generalizing sociologucal theory
and historicism (Merton, t)68; p.44)"

Just as it isnrt necessary to examine both the structure and

content (systematics and. history) of theory, it also isnrt necessary to

study both the structure and content (hrstory) of a society. The midd.Ie

ra-rlge theory is, then a structural- functionaList theory.

There are two possible interpretations that can be ma¡le'of

Mertonrs position and therefore two possible Lines of critÍcism. The

tliesiß c¡ìtl be treated either as beÍng a failure ¿:.t constructing a leg-

Ítirnate phenomeina, ioe", a middle range theory, or ít can be criticized

as being a totally invalid thesis.
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The first criticism will assume that the co¡istruction ol' ¡r

middle range theory in Mertonfs terms is a regitimate operatio.. the

maJor problem rvhich confronts Merton is that he has separated change,

or history, from the systematrcs or structure of both society ancl theory.
But how could lvlerton know that history or content is separated from struc-
ture or systematics unl-ess he has already studÍed the different tempor-

al states of a society? How can one telL that history is irrelevent
to structure unless one has alread.y stud.ied history an¿ structure to-
gether?

rt is quite cÌear that he cannot de this. ,There is something

wrong with his approach to midd.Ie range theories. yet, Merton could

argue that such a criticism would. apply to natural or pure science, but

that when a theorist is dealing v¡ith the cuÌtural sciences it is nec-

essary to have certain a priori or metapirysical premises" The criticism
made above adopts an objective stance to a fundamentally subjective science"

The only defense which I'ierton can ]aunch against the arguments

made above i-s to appear to hls impried. ontological dualism. rn d.oing so,

he falls into the seconcl criticism; he is not actually a midd,re range

theorist "

Either an explicit or implicit ontological- premise means that
he is utulizing the highest level of generallzation pos'sibIe. Therefore,

the micldle range thesis is merely a large subjective theory in dis6çr-rise.

The position to be taken here is that lr{erton does in fact have

a large theory in d-is¿¡rrse. By advocating a middre range theory which

is in fact a large theory in disguise, Merton is able to assume a number

of prernise st¿¿tes which are neceseary to his position withou.L actualJ"y
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involving himsclf in a scientific debate" The ontologic dualismn mel,hod-

ologíca1- dualism, accumul,ative-organic cirange premise and severa1 societal

premises arc all" imposed upon the mcthodologist in using the midclLe range

theory.

The political implications of such an approach are cl-ear. In

terms of socialization of the sociologistu the uncritical transfer of

such a theory eliminates the issues and debates raised in the ¿lenesis o,f

the posit'ion' Mertomrs theory effectively eliminates its own history as

well as the exÍstence of any legitimate amd fundamental altgrnativeu i"€o

Marxo In a hierarchically structured learning process, it becomes fes--

able for the teacher to define into correct existence as fact, issues

which require both debate a¡d validation" This being the case, it is

possible to represent middle range theories in generar, as at least

reasonable alternatives u

The political implications of the socialization of sociology

students into middì-e ra"nge mentality can well be imagined. Those v¡ho

would eventually carry on research woul-d always define probJ-ems íntra-

structuraJ-lyr therby eLiminating the significance of the historical trans-

formations v¡hich have aLready occured in the past, as well as eliminating

the possibility of examining alternative structural systems for the fu-

ture; narnely socialism as an alternative to capitaì.ism,

While it may be correct to state that the more genera1 theories

or unified theories are more renìoved from what they wish to explain, it

doesnrt follorv that it is impossible to explain or account for behavior

by using a unifiecì. theory, It does however, involve greater responsibili-

toes on the part of the social scientistu for the unÍfied theor.y ¿rnd its
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direct application necessitates an interdisciplirrary and comparative-his-

torical approacho

There isr finally, a problem wj.th the valid.ation of l-arge theor-

ies. How is an invalidated. hypotheiss or application of a unified. theor.y

to be interpreted? Kuhn points out that even in natural- science, whÍch is

reputed to be more precise than social scÍence;

As has repeatedly been emphasized beforee no theory ever
sol-ves aÌl the puzzles v¡ith whj.ch it is confronted at a
given time; .o. if any and every failure to fit were ground.
for theory rejection, all theories ought to be rejected at
alÌ times (p.146).

There are three possible interpretations concerning the inval-id.-

ation of theories; certain techniques have been refined and innovations

introduced into the process of gathering or Íntegrating d.ata, thereby

lead.ing to the uncovering of Ínfo¡mati-on which invalidates the theory;

the theory as it stood in time 1 was roughly accurate. rn time 2, that

realíty changed so that the theory formulated in time 1 becomes inval-

idated in time 2; finally, it is likely that both factors are in oper-

ation thereby compounding the problem"

There is another interesting way of looki.ng at the problem"

The above exprication assumes that theory, and science in general, is

an instrument for understanding and predicting (waget | 1961). The

question isr for what purpose? Mertonrs response to this is, rearn-

ing for the sake of learning, a not uncommon position in social science.

Such a position can be traced back to classical liberal.ism,

where its laissez-faire philosophy argued that eocieties run automatÍc-

allye Any interference mereJ"y constitutes a violatj-on of ind.ividual

rights (ls in the case of' Ad¿un Smithrs I'blinri. handr " lloll, 1919) ,
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Gouldner discusse Parsons in thesc terms, indicating that Parsons believed

in this clascical. position,

lln alternate response is that science is a tool which seeks to

pred.ict and. understand for the purpose of greater control over both our

natunal and socÍal environment. With this point of view in mind, then

it is also possible to see social theory and social scientific means Ín

generalr as tools rvhich actually initiate changes in the environnent and

thereby invalidate thenselvesu in a manner of speaking.

Ït has become abundantly clear that social science is being

funded more a¡d. more by both private and. public agencies. Thereforeu

it is becoming more a¡d more involved in an overt political process of

control. The question which social scientists are having to face i-s, in

which dÍrection are lre going to influence our societies? If such a de-

cision is going to be made, is being made, there must be clear altern-

atives. lilertonrs middle range approach structures out these aLternatives

and therefore becomes involved in the maintenence of capitalism through

a pretentious and. misleading attitud.e of non involvement.
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AISTRACT]NG A MO}BL ¡'OR SOCIAL 1'IIBORY

The ca'Legories which arise out of the debaLe between the two

dominant themes in soc:-al- theory are fairly clcar and unarnbiguous. Tiris
rrdialecticar' model, holrever, comtains more than just categories. A

necessary feature of the model is the rel-atronships existing between the

varLous vategorles.

Generic CateEories

enough to

nature of

calegory,

By generic categories it is meant that the category is general

encompass the major antagonistic .braditions.

The most basic categories are; the ontological category, the

science category, the natural change category, the human nature

and the societal catesories.

Subdivisions" Some of the categories can be clarifíed throush

subdÍvidi.on. In particular, the nature of science category can be spl-it

into natural science and social- science,

The societal categories can be subdidi¿e¿ many different r¡rays,

dependÍng upon the historica] cond.itions. This the most flpid. category

and'wil-l likety change considerably, both with the addiiion of more

sociar theory data, as well as with changing sociar conditions"

The subdivisions chosen here can be extencled. or deleted, d"-
pending upon the above consideratÍons" Civen the data utilized here,

and. the natu::e of the issues concernj-ng contemperary sociar history,

the nrajor subd.ivisions chosen were; social changer clasB.and. poJ.itical

I ta
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rami fi c¿r1;i ons n

One s;ubdivision v¡lti.ch could bc gcncraTizcù more ad.equatc.Ly is

class. ft rvoul-d be more useful fol many sociologists; to call ¿¡ris ca.b-

e8ory the unit of analysis. In part this stems from the tr¿lciition¿rl

nominali sm/real i sm d-ebate,

The more trad.itional subd-ivisions v¡ithin sociologr are not be-

ing cxclud-ed from the content of the modeln There is no reason which

would- eliminate societal categories such as organizations, educational-

institutions etc,

These areas of d.iscussion can be more comprehensible and. more

consid.ered. rvithin a macro-theoretical framework"useful if they are

Research cond.ucted.

perspective, as it

the mid-d-le rangee

in these areas relies very heavily upon such a broad.

was pointed- out in d.iscussing l{ertonts fallacy of

Re-l¡rtioågllpS Bett¡e en Cat esgri es

One of the d.ifficulties which vras encountered. with Goul-d.ner

was r¡hat we termed" ecLecticism' Basically eclecticism means d,rawing

the best eLements from d.ifferent sources" In this sense, it isntt nec-

essarily a pejorative termu In fact, it has the opposite connotation"

I¡Jhat is meant by eclecticism here has a negative connotation.

BasicaÌIy it refers to not seeing tire potentially exclusive and. immisc-

ibl-e nature of theories" Just as cla,sses become hostile and. fund,r.¡nenb-

aIly opposed.r so d,o 'thcir id-eological represent¿r-tions. choosing a

midd-le pa'Lhr as Merton erttemllted is not always possible.

Choosing a midclle patho howeveru is of'ben in i1self ¿n i¿eolog*

ical response to intense politlcal presÍJuresu 0n the one hand.u Marx
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may appea.r to be rnore cofjent and consistent v¡ith contemperary social

le¿ii.ities Lhan acaclcmic or mainstream socioloryn yetu on the othcr

handu I'{arxism and the pursuit of an inrlividual career ¿l.re }iì<eJ-.y to be

mutualì-y exclusive. Careerisn in the university is an individ-u¿rl re-

sponse to a highl-y competi'tive set of social rel-ations" ft is a polit-

icaL act"

Eclecticism involves both atrophying the higher revers of gen-

e¡al-izationr as well as eliminating the id-ea of social d.eterrnination

of knowled.ge. Primarily, ecrecticism invorves the inabirity of the

theorist to d.isce¡n the nature of the relationships existing between

the components of a theory, we can¡ot, for. exampre, appry a subjective

perspective in the interpretation of Marxts economic concept" First
it is necessary to make this d-ifference clear at the ontolngical level"

0n the basis of the examination of Marx, I[annheim and. Merton,

the follovring statemen-bs can be mad.e:

1 ) categories of theories can be arranged. in a hierarchicy ac-
cord.ing to theÍr Ievel of generality.

e) rrre more gerueral the category or rever, the more primacy
the category has in causal terms"

3) ffre ontological category is the
it is the most critical for understand.ing
theory,

4) ltre nature of science category
ontological category.

most generalu and. therefore
causal relations within a

follows clirectly from the

l) fire nature of sci-ence category is the next most inrportant
category, for it transfers the premise st¿¡.te of the ontologicál ca'te-gory throughout the theory. In this r'ray a continuity is esta¡lished-
in a theor.y,

The naturo of these relationships is such that i.t is possi.ble

to infer high level prernise states frorn low level sta.bes (as it was
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shown rvith Merton)u as well- as pred.ictinfi- l.ov¡ level premiso ¡:ta.-bcs f.ronr

higher Levels"

It ie possible to pred-ictu for exampleu theit arly thcorist ¡olcl*
ing an idealist perspective at the ontological level will invariably
see cultu¡al reality in subjective terms. This d.oesnît mean that it is
possible to predict the explicit content of societal premise states,
but it is possibre to pred-ict a direction or a tend-encyn

Moving in the opposite d-irectione i.êoo from a row rever of
generality to a high level, is called_ inference. It is mo¡e precise
because the number of premise states possible at the higher levels is
rimÍted.. Lower levels alrow for a greater diversity of responses,

Diagram 1 on page 11! gives the read.er an id.ea of what the

mod'el actually looks like' The four alternatives at the ontologieal
1eve1 can be seen in a historicar perspective, beginning with r?Rerig*

ious rd.ealismft and. proceeùing left to rcDialectical Materialism*.
ttReligious rd.ealismrf is no longer a serious arternative in

contemperary social thought" t'Mechanical l¡laterialismff is a transitory
stage between capitalist ideorogy and" the d-evelopment of sociarist
id.eology. Some of the categories lr¡ithin the ilMechanical Materj.al-ism,e

alternative are not filled. in simply because no such theorist was ex_

amined.,
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MAX WBB]TR

The purpose of exarnining another theorist is to evaluate the

model- in relation to data which was not used to generate the same mod.e1_"

This will. provide a crude validating mechanj.sm.

Choosing Max !üeber is a decision based partly on the availabil-
ity of his work to the author. However, weber appears to be one of the

most important social theorists to understand. His work and his thought

are the basis for much of contemperary Âmerican sociorogy. peopre as

diverse as Parsons and Mi]ls have acknowledged Weberrs work an¿ have

themselves been strongJ-y infl_uenced. by it.

Tn additionr Weber is one of the peop)-e mentÍoned by Zeitlin
who debated Ìlarxrs ghosto As in the case of Mannheim, !,leber is often

seen as an extension of Marx. The following exarnination wil_l_ demon-

strate that l{eber is fundamentally opposed to Marx at every leve} of
^-^'ì.-^; ^il¡éfJù¿Þ.

Ontological Premise

I'leber rejects outright the materialist conceptíon of empirical

reality"

The so-carred materiaristic conception of history as a
I'Ieltanschauung or as a formula for the carrsal exp nationof historicaÌ reaÌ]ty is to be rejected most emphatÍca1ly
(!üeber, i949; p.68).

Historical or cultural realÍty is not materialistic, but raçrer

fund¡¡.rnentally sub jective " Natural reality is funclamentally ob jective.

This the du¿r.lism v¡Ìrich ¡rlaces lrleber in a secular idealist camp. Weber

himsel.f rejects pure odeal:.sm (Mannheim did as well ), but his duaris-
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tic alternative is simpl.y a modified form of ide¿rlsim.

Unlike Mannheim whom he preceded, Weber does not deal at any

length with the natural realm. fn stead, ire includcs cliscussion of the

fundamental duality wi-thin the cultural- or social realm. This division

constitutes the basis of the contradiction he sees within the social

world"

Secause of this different approach, the discussion will have

to pursue a slightJ-y different path. The categories within the naturaL

realm will- be includ,ed in the sociaL realm.

Huma¡ Nature Premise

lùeber does not explicitly state his view on the biological- bas-

is of human nature. The following statement i]l-ustrates what can only be

calLed a stlong intimation" ItTo begin with, in princÍple, there are

three inner justifications hence, basic legiti ations of domination ( 1946;

p.78)" These three inner justíficatÍons are,the habitual, the affectual

and the rational-Iegal" Interestingly enough these inner justifications

embody wÍthin them the d,ual-ism of l,ieber's weltånschauung (ontology)" The'

habitual form merely opposes itself to conscious action. Both the affec-

tual (emotional and imational) and. the rational--Iegal can either be

habitual or consci-ous.

In most cases his action is governed by impulse or habit.
Only occasionaLly and in the uniform action of lilrge num-

. bers often in thê case of few fndividuals, ie the subjec-
tive mea¡in6 of action, whether rational or irrational,
brought clearly into consciousness (lgqg; p.112)"

The affectual is the subjective component and the r¡rtional.-

Iegal is the objective facton"
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These inner-justifications conpete for a position of dominance

in a socj-aì- settiug" There is a dcvelo¡rment from a tradj,tional society

(dominance of the h.rbituat) to tire present rational-regar societ.y,

IIuma¡r nature seems, then, to change, yet, as in the case of

Weberts modified idealism, Ìre al"so has a modified fixed view of human

nature' Human nature is bound. by certain fixed parameters (inner just-

ifications) within which change can occuro

That change leads¡ as it wirr be shown ratter, to an incres-

Íngly contradictory state. The greater the contradictÍon, the less like-

ly change can continue to occur.

Weber sees the natural- (in tfris case the biol-ogical) sphere as

being separate and parallel to the cultural sphere. Consequently, there

is no biologicaf causation of human behavj.or" Nonetheress, he does

beÌieve in the inherent primacy of the individull in'a competitive social

unit.

A1Ì typical strugglrs and modes of competition which take
place on a large scal_e wil-l lead in the )-ong run, d.espite
the decisive importance in many indiviCual cases of acci-
dental factors and luck, to a selection of those who have
in the degree, on the average, possessed the personal qual-
ities important to success (1949; p.133).

This seems to indicate that Weber could be labe1led a nominal--

ist in the common usage of the termo I{e definitely severely limits the

social a¡d learned aspects of human nature, subordinating them to fixecl

or semi-fixed factors.

Societal Prenrises

lùebor I s

by his dualism.

work ]ras a consistency which

Ii'or Mannheim, the duali.ùy lay

is manifested throughout

between the natural and
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sociaf worlds" For Weber, the duality occurs v¡ithin the social realm.

There are many te::ms which lrleber uses and u'hich allucle to this

dualism: objective versus sub.jective, empiricaL versus ethical, scientific

versus cultural, factual versua norm¿rtive, Iogical versus psychological,

reason versus emotion, r.t:ter versus form ancl finally rational versus j-r-

rational. Of all of the terms used above, it is the ratíonalftrcalional

d.ichotomy which best expresses Weberts point of view,

It [ratì.onalj.zatj-on] might be defined. as the organization
of life through a division and co-ordination of activities
on the basis of an exact study of menrs relations with each
other, with their tools and their environment, for the pur-
pose of achieving greater efficiency and prod.uctivity,
Hence, it Ís a purely practical deveJ.opment brought about
by manrs technological genius (Freund, 1)6Bi p"1B).

Rationality here refers to quantifiable means used to achieve

q-ualitative end.s or goa1s. lrleber spl-its the concept into two d.istinct

parl s c

By the unfamiliar term rrformal rationalityt' he means the
ex ent to which it is possible to carry through accurate
rational calculation of the quantities involved in eco-
nomic orientation co.. By 'rsubstantive rationality.', on
the other hand, he means the extent to which it is poss-
ible t.o secure what, according to a given system of val-
ues, is a¡r adequate provision of a population of goods and

. services, Md in the process remain in accord wÍth the ethi-
cal requirements of the system of norms (Parsons, 1949;
p.35) " ,

V'leberrs own usage indicates that substantive rationality is an

extension of formal rationality.

In additj-on [to fornral rationaì.i.ty]. it is necessary to
take account of the fact [ttrat] economic activity is or-
iented to ul-tima'be ends of some kind,,. o o o substantive
rationality cannot be rneasured in terms of form¿rL calc-
ulation alone, but also involves a reLation to the ab-
solute values or to the content of the particuÌar given
ends to which it is orientecl" In principle, there is
an indefini'Le number of possib)-e standards of value which
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are r'rationalr' ín this sen6e (I.letrer , 1ro47; p.185) 
"

Substantive rationality indical,es that there is no way ulti-

mately to be rational This j-s the basic irrationality whÍch l^,leber ob-

serve s o

;;;u*:"i:ïi,':l::ll ";i . i:: " :':: l:íi"ili, ::;,::"T *":::"" ",the irratíonal grov{s in intensity (Feund, 1)6Bi p.25),

Thus increasing rationali zat,íon and intellectuali zaLíon
transform the dialectics of the inner and outer world in-
to that of a real void and an imaginary plenitude" A1]
meaning crumbles and only irrational appearences are Ieft/- . ^^\\Jr]îeuno; p.¿¿).

This fundarnentaL irrationality is based upon the nature of

the goals to be achieved. Because they are absol-ute values, they can on-

ly be achieved through a subjective and affectual process. Therefore, it

is inevitable that there will be confLict in the sel-ection of values.

Social- science methodology. Weberts methdoolgy also manifests

his ontol-ogical d.ualsim. Because social- reality is fundamentally sub-

jective, then the method used. to und.erstand. it also becomes subjective.

This is hou¡ the 'rideal-typerr must be seen.

An ideal-type is formed by the one síded accentua ion of
one or more points of view and by the systhesis of a great
many diffuse, discrete, more or Iess present and occasion-
ally absent concrete individual phenomena which are arrang-
ed according to those one sidedly ernphasized vielspoints in-
to a unified anai.ytical construct (Weber, 1949; p.90).

Weber is part of the historrcal school of thinkers (historicism).

The historical school- believes that hrstory is a series of non-comparable

constellation of facts v¿Ìtich cannot be periodized into stages or be ex-

p aitred by laws.

It-very indjvidual constel.l.ation which explains or precli.cts
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[a law-l is causa]l-y explicable only as the consequence of
another equally individual- constcllation which ha.s precedcd
it " Âs far back as we may go l-nto thc far-off past, the
real.ity to which the lavr applys alvrays remains equa.Ily in-
divj-du¿rl, equal.ly uncleducable from Iaws (1g49; p.Tj),

Ït is noi difficult to relate such a viev¡ of social history to

Webr's subjective ontology. i,lhat is problematic is the fact that this is

considered a scientific position. How is it possible to be subjective

and yet be scientific? Weber ansr^rers the dilemma posed in the fo1J-owing

st at ement s "

The objective vaLidity of all empirical knowledge rests
excl-usively upon the ordering of the given reality accord-
ing to categories which are subjective in a specific sense,
narnely, in that they present the presupposition of our
knowledge a-¡rd are based on the presupposition of the vafue
of those truths which empiricaì- knowledge alone can give
us (t949; p,110)o

The objective validity of aII empirical knowledge rests on value

presupposÍtions which only empirical knowledge can give us. For tr'Ieber,

this is an unacceptabJ.e position. i.leber cannot conceive of defininE the

cultural aspect of reality as being basically material-.

These evaluative ideas are for their part empirically dis-
coverabLe and analyzable as elements of meaningful human
contac.tr but their validity cannot be deduced from empir-
ical data as such. The "objectivityt' of the social sciences
depends rather on the fact that the empirj-ca} cì.ata are aI-
ways related to those eval-uative ideas which alone make
them worth knowing, and the significance of the empirical
data is derived from these evaluative ideas (lgqg; p"112).

1\ctiont motive' meaninß .anci, under,standing. There are a pJ-ethora

of concepts r,rhich Weber uses in his discussion of social organizatio¡r.

Consequentlyr alÌ that can be attempted here is an expì-alation of what

appe¿lr to be the most basic terms in relation to both l,ileberrÊ corlceptual

frarneworlc and to the conceptual scheme outlined above"
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Weberrs approach i.s not onLy subjectivc, but it is aLso indi-

viclualistic (or particu.laristic) " His accent upon the individ.ual is a

consequence of'the constell-ation of the terms, action, social action,

motiver meaning and understanding. AII of them focus arorÌnd the subìect-

ivist perspective which is l"ogically depend.ent upon the individual person

as its unÍt"

In action is included all human behavi-our when and insofar
as the actrng rndividual attaches a subjective meaning to
it. o.o action rs social insofar as, by virtue of the sub-
jective meaning attached to it by the acting individuals,
it takes account of the behavior of others and is therebv
oriented in its course (Weber, 1947; p.BB).

. Action, then, is subjective meaning, and ttsocial_t'involves the

orientation of action to others. vùhat, then, is subjective meaning?

ooooo processes or conditions, whether they are animate or
inanimate, human or non-huma.n, are in the present sense
devoid of meaning insofar as they cannot be rel_ated to an un-
intended purpose. That is to say, they are devoid of mean-
ing if they ca:rnot be related to action in the role of
means or ends but constitute only the stimulus, the favor-
ing or hindering circumstances (19471, p"93).

By definition, meaning is subjective since it involves pur-

pose or intentions (motives), j-nvolving both means and- ends. Subjective

in the way !'leber utitizes it doesnrt appear to involve consciousness.

In the majority of cases action goes on in a state of in-' articulate half-consciousnesss or actual unccnsciousness
of its subjective meaning (lg+l; p.111).

What subjectivism involvesr and what Ít appears to be synonomous with, is

the indivrdual unit. It also is intimately related to the rtinnet justif-

icationsrr and the outer related states of these expressions. Hovreverr.

it isr as it sha}l be shown¡ the actual f'ocus of a]l activibies, includ-

ing the col.Iective ones. SociaÌ science is:
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a (type of) science whÍch attcmpts the interpretive uncler-
standing of social- action in order Lhereby to ¿rrrive at a
causal explanati.on of its course and ef f'ccts (lgrll; p.BB) .

ttlnterpretive understanding' is the besic aspect of unclcrstand-

ing which embodies alL the di-fferent kinds of understanding under it, It
does so by vrrtue of the concept of subjective meaning being associated

with interpretive (gqli p"96)" This is due to l,teber,s dualistrc wert-

anschauung and his consequent d.ivision of realÍty and scÍence into the

natural and the sccio-cultural. This interpretive understanding l-s as-

sociated only with the socio-cul_tural sciences.

Understanding may be of two kinds: the first is the d.irect
, observational- understanding of the subjective meaning of a

given act as such, including verbal utterances (:.t may be
rational- or irrational). o.oêooo"n"" Understa:rdrng may
however, be of another sort, namely explanatory understand-

' ing. Thus we understand in terms of motive the meaning an
actor attaches to the proposrtion twice two equals four,
ldhen he states it or v¡rites it donn, in that we und"ersta¡d

' v'that makes him do thÍs at precisely this moment and ín these
cj.rcumstances. .êoo In all these cases understand"ing in-
volves the interpretive grasp of the mealing present in one
of the foltowing contexts: (a) as in the histori-cal approach,
the.actually intended meanÍng for concrete indÍvidual action;
or (U) as in cases of sociological mass phenomena the aver-
age of r or approximation to, the actualJ-y intended mea:ring;
or (c) .the meaning appropriate to a scier,tificall,y formul-
ated pure type (an ideal type) of a common phenomeno.n.
(tgql; pp. g4_j)

By refering back to Weberrs weltanschauung and nature of science

premises, the thrrd concept¡ i.eo¡ the ideaÌ type - is the d.evice by

which the historical and sociological factors are understoori, especraLly

in relation to themselves and each other.

Which of these two concepts (the historical

the sociol.ogical - the individ-ual) is given prirnacy rn

- the collectivll,y -
l,leberrs scheme?

action in socio-llut for -the subjective interpretation of
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Ìogical work, these collectivrti" es must be tre¿¡.ted solely
ae the resultants and modes of organization of the partic-
ular acts of i.ndividual persons since those alone can be
treated as ageuts in a course of subjectrvely under.stand-
able action (1947; p.101 ) "

However, lnleber does not re¡ect collectivitj es as extant, or

ev'en as devoid of anyrrmeaningrt. His sol-ution is to treat coLlectivities

as if they were individual unitso

For still other cognitive Orr"Oo""" "", for instance, jur-
istic or practrcal ends, it may on the other hand. be con-
venrent or even indispensable to treat social coLlectiv-
rtiesr such as states, associations, business corpsrations,
foundations, as if they were individual persons (194I; p.
101).

The primacy of the indÍvidual- person and the individ.ual (partic-

ular) is clear.

The concept of charisma serves to underlie Weberr s vÍew
that afl men eve¡rwhere are not to be comprehend-ed merely
as social products. ".. s'o for l^leber, the potentialty char-
ismati-c quality of man stands in tension vrj-th the external
demand-s of institutional l_ife (Mitls, j946; p.T3).

The conflict which exists at the societaL level, is a tension

between the individualistic and the institutionaL. It is para1l"el and.

logicalIy d.erivable from Weberrs vj-ew of the tension between the histor-

ical and the sociological a:rd his general weltanschauung which is split

into the rational a¡d the irrational. The embodiment of the societal

conflict occurs in the 'rwertrational-" form of action which he defines as:

In terms of rational orientation to an absol-ute value (wert-
rationaÌ), involving a conscious belÍef in the absolute
val.ue of some ethical, aesthetic, religious or other form
of behaviourr entirely for its own sake a¡rd independently
of' any prospects of external success (parsons, 194I; p.14).

The conflict occurs between rndivÍduals due to what is the in-

evitable confÌict between ultimate val-ues, values which are not objective
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and of the natural scientific character, but rather wiiich are subjective

and non-scucntificalì"y derivable. The conflicts are pervaslve, inasmuch

as they have occurred a:rd wiLl continue to occur ancl becaus;e they are

not historical in nature but trarishistorical.

The idea of "freedomt' fits into this scheme as the idea of the

freedom of the indivj.dual to act, nottrrationally, but ncreatively".

Freedom tra-nscends sciencer alld exists more as a component of abrarenessr

antithetical to the compulsive system of economic institutions (cirttr ana

MilIs, 1946; ?.73).

The subjective locus, however, is not strictly psychological_.

It is funda¡nental to the understanding of Webert s relation
to this problem to realize that the situational (ad.aptation
to external environs) and. relatronal (internal coordinat-ion) categories which constitute the parts of the general-
ized social system inevitably enter directly into hj.s form-
uLation of his specific ideat-type concepts. But to eachof these in tu¡n correspond.s directly a complex of typical-
motivations in Weberrs sense. Hence the "subjectÍve" pornt
of view is as essential to the description of social stru-
cture as it is to the action of the ind.ivid.ua} . 'lnJeberrs
motives are not, as he himself saw crearly, r'psychologi-cal_,'
entities. Their concreteness relatj.ve to the psychoJ-ogical
lever is precisely definèd by the fact that they include
socially structured definÍtions of the situations, and hence
artrculate lirectly with the structure-functÍonal analysisof social- systems which means the variability of social
systems (parsons, 1947i p"ZZ)"

Thusr according to Parsorrs, tleber is attempting to rtbridge the

gapil between the subjective and the objective" l^Jhile parsons cLaims that

I'leber couLd have overcome the contradi.ctions by adopting the structuraL-

functiotlal approach, lleber is assertive that the contradiction is not con-

ceptual, but rather existentially rooLed.. In thrs way, any rverstehenrt

of l,rleber at this level , must either be llleberia¡ and thus interpretive,

ioen¡ subjectiver or objectively critì"cal for the componenÌs c¿rnnot be
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separated from hrs thec¡r'c'tical f¡'amewor'l< and examinecl ind.epcncÌentì-y of

each other.

Weber sees the interactron Ín terms <lf the prÍmac.y of the sub-

¡ective motÍves of indrvidua.l-s" The origin of these motives Ís primarily

rnternally derived and onJ-y partiaì-ly a response to external phenomena.

social chanæ. weber, due to his attempt to rncorporate both

the rrsociologicaltr and the "historical"r' school-s of thought, deal_s with

change in two drametrical-Ly opposed ways. Firstly, there is the socio-

logicar, which although it rejects the idea of laws, still accepts the

concept of generalization, albeit wÍth the contradiction of the id.eal-

type (i.e", primarily as a heuristic d.evice rather than as something

existentral in quality). Therefore, Weber can talk in terms of trend.s

a.nd the social trend is towards rationalizatiorr.

One of the most important aspects of the process of rrration-
alization of action'r is the substitution for the thinking
accpetance of ancient custom, of del-iberate ad.aptation to
situations in terms of self interest (Weber, 194I; p.12j).

It j-s interesting that the socíaI process of the trend is one

in which the interests of indivrdual units come more into conflict with

the collectivity. The more (formally) rati-onal one becomes as an in¿ivi-
dualr the more efficient one becomes at aiming toward. and. possjbly achiev-

ing ends which are inherently confl-icting. Therefore, the collectivrty

becomes more unstable.

The historical- approach is concerned r.¡ith tlle individual and

particul-a¡:istic aspects of identity. Since the col-l-ectivity is treated

as a-n individuaL urlit, its ch;rnges are at least non-rational . However,

the modified historj.cal approach, coupLed with Weberrs modified iclealism
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(clualrsm) yie IcIr; í-r.n ultl-mate rrrationali Ly, ¿r levcl of' contraclict r,on r¡hich

is not transcendabì-e, r.e. a s'bate can only become more rrraLiolla,l .

Hi.story, tlien, becomes.bhe examin¿rl,ion ol'¿r serie,.s of ;rlmost

i-ndependent and u¡rrelaled social e¡;ochs. There is littlc i.f any relatl-on-

shj-p between these historical- epochs.

There are several consequences which arise from this perspective.

I'irst of allr there can be no evolutionary approach with stages arrsing

out of each other. Therefore, there j.s no ratronal historrc¿rl developmcnt.

There can be no generalization of experiences accross periods. If A causes

B rn time 1r there rs no reason to believe that this relationship r,rilì-

continue in time 2. Each period is highly partÍcularj-strc (i.naividual-

istic) t"d therefore contains an individ.ualistic configuration of factors.

It also follows from this that there can be no lavrs, Í"e.,

statements about or concernrng changes across periods. There call of

course be statements about non-changing factors a¡d about how these non-

changing factors are not the basis of change. Finally, it becomes appar-

ent that in order for such a position to be adopted, it would be hÍgh-

ly improbable that the individial would hold a materialÍstic postion

at the ontological level-. Idealism is more a;nenable, since it allov¡s

for the existence of certain a priori assumptions, rvhich the historical

schooL must have in the establishment of independent periods. Material-

ism seeks to explain historj"cal. periods in terms of each other a¡cl views

periods as beiug somehou¡ interrel.ated.

Hot¡everr !'le'ber does not adopt a purÊ hj.storrcaÌ appr,oach" I{e

attenrpts to modify the extreme positj,on which states that there can be

no generalizations, or what he t,erms.'tÊociological¡' el-ements.
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This is more of a technique than the expression of a.n extant

reality. As it was noted before, such generalizatÍons are merely heur-

istic devices and do not represen'L an actual reality. Âs a consequencc,

Weberrs approach to history is the embodiment of such a position. His

actual styi-e proceeds in the following manner: First of all, he states

all the logical possibilities about a partucular relationship; Next, he

emphasizes one of these factors as being more basic" If the issue deals

wÍth transhitorical variables, he demonstrated this fact; Then he shows

how that variable Ís no longer the same and how it has changed so raci-

caJ-Iy that it can no longer be a fundamentally causative variableo How-

ever, he does conced.e (tiris j-s where he d.ifiers fron¡ the historÍcal

school) ttrat this transhÍstorical factor is operative in the reLationship.

Social- class. Class for Weber is not a social change concept

as it was for Marxu Weber splits the idea of cl-ass into tv¡o distinct

classÍfications which reflect very well his ontological dualism"

In strict Weberia¡ language, there are two forms of strati-

ficatÍon; social class and stalus honor. Both of them I'are phenomena

of the d.istributuon of power within a communityr' (Weber, 1946; p.tBt).

Class Ís a function of whether a¡ ind:.vj-duaI possesses or

does not possess property (lg+e; p.tBe). Therefore, it ',..o is¡ on

this sense, ultimately Ia] market situation" (p.182).

Class stratification is purely a:r economic concept. In this

sense it is a rational (formally) component, Class action, then, is d.e-

fined as being I'social actionrr, or acJiion which'ruo,o. is oriented to a

rationally motivated. adjustment of interests" (p. tBl)"
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The idea of cLass interest is not consid.erecl by Weber to be a

funda¡nentally objective component. In fact, !{eber .Lerms thrs a ,pscudo-

scientific operation' made by that I'talented author, (tttarx) in which a

crass as a whol"e can be infarribte about its in.berests (pp" 184-5).

For Weber, there is no ob.jecbive fac'bor that can be more basic

in analysing human behaviour than a subjective factor" Therefore, it is
that basic subjective reality of communal action whrch is most crrtical
and. which brings forth cLass situatj_ons.

Weber argues that, rrThe communal action that brings forth class

situations, howver, is not basically action between menrbers of the ident-
ical class; it is a¡ action between members of different classes' (p.185),

Here, the basic unit of action is the status group. ilIn contrast to the

purely economically d.etermined. tclass situationr we wish to d,esignate as

rstatus situationt every typical component of the Life fate of men that

is determined by a specific, positive or negative, social estimation of
honor't (p. 187) .

Honor is a cl_ass transcending factoro Ind.Íviduals v¿ho are

members of different crasses, iuê.¡ the propertied and. the propertyless,

car¡ be members of the same status group. This type of association l,leber

deos not interpret as false class consciousness, as Marx did.. Rather,

he rnerely called it t'A cLassic example of the Ìack of class antagonßÍm""rr

(lgqli p"426). This he consid,ers to be a positivo st,ate of affairs, im-

plying that antagonisrn is assocj-ated with the impersonal, economic and.

ratj.onal and therefore, undesirable.

l{ith somo over-simpì"ification, one rni¿;ht thrrs say that
classes are sl,ratrf ied accordinp; 'bo their relations of
the production arid ercquisition of goods; wher.errs ret¿tus
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groupsr are stratified according to the principles of their
consumption of goods as represented by special lifc styJ.es
(gqa; p. 191) 

"

In so far as these concepts rela.te to the basic dual-ism of l.leber,

it can be expected that the tr.¡o can come into difficultres with relatron

to one a¡.other. Such a predicti-on is accurate for, as Weber states:

As to the general economic conditions mal<ing for the pre-
domina:rce of stratification by rstatusr , only very little
can be said. When the bases of the acquisition and dis-
tnbution of goods are relatively stable, stratification
by status is favoured. Every technol.ogical repercussion
and economic transformation threatens strati.fication by
status ald pushes the class sÍtuation into the foreground.
Epochs and countries j.n which the naked class situation is
of predomina¡t significance are regularly the periods of
technical and economic transformations. And- every slow-
ing down of the shÍfting of economic stratification leads,
in due course, to the growth of status structures and makes
for a resucitation of the important role of status honor
(tgqe; pp" 193-4) 

"

Po1itical ramifications n Given Weberrs ontological dualism,

it can be expected that he will oppose socialism and somehow support

capit a1 i sm.

Unlike Mannheim, Weber is more concrete j.n his analysis of

politics. It is not necessary to infer a political perspective from hís

about his position.writing, for he is fairly explicit

That position, as it was predicted from the model, is highly

critical about the possibil-it-res of the development of socialism as a

superior system to capitalism"

For Weber, capitalism is the highest form of rational op-
erations; yet it is implemented by two irrationaLities:
the remains of an originally religiously anchored attitude:
the irrational calling and drive for continuous work; and
modern socialism, seen as the rutopiar of those who cannot
stand up under what seems to them the senseless injustice
of an econc¡mic ordor. which makes thern de¡rende¡rl upon prop-
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ertied enbrepreneurs.(Cirttr and Mi1J.s, 1946i p.68)"

It is not possibl-e to be any more rational than ca.pítalism be-

cause that system iras carried the fundamental- contradiction between

rationally chosen means and irrationaly chosen ends or 6çoals to Íts break-

ing point" Socialism would merely increase the fundamental irrati.onality

since it improves the efficiency of the means for arbitrary ends.

In his diccussion on Imperialism, Weber states:

The situatÍon would hardly change fundamentaly i-f for a
moment we were to make the mental experiment of assuming
the individuaf polities to be somehow tstate-socialistl
communities, that is, associations supplyi-ng a maxi-mum
a¡nount of their needs through a coflective ecomony. Alt
polÍtical- associatÍons of such a collective economy would
seek to buy as cheapJ-y as possible j-ndispensible goods
not produced on thej-r own terrÍtory .,... from communities
that have natural- monopolies which these communitíes would
seek to expJ.oit" It is probable that force v¡ou1d be used
where it would Lead easily to favorabl-e conditions of ex-
change: the weaker party would thereby be obliged to pay
tribute, if not formally then at least actu¿]1y (1946; p.
16g) "

Imperialism¡ i"e.¡ the domination of one national unit by a¡other for

the purpose of economic gains, is a transhistorical phenomena which will

occur just as easiJ-y in a socialist state as it did in early history.

Girth and Mills point out that for Weber, the utrtimate unit is the nation

state, a unit which cannot combi.ne into any international whol-e (1946; p"

48).

The lack of political-Iy democratic Ìeadership is also what he

caÌÌs an rrethícal paradoxrt, an irrational condition which is too deep

seated to be elimina¡ed by political action. If socialism l{ere to take

Doh/er then:

Emotional revolutionism is fol-Iowed by the traditionalisl
routine of everyday life; the crusading J,eader and the
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iror Ìrere, as wi'bh
every feaderrs machi.ne, one of the conditions for success
is thc depersonal.ization anri. routinrz¿rtion, i.n short, the
psychic prol"etaria¡izatron, in the i.nterests of discipli nc "
After coming to por.rcr the following of a crusader usualìy
degenerates very easily into a quite common stratum of
spoilsman ( 1946¡ p"12r) "

Charismatic leadership, which is one of the principle forces of

social change, occurs :.n u.r".y hÍstorical and politicaL period.. There-

forem the utopÍanism which ushered rn the metarnorphosis, inevitably be-

comes I'routinizedr', i.e. becomes standardized into a routine pattern of

events, which are aLso fo.*tffy rational- and hence d.ehumanizÍng.

This phenomena of increasing the irrationalism of a society by

j.ntroducing sociaLism is totalJ-y pervasive. It extends into every facet

of institutional l-ífe" Bureaucratic organization, which is the person-

ification of rationaf and efficient means, could even possibly be inten-

si fi ed.

A socialistic form of organizatíon would not alter this
fact Iconcerning bureaucratic efficiency]" lt would be
a ques-tion v¡hether in a social-istic system it would be
possible to provide conditions for carrying out as strin-
gent bureaucratic organization as has been possibl.e in a
capitalistic order. l'or socialism woul-d, in fact r rê-
quire a still higher degree of formal- bureaucratization
than capitalism. If this should prove not to be possible
it would demonstrate the existence of' another of those
funda¡nental elements or irrationaLity in social systems -
a conf'Iict between formal and substantive ratioanlity of
the sort which sociology so often encounters (1947; p"319).

What Weber is saying arnounts to this: socialism would definitely

not mean a-n improvement over capitalism, and there is reason to suspect

that it may even exaccerbate the funda¡rental irrationality that human

societies face. Sincc there is no reason to believe that socialism

would not provide an improved alternative, no matter how l-lad capitalism
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seem, then there is little purpose in transformrng capitalism from

present state'

Summari zinfr 14qå.Weber

Weberrs perspective fits into the idealist alternative that

the conflict mod.el specifiedl Ontologicaì-Iy, he is dualistic, splÍtting

and. separatÍng cultural-historical phenomena from naturaL phenomena" He

is much cl-oser to lvla¡nheim'than he is to Marx. Both of then share similar

views on every major íssue, (category) which the model exa¡nined"

In chapter '/ five general observations were made from the con-

tent of the main d.ebates. None of these statements were found to be in-

adequate in the analysis of Max Weber. Neither were any of the categories

found. to be problematic. Finally, it wasnlt necessary to make any addit-

ions for issues that had not been forseen.
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SUM}IIARY ÂND CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the theorists examined within the thesrsrthe

relatronshrps vrhÍch were macle in chapter I were founcl to have a defrnitc

predictive value. In particulâr, the causaì. primacy ol' the ontologicaì-

category and its relationship to the methodology utilizèd in social"

science, both appeared to be consistentJ-y accurate. In every case ex-

amined, ontological dualrsm Ied to the utili.zation of a subjectÍve method-

ology in the social sciences, whereas ontological" monj.sm from a dialec-

tj.cll position led to a subjective and objective approach.

fn addition, the societal premises also appeared to follow a

close pattern in their relationship to the ontoLogical category. OntoJ-og-

j.cal dualism consistently l-ed to subjective interpretations of social

structure and social cIass. A subjective interpretation of soci-aI struc-

ture j.nvolves the placing of attitudes in some primary posi.tion, or

shared beliefso In relation to the idea of class, status held an im-

portant position for it utili-zed the attitudinal structure as its base"

I'Jhenever ontologicaÌ dualism occurred, social cha:rge r.ras al--

ways interpreted in terms of system modification or adjustment, but never

as objective structural change. Subjective structure could change, it

seemed, without any objective structural change" The political implÍcat-

ions of hold.ing such a position were always the sarne; capitalisnl was al-

ways selected over socialism

The ontolo6ical position of dialectical. materi.alÍsm (monisnr)

h¿i.d what rs considered here to be the opposite effect on the socj.al- prem-

116
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ise states. Soci¿rl sLru<;ture was viewcd as bei,ng bo th subjective and

objective" Thi.s posltion invol-vctl tlefi.ni n¡; llre sl,ructure j-n terrns of

politic:rl economy. i¡ronr this perspecbtve, Ít bec¿rme important to de-

fine whether or not the structure was feudalist, capr{alist or social-

ist. The relatronshrp of'su.b¡ecL to ob¡ect in such a structure varied

according to what structure it was exa¡nined in.

CLass took an anaì-ogous positLon. As a unit of the structure

it also had subjective and objective properties. It was not status that

constituted the subjecti.ve part, but rather cl-ass consciousness. Class

d.Íd not exist until the subjective element emerged with the objective

cond].llons.

Change and social hrstory as vrell- follow a uníque pattern.

StructureJ- change defined in the above sense was inevitable. When

change did occur, the process of change Ítself was changedr for as it

was noted aboven the relationship of the subjects to objects began to

take on a d.ifferent appearence.

The political implications were also cLear. The fact that

structuraJ- change was inevitable meant that the d.eath of capitalism was

also inevitable and the consequent rise of sociaLism was imminent"

The forces of opposition in the dÍalo6¡re against Marx take on

a variety of formS. In general, these different forms can be seen as

carj.ations upon a common ontological theme, namely dualism. While our

original formulation of tltese alternatives were seen from the point of

view of horv thcy reacted to Marx¡ i.eo I non-¿¡.cknottledgement o distortÍont

a¡rd. convergence¡ they also can be seen from the point of view of how they

for¡nulate their actu¡rl. alternative"
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The hi.s Loricists, such as Weber, Mannheim and more recen-LJ-y

Bergcr, differ in therr approach from the empirrcr.sts, slch as llurkheirn

a¡d more recently Mcrton. The latteru who are direct d.escendents of

posítivismr take on the appearence of being materialist. Howeverr €¡1-

piricism i¡r itself is not a suffieient factor for a materiaList positiono

especially a dialectical one. The historicists were also wi-Lling to

allow for the exrstence of objective factors in thej.r interpretatron of

cultural--historical reality, a¡rd. therefore, were willing to be empÍrica1

in this sense. Þnpiricist methodologies ca¡ be grounded upon d.ualist

ontologies without any difficultyo

lhe factor which distinguishes their methodologies is their use

and interpretatÍon of history" Dualist empiricism will also tend. to be

abstract empiricism, eliminating history and studying attitudes, Monistic

empiricism or radical empiricism¡ will exarnine social reali"ty in histor-

Ícal terms" It will not necessarily eliminate the study of attitud,es from

its domain, but it v¡i1t attempi to examine them over trme and in relation

to more basic structural factors"

Howevero as Tiryakian pointed- out

is a unity between the two reactions, which

wingo to Marx. That unity is what has been

lSmo

in his article (1965), there

have been politically right

called their ontological dual-
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